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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTORY CONCEPTS

The notion of electric charge has grown as a consequence of man's

2 observations of a large number of phenomena, from lightning to the electric

shock obtained by touching a metallic object after walking on a think rug.

Electric charge, as a property of electrons and protons, is a najor building

block of natiIre. The atam!,_ theory of matter, at least in its simple form,

3 is known to every schoolboy.

It has been known for more than two centuries that objects, which we

now describe as being electrically charged, exert forces of attraction or

repulsion on each other. The far-reaching consequences of these forces

4 pervade almost all aspects of modern life -- from electrically-powered in-

dustrial and home machinery to telephonic communication, to radio and tele-

vision, to devices for medical diagnosis and treatment, to the guidance and

control of space vehicles. A highly satisfactory explanation of these forces

5 has been achieved through inventing the concept of electric charge.

Quantitative laws have been discovered which relate the behavior of

charged bodies to their configuration, their positions-and orientations,

and their states of motion. Application of these laws by engineers has led

6 to the development and design of a host of useful accomplishments -- from

communication using laser beams to microwave broiling of hamburgers.

1-1. Coulomb's Law

The basic amount of charge is that of an electron. However, this is so

small compared to charges whose effects are observable in the world of the

laboratory that it is not chosen as a unit of measure. In the rationalized

MSC (meter-kilogram-second-coulomb) system of measurements the unit of charge

8 is called the coulomb, named after a Frenchman who first gave a quantitattve

relationship for the force of attraction or repulsion of one electric charge

on another. This quantitative relationship, called Coulomb's law, was also

named after him. It states that the algebraic value of the force on a small

9 stationary electric charge Qi due to another small stationary electric charge

Q2 is proportional to Qi and Q2 and inversely proportional to the square of

the distance r between the charges.
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The constant of proportionality is dependent on the medium in which the

charges are located. (We assume that they are located in a homogeneous medium.)

2 In the rationalized MKSC system the constant is chosen so that the force is

1/4Tce newtons for two'identical charges of 1 coulomb each separated by a distance

of 1 meter in vacuum. c is called the permittivity of the medium. When the me-

dium is vacuum the symbol is written e and has the value 8.4 x 10
-12

.

*

0

3 Thus, Coulomb's law is written

F =
Q1Q2

21 L 2
Li-ter

4

(1-2)

This expression represents the algebraic value of the force. But force is a

vector quantity and has direction also. The direction of the force exerted on

a charge Qi la charge Q2 is along a line directed from Q2 to Q. It is not nec-

5 essary to specify whether Q2 and. Q2 are positive or negative; it is only necessary

to treat the charges as algebraic quantities. Note the order of the subscripts on

F
21e

the first subscript specifies the charge, Q
2

1 which is exerting the force;

the second subscript specifies the charge, Qi, on which the force is exerted.

6 When more than two charges are present in a region the total force on a

given charge is the resultant of the individual forces due to all of the other

charges. Since each of these individual forces is a vector, the resultant must

be composed as a vector sum. We shall designate vectors by putting an arrow

7 above the symbol a vector force is designated F.

1-2. Electric Field

If we single out a charge Q0 and consider the force F on this charge due

8 to all other charges Qi, Q2, .., gril we will have an expression

9

F
0

= F
10

+ F
20

+ Fn0 (1=3)

Actually en is related to the speed of light, cl by the relationship 4gen = 10
7
/c
2

.

Recognitiori of this relationship was an important factor in identifying "'electro-

magnetic radiation (radio waves) as the same thing as light.



1 whereFmistheforceon%duetochargeis the force on Qo due:to
4V

Q21 etc. Each of these partial forces is proportional to q01 according to

Coulomb's law. Hence 90 can be factored from each term of the sum and. the

result can be written

2

F
0

E

where E is the vector summation, of all the terms after Q6 has been factored.

3 We see that E se F6/90) the force on charge 90 per unit charge. It does not

depend on Qbil by Coulomb's law it depends on all the other charges and on

their distances from 901 as well as on the permittivity of the medium con-

taining the charges. We call it the electric field. The presence of this

4 electric field is not dependent on the presea*of -06, which is simply a test

charge placed somewhere to see if there is a force on an electric charge at

that point. If we were to double the value of the test charge 901 the value

of the force on it would be doubled) by Coulomb's law) assuming that this

5 ILIEK 1241211..hg of the charge did not change the vositions of all other charges.J
But a doubled force divided by a double charge leads to the same value of E.

If the location of 90 is changed without changing the locations of any other

charge) the value of r to use in Coulomb's law for each charge will change

6 and) hence) the electric field will change. In a region containing charges)

then) the electric field varies fram point to point.

1-3. Potential Difference and Voltage

7 Now consider a charge % Flaced in an electric field. (This is a short-

hand way of saying "placed in a region in which-there is a force on an elec-

tric charge at any point.") Since there is a force on Qb, it will tend to

move unless there is a restraining force preventing the charge from moving.

8 Suppose there is no other force except that due to the :field El and. the

charge moves a certain distance. Work must be done in noving the charge and

the amount of this' work equals the distance moved times the component of

force along the line of motion. Consider the diagram in, Figure 1-1. Suppose

90 moves a distance A from point P1 to P2 in a straight line.



motion

Figure 1-1.

We might be tempted to say the work done is / times SDE (the magnitude of the

vector) times cos el where Q,E cos 0 is the component of the force on Qo along
v

the line of motion. But since E may not have the same direction from point to

point as the charge moves, its camponent (E cos e) along the line of motion might

change from point to point. To overcome the difficulty, we must find the differ-

ential work done in moving along a snall displacement, di, assuming that the

direction of E does not change over this small distance. Then, we must integrate

to find the total work. Thus,

Work done by the electric P2

field in moving a charge = %1E cos 8 di (1-5)

from Pi to P
2

P
1

where E and cos e can change from point to point along the path.

Now, the potential energy that is available to do work by virtue of the

fact that 140 is in an electric field has been decreased. (This is analogous

to a body falling down a hill. The gravitational force exerted on the body when

it is at the top of the hill is doing work.as it falls. But all the while, the

potential energy which was available is decreasing until, when the body reaches

the bottam of the hill, it cannot fall anymore and its potential energy is

reduced to zero.) Returning to the integral in Eq. (1-5), we see that the work

done represents the decrease in potential energy as Qo moves from Pi to P2. If

we divide by Q01 we find

2Decrease in potential energy per unit
E cos e d/

charge in moving a charge from Pi to P2
P
1

(1-6)
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1 This quantity is extremely important. In order to avoid having to say all

those words on the left side every time we want to refer to it, it is given

a name; it is called the potential difference. More specifically it is the

potential decrease from P1 to P2.
2

Normally it is a difficult job to calculate the magnitude and arection

of the electric field at all points along a path spanning two points between

which it is desired to know the potential difference. Fortunately, in much

of the study of electrical engineering it is not necessary to do this since

3 other relationships can be used besides this integral.

We shall use the term voltage to stand for the potential decrease as

calculated from the above integral. By definition, then, the yoltage across

two points Pi and P2 is the decrease in potential energy per unit charge

4 when a charge moves fram P1 to P20

Although the preceding discussion was carried out in terms of the elec-

tric field as the agency which exerted force aad did work, the resulting

definition of voltage is more general; the work can be done by the field or

O
5 by an external agency, like gravity. Bence, the decrease in potential energy

may turn out notto .bean actual-dames:Ile at all) but an increase. Equation

(1-6) takes this into account, as the resultant voltage is an algebraic quan-

tity amd nay vary in sign. That is, when the potential energy per unit

6 charge is actually increased, the decrease in potential energy is negative.

We shall use the symbol, v, to stand for voltage. Since the definition

involves two points there nust be some way of designating from which point

to which point the integration in Eq. '(1-6) is to be carried out. In Figure

7 1-2 two points a and. b are shown, the voltage between which is under dis-

cussion.

8

9

a b a b a b

-vab 1-

v

Figure 1-2.

If we go fkoom a to b in the definition of voltage, we will label it vab.

Thus, vab is the decrease in potential energy per unit charge when a charge



moves from a to b. In a particular situation this number may turn out to be

positive or it nay be negative. If the number is positive, it means that there

is actually a decrease in potential energy in going from a to b. If negative,

this means that there is actually an increase in potential energy in moving from

a to b. In either case we get the required information about the state of poten-

tial energy.

Another way of designating from which point to which point in the integra-

tion of Eq. (1-6) is to use some marking, as in the third part of Figure 1-2.

A + sign is placed at the point from which we integrate and a - sign at the point

to which we integrate. Thus, if we write v and put a plus sign at a and a minus

sign r:t b we mean vab (Of course, only the plus sign is enough; once you know

which point carries the plus sign, then you know the other point carries the minus

sign.)

La discussing Coulomb's law we pointed out that the relationship holds for

stationary charges. (The term electrostatics is used to designate this branch of

the subject.) However, to determine the voltage we talked about moving a charge

fram one point to another. How can these two notions be reconeiled? Actually,

in moving a charge about in a field we must think of motions carried out with

infinitesimally small velocities: otherwise kinetic energy will have to be con-

sidered and we no longer have an electrostatic situation. But just what is an

infinitesimally small velocity? This is really hard to answer. By this phrase we

shall mean, so small that the kinetic energy can be neglected compared with the

potential energy involved. To imply that there is some non-zero velocity but that

the results based on the static case still apply, the term quasi-static conditions

is usually used. In everything we consider here we often use the term static al-

though we shall be dealing with quasi-static conditions.

In discussing the moving of a charge fram one point to another, no considera-

tion was given to the path of motion. Thus, in Figure 1-3 a charge can move from
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1 a to b along either of the paths shown, or along any number of other paths.

If the notion of voltage is to have a useful meaning, either one of two

things nust be true about the path taken in going fram a to b; either the

result must be independert of the path taken -- that is, it will be the

2 same no matter which path is taken -- or a particular path is specified and.

we agree always to take that path.

Although we shall not do so here, it is an easy matter to show that for

the electrostatic case (charges stationary), the Work done in moving a charge

3 between two points is independent of the path taken. The same thing. is time

even in the case when charges axe moving, provided that the resulting cur-

rents are constant with tile -- so-called direct current (dc). In these

cases the term Noltage will have an unambiguous meaning. (Note that in

4 the case of gravitational force.a similar result is obtained. That is, if

we take a stone falling dawn, a hill, its decrease in potential energy after

falling a certain vertical distance is the same no matter how it bounded

around in falling that distance.)

5 But we are also interested in sitwations where the currents do vary

with time. In such cases the result of the integration in Eq. (1-6) will

aataa on the path taken. But even in, these cases we can make the term,

"voltage", meaningful by agreeing as to the path taken. Pram previous studies

6 you are no doubt familiar with the fact that electric currents axe accorl2anied

by magnetic fields. (Further discussion, of this subject will take place in

Chapter 4.) If the currents are timevarylag, then so also will be the re-

suiting magnetic field. In order to deal with such a situation, we assume

7 that all time-varying magnetic fields are localized; that is, they are

lumped:or concentrated in one or more devices, as shown in Figure 1-4, and.

the effects produced are accounted for at the terminals of the lumped. device.

8

9

a

path between 1)

terminals /

on the
exter7t.or of I

the device I

\Db

C)

changing

magnetic
field
localized
here

0

Figure 1-4.



1 We agree never to choose a path between the terminals a-b that goes inside the .

device, but always to take a path outside the device. With this agreement the

notion of voltage between a and. b will again be meaningful.

2 1-4. Current

If electric charges were all stationary, they would be of very little inter-

est to anyone. They give rise to important observable electric phenomena when

they are in motion. Electric charge in motion constitutes a current. Before we

3 define current more carefully, note that both negative and positive charge can

be moving, and that each can be moving in any direction.

In developing a definition of current, suppose we consider charges moving

along a discrete path, like a conducting wire. Suppose further that only positive

4 charges are moving and. we count the amount of charge passing a particular cross

section of the wire in a given time interval, say half an hour. We can then say

how much charge came by in the half hour, but we won't know whether it came across

faster over part of the time and. slower over the rest of the time, or whether the

5 rate at which the charge passed the cross section was the same for the whole inter-

val. To remedy this situation we can make the observation interval smaller and.

smaller. Suppose we take the observation interval to be 2 seconds. We can add

up the amount of charge coining by in each 2-second interval. The average rate of

6 pasaing of the charge equals the amount per 2-second interval. divided. by 2. But

still we can't say anything about the rate of flow within e:.ch interval, whether

it speeded up or slowed down as the interval of time progressed from 0 to 2 seconds.

Suppose we make the observation interval still smaller, say At, and we find the

7 amount of charge passing a cross section during this interval to be AV The aver-

age rate over the time At at which charge is moving past a given cross section is

then Aq/At. In the limit as we let the observation interval get smaller and

smaller, we define the electric current i to be

- lim
dt At

(1-7)

Current has the dimensions of coulombs per second and its unit is the ampere.

9 But, "inswing past a cross-sectional area" can be in either one direction or

the other. So we arbitrarily choose a particular direction as our reference. If

positive charges go past a cross section in that direction we say the current is
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1 positive; if they go in the olvosite direction, we say the current is negative.

But how about negative charges? Suppose a positive and. a negative charge

of equal magnitude move at the same rate in the same direction. The net flow

of charge will be zero. This means that a negative elvirge moving in one

2 direction is equivalent to a positive charge of equal magnitude moving in

the opposite direction. It is$ therefore, unimportant to know wher'wr the

current is causedby the motion of posittve charge or negative chaige or

both.

3 To summarize: when charges are flowing in a discrete path, we arbi-

trarilyr assign a direction to be the reference direction. We designate the

current to be positive over a time interval if during this time positive

charges are moving in the reference direction or negative Charges are moving

4 orposite to the reference direction. The reference direction is indicated

by =arrow drawn beside the path of charge flow.

la Figure 1-5 is shown a graph of current carried by a wire as a func-

tion of time. The reference direction, of the current is shown as being to

5 the right.

7

(a) Figure 1-5.

......111111.

(reference direction)

(b)

8 It is required to answer the following questions:

1. In what direction are positive or negative charges moving in the

wire over the interval from 0 to 5 seconds?

2. How much charge and of what sign has passed a cross section of

9 the wire toward the right after 1$ 2 and 5 seconds?

(Try to answer these questions before reading on.)
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1. The reference direction is to the right. When the current is positive,

positive charge is actually moving to the right. When the current is negative,

positive charge is actually moving to the left. Thus, from 0 to 2 seconds posi-

tive charge is actually moving to the right and from 2 to 5 seconds positive

charge is actually moving to the left. Since negative charge moving in one di-

rection is equivalent to an equal positive charge moving in the other direction,

the same result in each of the intervals can be described in terms of a negative

charge actually moving in e. direction opposite to the direction in which the

positive charge is moving.

2. Since current is the time derivative of charge transferred, then the

amount of charge must be equal to the integral of current.

q = i dt (1-8)

0

An integral can be interpreted as the area under a curve. Hence, after 1 second

the area under the curve (Figure 1-5) is 2 times 1 ampere-seconds = 2 coulombs.

It is positive, so a net positive charge has passed to the right, or a net nega-

tive charge has passed to the left. At 2 seconds, the current is zero but the

area under the curve from 0 to 2 is not; it is 2 + 1 = 3 coulombs. (Positive

charge to the right or negative charge to the left.) From 2 to 5 seconds the

current is negative, so the nei area under the curve is being reduced;ait is

3 - 3 x 1/2 = 3/2 coulombs.

In order to avoid having to say "positive charge to the left, negative charge

to the right" in describing a current, we will henceforth assume that only posi-

tive charges are involved. So, when a current is positive, we will say that

charge (meaning positive charge) is actually flowing in the reference direction;

and when a current is negative, charge (meaning positive charge) is actually

flowing opposite to the reference direction.

1-;5. Kirchhoff's Laws

(Read the programmed booklet titled "Kirchhoff's laws" for further instruc-

tion in the subject of this section.)

Kirchhoff's current law is a statement expressing the fact that electric

charge cannot accumulate at a node or be generated there. Figure 1-6 shows four



1

2

3

Figure 1-6 .

branches joined at a node. The branch currents are each arbitrarily

assigned a reference direction shown by an arrow alongside the branch.

Kirchhoff's current law can be stated in the following forms:

5 1. The algebraic sum of all current leaving, any node (or junction)

is zero at each instant of tiMe (for the example, + i2 + 13 - i as 0)*
4 1

or
2. the algebraic sum of all currents entering any node is zero at

6 each instant of time (for the example, II. - i2 - 13 + a 0); or

3. the sum of currents with references directed toward a node is

equal at each instant of time to the sum of currents with references di-

rected away from the node (for the example, + a + i3).
7 In the first form, the node reference is 'leaving' while in the second

form the node reference is 'entering'. In either case, if a branch refer-

ence coincides with the node reference, the corresponding term will carry

a negative sign in the mathematical expression; if a branch reference is

8 opposite to the node reference, the corresponding term will carry a nega-

tive sign.

Figure 1-7 shows a network having ii. nodes. (For simplicity the rec-

tangles are omitted but every line shown represents a branch, not just a

9 connection.) A reference direction for each branch current is arbitrarily
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Figure 1-7.

picked. It is desired to apply Kcl and write a set of equations: one for each

node. We shall do this, taking 'leaving' as the reference for each node.. The

result is the following. (You should write your own set of equations and. check

against these. It doesn't matter if your terms a.re not in the same order.)

For node a: i
1
+

2
+ i

3
+ in 0

For node b:
1

-
2

+
6

4 0

For node c: -

For node d: i
3

+i5

(1-9)

Additional Comments

The objective in this problem was simply to give some practice in apply-

ing Kirchhoff's current law. However: having written the equations: it is pos-

sible to exaznine them to see if any additional information can, be obtained.

Notice how the equations have been written, with the terms for a given current

appearing in a vertical column. Something very curious can be detected: each

current appears twice in a column, once with a plus sign and once with a minus

sign. Hence, if the equations are all added, the result will be identically zero!

That is

Eq. a + Eq. b + Eq. c + Eq. d 0 (1-10)

. 1.*. . . .; ..... t ..*
'Subsections titled AdUitional Comment are for the purpose of introducing those
who are interested to topics beyond the scope of the material for this course.
No one is required to read these sections, but they will help any who do reach
a deeper understanding.



1 From this it follows by solving for Eq0 d that

Eq. d = -(Eq. a + Eq,. b + Eq. c)

2 Actually, instead of Eq d, we can solve for any one of the others and dis-

cover that

any one of the four equations is negative sum of all the others

3 which means that they are not all independent; if all but one are known, this

one follows as the negative sum of the others. Verify this by adding the

last three in Eq. (1-9) and. comparing this sum with the first equation.

This result, which was found. to be true for this example, is actually

4 q,uite general and can be easily demonstrated. That is, for any network hav-

ing lin nodes, only N n-1 independent equations expressing Kirchhoff's current

law can be written. There will be more about this in the next chapter.

We turn next to Kirchhoff's voltage law. Figure 1-8 shows four branches

5 forming a closed path. The branch voltages have each been arbitrarily as-

signed a reference polarity as shown by the plus sign.
v
1

6

7

8

9

+ V
3 Figure 1-8.

V
1

as Va
b

V -Is V
2 bc

v
3
= vd

c vcd

vad ag
- v

da

Kirchhoff's voltage law states that g

1. The algebraic sum of all voltages around any closed path in an
electric network (traversed either clockwise or counterclockwise) is zero

at each instant of time. (In the example, going clockwise, V1 + v2 - v3 - v4

or

2. around any closed. path and. at each instant of time, the sum of volt-

awe. with clockwise references is equal to the sum of voltages with counter-

clockwise references. (in the example, v.
1
+ v2 at v3 + )
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^

In the first form, if a branch reference coincides with the loop reference

(that is, the plus sign is encountered i'irst when traversing the braach in the

loop reference direction, which maybe either clockwise or counterclockwise), the

corresponding term will carry a positive sign in the mathematical expression;

otherwise, a negative sign.

Kirchhoff's voltage law can be taken as s basic postulate. But if we

consider the electrostatic case only, Kvl from the definitiaa of volt-

age. This is easy to appreciate if we rementder that in this case the 'voltage'

is independent of the path. That is, in Figure 1-9 we mn co frau a to b along

. Figure 1-9.

either the upper path or the lower path and the voltage (the decrease in poten-

tial energy per unit charge) will be the same: vl = v2 or vl - v2 = 0, which

is Kvi for Figure 1-9.

For the general case of lumped networks we agree that ia discussing voltage

we will always take external paths between the terminals of the branches. As

long as we do, it doesn't matter what combination of branghes we traverse, the

voltage between two points will be the same. Thus, in Figure 1-8 the voltage

from a to b must be the same whether we go directly from a to b or go fram a to d

to c to b. Thus, vl = V +.v3 - v2, which can, be written, vl + v2 a v3 +v4.

Nbte that the assumption of a lumped network means that there is no changing

magnetic flux passing through the closed bath in Figure 1-8.

The diagram in Figure 1-10 shows a network having three closed pathsl.or

loops, as shown by the dadhed arrows. (Tb avoid confLision, the diagram is redrawn

without the arrows.) A reference polarity for each branch volage is arbitrarily
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assigned. It is desired to apply Kirchhoff's voltage law to write a set of

equations, one for each loop. (You should write your own set of equations

before spins on and check them against the ones below. Don't worry about

4 the terms in your equations being in a different order from these.) Here

is the result.

5

loop a: vl

loop b:
v2 v3

+ - v al 0
4

loop c: -vi. - v
2

- v
3

+ v
5

(1-12)

Additional Comments

Let.us again examine these equations for Any additional .information we_,

can gather from them. Note again that each voltage appears twice in a

vertical column, onge with a plus sign and once with.a minus sigh. If the

equations are all added, the result will, therefore, be identically zero.

7 From this it again follows that any one of the equations can be obtained,

onge the other two are known. The third equation, for example, the one

around the wtside contour of the network, is just the negative sum of the

other two. (Clearly, if this equation had been written in a clockwise

8 sense instead of the other way, it would have been obtained as the positive

sum of the other two equations.)

This result, unlike the corresponding one for Kirchhoff's current law,

is not general. In more complicated networks, there are many more closed

9 paths than there seem to be. FOr example, in Figure 1-11 only ont additional

branch has been added to the previous network. la addition to the previous
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Figure 1-11

3 closed paths, there are now 4 more. Indicating these paths by listing the

4 branches lying on them, these closed paths are 3-5-6, 1-2-6, 1-4-3-6 and 2-6-5-4.

Hencel'there are a total of 7 closed paths to which Kv1 can be applied.

For a given network, it is easy to count the nuMber of junctions to find

how many total Klrchhoff current law equations can be written. Of these, all

5 but one are independent. But the situation is different for the number of closed

paths. In fact, there is no way of telling from the number of nodes or branches

the total number'df closed paths a network will have, short of actually finding'

then all. But fortunately we.are not interested in the total number of KV1

6 equations in a network, only in the independent ones; and these it is possfble

to tell. ,If a network has Nn nodes and Nb branches, then there are (Nb - Nn + 1)

independent KV1 equations. shall not prove thiS result here.) In Figure 1-11,

for example, there are 6 branches and 4 nodes; hence, there should be Nb - N:n + 1

7 6 - 4 + 1 m 3 independent Kvl equations. Verify this relationship also for

Figure 1-10.

Write KV1 equations around loop 1-4-, 2-3-q and 1-2-6 in Figure 1-11 and

notice that no one can be obtained from the other two, showing that all three

8 are independent. Then write a KV1 equation for any one of the other closed paths

and then try to obtain it by certain combinations of the first three equations'.

1-6. Ohm's Law and. Resistance

9 (Read the programmed text booklet titled "lahm's Law and Sources" for further

instruction in the subject of this section.)
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1 By empirically observing the relationship between the voltage and cur-

rent in metals, it is found that the current is almost directly proportional

to voltage. On this basis we introduce the notion of a hypothetical device

called an ideal resistor whose voltage and current are exactly proportional.

2 Then, Ohm's law is

v Ri (1-13)

where R is a constant called the reSistance whose unit is the ohm. This

3 relationship applies for the selection of voltage and current references

shown. If either of these is reversed, the equation will become v =

The reciprocal of resistance is conductance GI' measured in mhos. Thus,

Ohm's law can also be written as

ra: Gv

Physical resistors (the actual physical devices as distinct from the

5 Veal models) bave properties that diverge more or less from the ideal. .A1-

though other materials, like carban, are used in the manufacture of resistors,

most resistors are made of metallic wire. In considering the possible fac-

tors on which the resistance of a metallic resistor depends, we would no

6 doabt expect the physical properties of the material -- that is, how good a

conductoritisto have an influence. Other things being equal; we Would'

expect the resistance to be different if one were made of copper or nade'of

aluminum or steel. And for the same material, we would certainly expect the

7 geometry or the diftensions of the conductor to be important. Well, it is

possible to derive an expression for the resistance of a piece of metal by

using the atonic model for metals and making assumptions on the manner in

which the electrons move about under the influence of an electric field

8 and the manner in which the resulting current is distributed within the

metal. This expression is:

R p (1-15)

9 where A is the length of the wire and A is its cross sectional area. The

quantity p is called the resistivity and is a property of the material.

(From the eqaation, you can determine that its dimensions are



The resistivity of a material depends on such things as the mass and charge,of

an electron, the density of free electrons in the material, the average velocity

with which they move, and the average distance an electron moves before colliding

with another particle. For our purposes, it is enough to-know that there is con-

siderable variation of resistivity among materials and that resistivities can be

determined by measurement. Table 1-1 shows the resistivities of a number of

materials.

Any condition that influences one or more of the quantttles on which the

resistivity depends (listed above) will have an influence on the resistivity,

and hence on resistance. One clear condition that is likely to influence such

things as the average distance traveled by an electron betweea collisions, or the

electron density, is a change in temperature. Indeed, it is fOund empirically

that the resistivity of materials does depend on temperature. For netals, the

change in resistivity is approximately proportional to the change in temperature,

at least near ordinary room temperatures. An adequate approximate expression be-

tween resistivity and temperature is the straight line:

P " PO (1 4. aT)
(1-16)

where T is temperature in centigrade, polthe resistivity at zero degrees and a

is called the temperature coefficient of resistivity. Its value for same metals

is also given in.Table 171. Note that the same expression describes the temperature

dependence of resistance as can be verified by Multiplying both sides by 2/A.

Example:

7 Find the length of aluminum wire having a cross-sectional area of .02 square

millimeters which is needed to limit to 100 ma. at 0°C the current drawn from a

12-volt battery (assumed to have zero internal resistance). Also,find the range

of the value of resistance during ...year if the minimum and maximum temperatures

8 are -20° and 35°C. The required resistance is R u 12/.1 gm lO ohms. From

Eq. (1-15) the required length is
RA/p 120 x 02 x 10 = 91.6 meters, the

2.62 x 10

rasistivity was tal-n from Table 1-1. Using Eq. (1-16) for resistance and taking

9 a from Table 1-1 we find at the two extremes of temperature

Rrain
= 1

20
(1 - 0.0039 x 4 )

R a 120 (1 + 0.0039 x 35)
max

a 110.6 ohms

a 136. ohms
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3

lilver

,Apper (standard.
annealed)

Aluminum

Tungsten

Zinc

Nickel

Iron

Platinum

Tin

5 Leade

Carbon steel

Manganin

Graphite

6

Table 1-1

Resistivity in
ohm-n ters
(at G-C

1.47 x 10
-8

1.58

2.62

5.5
5.8
6.93
8.85

11.0

11.5
19.8
20 to 50

43.0

800

1-19

Temperature Coefficient
of resistivity per
degree C at 00

3.8 x 10-73

3.8

3.9

4.5

3.7

4.3

6.2

4.2

4.2

4.3
2 to 5

.003

.075
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1.7. Power and. Energy

The concept of voltage was introduced by discussing the work done in moving

a charge from one point to another. Specifically, the voltage is the work done

when a charge moves in an electric field. This work, or energy, is either ex-

pended. by the charge as it loses potential energy, or it is performed on the charge

while moving it to a point of higher potential.

Consider the network branch shown in Figure 1-12. The branch is carrying

Figure 1-12

5 a current i with a voltage v across its terminals. After the passage of some

time, a net charge q will have been transported through the branch from one ter-

minal to the other. From the definition of voltage and the reference directions

shown, an energy w is expended by the charge and this energy is

6
w = q v. (1-17)

The unit of energy is the joule.

To determine the rate at which this energy is expended, let the charge in

7 question be an incremental charge tiq and let its transfer between the terminals

of the branch take place in At seconds. Then the incremental work done is

= v Lq. If we now divide both sides by the time increment At and let At>01
we will find the rate of expenditure of energy, or the vas,' to be

8
dw

p = v
dt

=
dt

(1-18)

Note again that this is energy expended in the branch by the charge. If either

9 the voltage reference is reversed or the current reference is reversedl work will

be done on the charges in moving them to points of higher potential. Thus the



1 rower also has a reference direction related to those of current and voltage.

The unit of Eower is the watt, which is the same as a joule per second.

EXample

2 Let the voltage and current in Figure 1-12 be given by the curves shown

in Figure 1-13. Find the energy expended at the end of 2 and 4 seconds.

Plot also a curve giving the amount of charge Eassing through the brandh

as a function of time.

3 v (volts)

t (sec)

Figure 1-13.

The power is p =v1. From t = 0 to 2, i = 5t ma. Hence

p = 5t (t - 4)2 milliwatti,

and the energy expended after 2 seconds can be obtained by integrating the

power.
2 2

w (after 2 seconds) = Jr 5t(t-4)2dt = jr(10040t2+80t)dt =
3

0 0

8 For the period from 2 to 4 seconds, it is first necessary to find the equa-

tion for i. The straight line has a slope of -5 and passes through the

point (4, 0). Hence, i = -5 t + 20. At the end of 4 seconds the energy

will be 280/3 plus the integral of the power from 2 to 4 sec.

9
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1 w (after 4 seconds)

4

+ pt-4)2(-5t+20)at =
280

3

280

3
+ jr(-5t3+60t2-24

280
0t+320)dt =

3
+ 20 - millijoules.

2

2

The charge is the integral of the current. Thus

q = 5t dt = 2 t2 millicoulombs
2

0

2

q =f 5f dt + jr t(-t+4)dt

0 2

0 < t < 2

= 10. + 5(-t. + 4t) = 10 + 2 (t-2)(6-t); 2 < t <
2

2

In each interval (from 0 to 2 and. 2 to it. secs.) the curves are parabolas. The

5 complete curve is shown in Figure 1-14. (Verify that the slopes of the two parts

are the same at t = 2 and that the slope is zero at t = 4, as they should be.)

6

7

8

4
Figure 1-14.

9 If the branch in question is a resistor (ideal) the power expended (this

ig:a short way of saying the rate at which energy is expended) becomes, in sub-

stituting Ohm's law into Eq. (1-18),
et
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p = R3. = = G v2 (1-19)
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Example

Figure 1-15 shows two batteries connected to a 10 ohm resistor. The bat-

teries are each represented by aa ideal voltage source in series with an in-

2 ternal resistance. Find the power expended in the 10 ohm resistor and the

power supplied by each source. Is the principle of conservation of energy

satisfied in this diagram?

3

4111INO

4111111P
12 v

NNW

battery 1 battery 2
Figure 1-15.

The voltage vab is 6-12 = -6 volts. This voltage appears across a combina-

5 tion of resistors whose total resistance is 11.5 ohms: so that the current

is -6/11.5 amp. Hence, the power, dissipated. in the 10 ohm resistor is

p ==-10 12 = 10(-6.5) = 2.72 watts.
11.

6
6

.The
power entering the ideal 12 volt source is -12k=5; -6.25 watts. The

negative sign indicates that the 12 volt battery is actually supplilag power.

In the case of the other battery: power entering. the 'ideal 6 volt source is

6(011.5) = 3.13 watts. Because the siga is positive: this power is actually

absorbed.

8

9

To deternine the power balance we must also compute the power expended

in the two internal resistances as well. TO summarize:

power absorbed by 6 volt, ideal source = 3.13 watts

power absorbed by 10 ohm.resistor u 2.72 watts

power absorbed by .5 ohm internal resiatance 0.14 watts

ijower absorbed by 1 obm internal resiStance 6.2T watts

Total 6.26. watts

This is equal to the power supplied by the 12 volt ideal sburce, as itmust

be if the principle of conservatiaa of energy is to be satisfied.



Chapter 2

RESISTIVE AND DIODE NETWORKS

2 In the last chapter three hypothetical devices were introduced, and several

"laws" relating to them. There was an ideal resistor, an ideal-voltage source

and an ideal current source. (The last two will often be abbreViated v-source

and i-source.) Kirchhoff's two laws and. Ohm's law determine the interrelations

3 of voltage and current in a network containing interconnections of these three

devices.

Practical resistance circuits involve the interconnection of devices which,

in general, are hOn-ideal. That is, the v-i curves of resistors are not ex-

actly linear, the potential difference at the terminals Of tources is never

exactly independent of current (as required for an ideal voltage source) nor is

the curreat of a source exactly independent of voltage (as required for an ideal

current source). Nevertheless, there are many cases where resittors have very

5 nearly linear properties, and. where actual sources can be represented. by equiv-

alent circuits Onsisting of combinations of resistors and ideal sources. In

these cases, actual circuits can be represented on paper by ideal circuits, and

their behaviors can be analyzed and predicted by methods developed in this

6 chapter.

-We shall discuss procedures developed by the application of these basic

relationships in various ways. Our interest will be in computing the voltage

or current in, a brawl of a network, or the power dissipated in a resistor or

supplied by a source, when the network itself is given. We are also interested

in the canverse process, that of determiaing what a specific resistor value, or

source voltage or current, must be in order that a particular branch voltage or

current or power take on a specified value. This is a problem in design, or

8 synthesis, as opposed! to the previous problem of analysis.

2-1. Series Circuits and Voltage Dividers

A number of branches are said to be in series if they are connected end-

9 to-end such that the current in each branch is the sane. Thus, Fig. 2-1 shows

a series circuit of three resistors and two voltage sources (one constant, and

ont variable with time) connected so that the current in each element is the
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v(t)

Fig. 2-1 A Series Circuit

same. This relationship of the branch currents automatically satisfies Kirchhoff's

current law at the junctions between branches. There is a single closed path around

which Kirchhoff's voltage law can be applied. As each voltage term is being written

for a resistor, Ohm's law can be applied. With the current reference shown in

Fig. 2-1, this simultaneous application of Kyl. and. Ohm's law leads to

R
1
i+R2i+V 0+R 3i -v-0

which can be solved for the unknown current. Thus,

v - V

Ri+1,t2+R3

2-1).

(2-2)

Once the current is known, the voltage across any resistive branch follows from

Ohm's law.

Now refer to Fig. 2-2, Applying the same technique of analysis, the current

Fig. 2-2 A Voltage Divider

is easi4 found to be i V/(R14.112). The voltage across each of the resistors,

with the references shown, can be written



1 1v =
1 R

1
+R
2

R2
v2 v

1
(2-3)

2-3

The structure shown in Fig. 2-2 is called a voltage avider; the branch voltage

expressions in Eqs. (2-3) are said to be the voltage divider formula. It can be

2 remembered as a proportionality as follows: "The voltage, across one resistor of

a series combination is to the total voltage what the value of that resistance

is to the total resistance."

3 2-2. Parallel Networks and Current Dividers

A number ag branches are said to be in parallel if their branches are con-

nected so that the same voltage appears across each branch. Figure 2-3 shows a

parallel network. This relationship of equal branch voltages automatically

4 satisfiea Kirchhoff's voltage law around the closed loops foraed.by the parallel

branches. A single independent relationship is obtained by applying Kcl. As

each current term is written for a resistive branch, Ohm's law can be applied.

With the voltage reference shown in Fig. 2-3 this simultaneous application of

6

Fig. 2-3 A Current Divider

7 Kcl and Ohm's law leads to

V v-
112. R2

8 or, in terms of conductances,

- + Glv + G
2v

= 0

Solving for the voltage leads to

R
1
R2

v 0 0
1 2 Al 2

(24)

(2-5)

(2-6)
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It is seen that the equivalent resistange R of two resistors connected in

parallel is gven, by

RIR2

2-7)

In terms of conductances, the equivalent conductance G has the simpler form

( 2 )

The current in each resistive brangh in Fig. 2-3 is easily found from the

voltage in Eq. (2-6) to be

R2e
R
1 2

92--N R1
i . ONIEMMIIMMIV2G+G R +R

i I 2 1 2

-(2-9)

The structure of Fig. 2-3 is called a current divider. The current divider

formula can be easily remembered as a proportionality: "Ms current in. one

resistor of a parallel combination is to the total current what the value of

that condactance is to the total conductance."

2-3. Network Solutionlg: Equivalent Source Transformatións

We have found it a simple matter to find all branch voltages and currents

in two network structures: a series cirautt and a parallel combination. Suppose

a network is given having a.structure other than a simple series or parallel ar-

rangement, and that a particular branch voltage or current is to be found. If

the structure could be converted to a series or parallel arrangement containing

the brandh in question, the rest would be simple.

As OMB step in such a conversion, consider the two networks shown in Fig. 2-4:

an ideal voltage source in series with a resistor and an ideal current source in

parallel with a resistor. It is assumed that there is a branch (not shown) connected

between terminals a and b in toth cases, so tat there is a current i and a voltage v

at these terminals. It is desired to find, the conditions on vo, io, Ro and. R for

these two configUrations to be equivalent at the terminals. Ay this is meant that
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(a)

Fig. 2-4 Equivalent Sources

(b)

the relationship between the terminal voltage and current is to be the same for

the two networks, independently of the load connected at the terminals.

4 Applying KVl andOhm's law in Fig. 2-4a, and Kcl and Ohm's law in Fig. 2-4b,

there results

v v
0

- R
0
i (a)

(2-10)

or v = RI
0

- B1 (b)
.

Assuming identical loads, the two voltages should be equal if the two networks

are to be equivalent. Equating.them leads to

(v
0

Ri
0
) + i(R-R ) = 0 (2-1l)

7 If the equivalence is to be independent of the load connected at the terminals,

this relationship must be valid for all values of i. This will be true only if

8

R=R
0

or i = v /Rv0
0 0 0

(a)

(b)

(2-12)

That is to say, the two configurations in Fig. 2-4 are equivalent if the

9 two resistors are the same and the voltage source is related to the current source

by vo = Roio. Figures 2-4a and. b are respectively called a yoltage source

equivalent, and a current source 2281yalent. Note that these terms apply to the



ideal source together with the resistor, not the ideal source alone. Reference

maybe nade to Chapter 1, to provide a reminder as to how these equivalents relate

to actual sources.

With this equivalence, it is possible to reduce a given network to a series

circuit or a parallel combination. The process will be illustrated by means of

the network in Fig. 2-5. It is desired to find the voltage v across the 20-ohm

Fig. 2-5

resistor. The approach will be to convert the network to a series circuit con-

taining the 20-ohm resistor.

The first step is to replace the coMbination of the current source and the

10-ohm parallel resistor by its voltage source equivalent--an ideal voltage source

10i in series with 10 ohms. (If it is oanfustag to have's. voltage source which

6 seems to have a current designation, remember that 10i has the dimensions of

resistance times current.), The 10 ohms.in series with the 30-ohM resistor gives

aa equivalent resistance of ko ohms. The series combination of this ko ohms and

the 101 voltage source is then converted to its current source equivalent, as

shown in. Fig. 2-6h. The 24 ohms equivalent resistance of the 40 ohms and. 6o ohms

10 30

(a)

Fig. 2-6
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1 in parallel together with the i/4 current source is now converted to their voltaE

source equivalent, as shown in Fig. 2-6c. Finally, application of the voltage

divider fbrnula leads to the desired voltage. v.

2
20

20 + 6 + 2*
(2-13)

Since the structure of the original network is destroyed, it is not possiblE

from the final form in Fig. 2-6 to determine other branch voltages and currents.

3 However, once the desired voltage has been computed, it is possible to return to

the original network to find any other desired voltage or current. Thus, sup-

pose it is desired to find the current in the 30-ohm resistor in Fig. 2-5. With

v known, the current in the 20=ohm resistor (v/20) is known. But this is the

4 same as the current in the 6-ohm resistor. The voltage across the 60-ohm resistc

equals the sum of the voltages across the 6- and 20-ohm resistors (6v40 +v=1300)

by Kyl. Hence, the current in the 6o-ohm resistor becomes known by Ohm's law

(13v/10 divided by 60). Finally, Kel gives the desired current in the 30-ohm

5 resistor (i = i + v/20 = 13v/600 4) v/20 = 43v/600).
30 6o

Returning to Fig. 2p26c, note that everything but the 20-ohm resistor has

been replaced by a voltage source in sc.:0Ies with a resistor. Although this was

demonstrated by an example, it is a general result which can be stated as follow

6 A network consisting of ideal current and voltage sources and linear resistc

can be replaced at a pair of terminals by an equivalent consisting ot a single

voltage source and. a single series resistance. This circuit is called a Thevenir

equivalent, the source being the ThAvenin equivalent voltage and. the resistor

7 being the Thevenin equivalent resistance.

Since it has already been demonstrated that a current source in parallel

with a resistor can be made eqpivalent to a v-source in series with the same

resistor, it follows that this configuration (an i-source in parallel with a

resistor) aan be equivalent to any network of sources and resistors at a pair of

terminals. This new configuration is called a Nbrton equivalent. The equivalenc

is illustrated in Fig. 2-7.

Only one process-converting from one source equivalent to another--

9 has been described here for arriving at a Thévenin or Norton equivalent.

However, other methods also exist but we shall not consider them here.

The method described here depends on having each voltage source in a network
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network of

v-sources,

i-sources

and resistors

a

Fig. 2-7

appear with a series resistor and each current source with a parallel resistor.

Wtat happens if a source is initially "bare;" that is, no resistor in series

5 with a voltage source or in parallel with a current source? Well, this question

does have a favorable answer but discussion of it will be postponed to Sec. 2-6.

24. Loop Equations

6 .The preceding method of solving network problems proceeds by converting
the structure of the given network into a simple form. .We shall now discuss

a procedure that uses the ttree basic relationsbips--KV1, Ka. and Ohm's law--

in a particular order, thereby arr:!_ving at a set of equations. These equations

7 are then solved, thereby determining all voltages and currents in the network.

In this method, the structure remains intact,

The procedure will be illustrated in terms of the network in Fig. 2-8(p. 2-10)
which is a blight modification of that in Fig. 2-5. The voltage source v

8 takes the place of 101 in that network. There:are Ii. resistors in this net-

work and so 1 resistive branch currents. however, by applying 1Ccl at the

nodes of the network, two of the branch currents can be solved for in tdrms

of the others. (It is trivialy noted that the 6 ohm and 20 obm resistors

9 are in csries so their currents are the same. If Xcl is applied to the node

joining these two resistors, the same conclusion will follow.) An expression

for the current in the 60 ohm resistor," labeled
3
in the diagram, is obtained

from kel as
3

i
1 6.12.
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1 The next step is to apgy Kvl around the closed paths, or loops, in

the network. In the present case there are a total of three loops, the

two inner nmeshes" and the outside contour, but the KV1 equation for agy

one of them can be obtained from the other two, so only two of them axe

2 independent. To write KV10 we need to choose voltage references. Let us

agree to choose all resistive branch voltage and current references with

the olus sign at the tail of the arrow. (--WW-1 Then Ohm's law will

"always be written with a plus sign. lbw, as we write Tfivi around a loop, we

3 mentally rerlace each voltage by a term of the form i with the appropriate

R and i. Thus, writing EV1 around the two inner medhes, we get

5

+ 60(1
1

- i
2
) v

g
m 01

61
2
+ 20i

2
- 60(1

1 12 ) m 0

Upon collecting terms and transposing v y these became

1001 - 60i
2
m v

g1

-60i + 861
2
m 01

6 This pair of linear algebraic equations in t140unknowns can be

solved by Cramer's rule in terms of determinants, or by elimination.

The solutions are

7

i .0172 v
1

i
2
m .012 v

(2-14)

(2-15)

(2-16)

Once
11

And i
2

are found, then all other branch currents become knownk

8
by Ohm's law, all branch voltages can then be determined. Thus, tte voltage

across the 20 ohm resistor will be 201
2
m .24v . This is to le compared

with the vslue determined previously in Eq. (2-13), remeibering that vi

here replaces 101 there.

9 The equations that result from this process are called 1222equations

since they come from applying Ka around the loops of the network. The

currents in terms of which the loop equations are written are called the

lost currents.
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To summarize: Given a network) first select a number of 12.2o currents

and express all branch currents in terms of these loop currenti by Kirchhoff's

current law. The next step is to write levl equations around as many closed

paths in the network as there are loop currents while simultaneously substituting

2 Ili's for the v's for each, resistance, where each branch current is expressed

in terms of the loop currents. The resulting equations are the lam equations.

A number of questions present themselves at this point.

1. Which branch currents should be chosen as lo currents and how m; ?

3 Except for a single-loop network, the selection of loop currents is not

unique and a number of different sets of currents are equally satisfactory.

There are well-defined criteria and procedures. for selecting an adequate set

of loop currents. However, for networks having no more than three loop currents,

4 which is the most we shall encounter, it is actually hard to make a mistake,

even if' one tries. Hence, no further attention.will be given to the subject.

It can be proved (although we shall not do so) that the number of independent

loop equations in a network having Nb branches and Nn nodes is Nb - !In-+ 1.

5 This expression can be used as a check to verify that the right number of

loop currents have been chosen.

2. Which closed ; ths should be chosen for writi 4. 1 II equations?

Here also a number of different possibilities are equally satisfactory.

6 l'or planar networks (those that can be drawn on a plane without crossing

branches) an adequate set of loops are the "meshes", the internal "windows"

of the network. Sometimes a different set of loops is more convenient. In

any case, there should be as many equations. as there are loop currents.

8

9
Fig. 2-8

se i2



1 2-5. Node nuations

In writing loop equations, a nuMber of variables--called the loop

currents-- are selected, and all branch currents are expressed in terms

of these loop currents by Kcl. Let us now, instead, pick a number of
2 voltage variables and express all branch voltages in terms of these

variables by KV1. The process will be illustrated by the network of

Fig. 2-5 which is redrawn in Fig. 2-9.

3

5

-vv2

0

Fig. 2-9

The first step is to dhoose one node of the network as a datum node

to whidh the voltages of all other nodes will be referred. In. Fig. 2-9

6 let's choose the node labeled 0 as a datum. The voltages of the other

nodes relative to that of the datum node, with references dhosen plus at'

the nondatum nodes, are called the node voltages. The voltage of each

branch between two nondatum nodes can be written as the difference between

two node voltages by Kvl, as shown in Fig. 2-9. Now K,c1 is applied at7

eadh nondatum node while at the same time replacing the currents by v/R

(or Gv), wlth appropriate v's. The result is a set of equations called

the node eguations. For:Fig. 2-9, the node equations are

8

9

v -
71 1node 1: + +
10 30

V2
al 0

node 2:

node 3:

(v-3:- v2) v2 v2
30 To. + 6 22 °

(V V ) V
2 3
6 20
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1 Upon collecting terms, clearing fractions and transposing i, these become

2

4v
1

- v = 30i

-2v + 13v2 - 10v
3

0

-10v + 13v
3
= 0

(2-18)

These node equations are three linear algebraic equations in 3 unknowns and

3 can be solved algebraically. The solutions are

1
= 8.281

v
2
= 3.121

= 2.4i

(2-19)

Note that v
.3

is the voltage across the 20 ohm resistor; it was previously

labeled v in. Fig. 2-5. The answer here agrees with the value found there.
5

With the node voltages known, all the brandh voltages follow; from these

the currents can all be determined

To summarize: Given a network, first select a datum node; any node of

6 the network will do. Label the node voltages, which are the voltages of

all nondatum nodes relative to that of the datum node. Express all branch

voltages in terms of the node voltages by Kvl. Next write Kcl at all the

nondatum nodes while simultaneously replacing the currents by voltage-aver-

7
resistance, with the branch voltages expressed in terms of node voltages.

8

The resulting equations are the node equations. If there are Nil nodes in

the network there will be N11 - 1 node equations, all independent.

On comparing the two procedures--loop equations and node equations--we

notice that each method utilizes all three of the tesic relationdhips (Kcl,

EN1 and Ohm's law) but in a different order. In a network there are initially

both current and voltage unknowns. In the case of loop equations,, the

voltages are all eliminated and expressed in terms of currents; the result-

ing equations contain only loop currents as unknowns. In the case of node
9

equations, the branch currents are all eliminated and expressed in terms of

voltages; the resulting equations contain only node voltages as unknowns.
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1 But it is not essential to follow either of these two methods. One

can keep a mixed set of variables--voltage and current--if this should

prove rore convenient in a given case. We enail not, however, develop

detailed procedures for the use of sueh mixed variables in solving network

2 problems.

*2-6. Additional Camments Concerninl E.uivalent Sources

The procedure that was used in Sec. 2-3 for obtaining a Thévenin equi-

3 valent employs successive conversions fran a voltagesource in series with

a resistor to an equivalent current source La parallel with the rebistor,

and vice versa. A nagging thought arises here: suppose there is a voltage

source without a series resistor or a current source without a parallel

4 resistor, what then? Sudh a situation is shown in Fig. 2-10(a); no single

resistor is in series with the voltage source. Now consider the modification

shown in Fig. 2-10(b). The voltage source appears to have slid through the

node at its upper terminal into both brandhes connected there. How are the

5 loop equations modified by this dhange?

Fbr the loop ldbeled 3 nothing has leen changed so that this loop

equation will be the same; only the other two are possibly different. But

writing loop equations for the loops labeled 1 and 2 in both the

6 original network and in the modified one in Fig. 2-10(b) (or its redrawn farm

in (c)) shows that these loop equations are also the same for both cases.
R2 R

2

8

9

(a)

Fig. 2-10
(e)
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1 These two cases are then equivalent since they lead to the same values for

the loop aurrents, and thus for'all currents and voltages in the network--

except for the current in the original source itself. This latter can be

easily found by Kcl in original network once all other aurrents are determined.

2 This movement of the voltage source has now led to a network having two

voltage sources. However, each source is now in series with a resistor and.

the combination can be repleced by a current source equivalent. Clearly,

this result is general; it applies for any number of initially "bare"

3 voltage saurces in a network and any nutber of branches connected at a

terminal of eadh source. It leads to the following general statanent

A voltage source can be moved through one of its terminals into each

of the brandhes connected there, leaving its orisinal position short-

circuited without affecting the voltages and aurrents anywhere else

in the netWork.

How about a "bare" current source, one without an accampanying parallel

resistor? Sudh a case is Shown in the network of Fig. 2-11(a) in which the

9
connection, as verified by applying Kcl. Bence, the node equation at node

a has not been changed. Hence, the two situations in the figure are equi-

valent, since they will lead to the same node equations and hence, to the

d.

(a)
Pig. 2-11.

d..

(b)

current source i is "bare" and forms a closed path with resistors Ri and R4.

lbw consider the modification shown in Fig. 2-11(b)0 The current source has

been replaced by two sources, both liming current i, and their junction has

been connected to the node labeled a. There is no current flowing in this
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1 same values of voltage and current--except for the voltage across the

original source itself. And this can be easily found from the original

network, once all other voltages are known.

Although again the nuMber of sources has increased, each current

2 source has now acquired a parallel resistance, and the combination can be

replaced by a voltage source equivalent. Again the result is general and

can be stated as follows.

A current source can be moved through any loop it forms with other

3 branches and placed across eadh of these branches leaving its

original position open-circuited, without affecting the voltages

and currents anyWhere else in the network.

As a result of these two possibilities concerning the movement and

4 proliferation of sources, even when the sources originally appear "bare"

in a network (that is, a v-source without an accompanying series resistor and

an i-source without an accompanying parallel resistor) they can be msde-to

acquire accompanying resistive brandhes, thereby permitting the conversion

5 to an equivulent source.

2-7. The Principle of Superposition

Very often it might be convenient to determine the total current or

6 voltage in a branch of a network containing several sources,by finding

what this current or voltage would be if eadh source was the only one in

the network, then adding these results. The question is whether sudh a

procedure is valid. The answer'to the question is provided by the principle

7 of superpositian which is a very general principle appaying to a large

number of situations in science and engineering. A general statement of

the principle is:

Whenever an effect is linearly related to its cause, then the effect

8 owing to a combination of causes is the same as the sum of the effects owing

to eadh cause acting alone, all other causes being inoperative, or deactivated.

In the case of an electric network the effects are currents and voltages

in the brandhes of a network and the causes are the sources. We have seen

9 that any of the equations tloop equations, node equations) that result from

applying the basic laws to networks of ideal resistors (and sources) are

linear algebraic equations, in which effects are linearly related to causes.

Hence, the principle of superposition applies to the calculation of voltage

or current in such networks.
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1 It only remains to clarify What it means to deactivate a source. A voltage

source is an ideal device which maintains tbe voltage waveform at its terminals

independent of the terminal current. To deactivate it, or cause it to becone

inoperative, means to make its voltage become zero. Zero voltage corresponds

2 to a short circuit. Hence, deactivating a voltage source means dhort circuit-

ing it.

Similarly, a current source will be rendered inoperative if its current

is reduced to zero. Zero current corresponds to an open circuit. Hence, de-

3 activating a current source means open-circuiting it.

Tb use the principle of superposition in a network containing several

sources, either voltage or current, all sources but one are deactivated and

a desired branch voltage or current due to the one remaining source is

4 determined. The process is repeated for each source. The sum of the resUlts

due to each source separately are then added to give the total due to all

sources acting together.

Note well that the principle of superposition is valid only if the effect

5 is 1.111221.2x related to its cause. Thus, if the desired quantity is the power

dissipated in a resistor due to more tban one source, this power cannot be

determined, by superposition, aLnce power is not linearly related to current.

Thus, if two sources are present, and il and 12 represent the currents

6 in a resistor R due to each source acting alone, their sum being i = +
'

the power dissipated in when both sources are present is R(i
1

+ i
2

)
2

. When

the two sources are acting alone, the sun of tbe two powers will be

Ri
1
2
+ Ri

2

2
m Rki

1
+ i

2
). These two expressions are not the same.

# 2 2

7 Similarly, the principle of superposition will not apply in a network

containing devices whose voltage-current relation is not linear, audh as

the diodes to be discussed in the next section.

8 2-8. Diode Circuits

A diode is a twO-terminal device having a current-voltage curve approxi-

mately like that shown in Fig. 2-12. The syMbol used for a diode is also

&lawn in the figure. A relatively large current in one direction--called

9 the forward direction--is possible with a small voltage. Only a amall amount

of current is possible in the Other, or reverse, direction.
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1 The i-v curve is nonlinear. The greatest curvature, or devlation

from a straight line, occurs near the ovtgin, but even at other points

the curve is not straight. However, the entire curve can sometimes be

approximated by a coMbination of two straight lines as dhawn in Fig. 2-12(c).

2 The slope of eadh line represents a conductance, the reciprocal of a

resistance. For positive voltage and current, the resistance is small

(large slope) and is called the forward resistance. For negative

voltage and current the resistance is large (small slope) and is called

3 the reverse current.

(b)

It is often convenient to assume that the forward and reverse resistances

take on the limiting values: zero forward resistance, Rf 0, and

7
infinite reverse resistance, R

r
00. The resulting isiv carve is shown

in Fig. 2-13. The idealized device having this characteristic is called

an ideal diode. TO distinguidh it'from the physical diode, the syMbol

Fig. 2-13.
Ideal Mode.

10

(b)
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1 shown in Fig. 2-13(b) is used. (The arrow head is not black.) The ideal

diode has the properties that forward (or positive) current is

accompanied by m12_12112E1 and reverse .(or negattve) yoltsze is accompanied

by zero current. The amount of forward current in an ideal diode is limited

2 by the external network connected at its terminals. The same is true of

the amount of reverse voltage.

The ideal diode is seen to be a two-state device. When it is conducting,

it is said to be ons when it is not conducting it is off. Whether or not it

3 is in one state or the other is determined by the external network When

making calculations in networks containing ideal diodes, it is not often

possible to know beforehand Whether a diode is on or off. We .assume the

dicide to be in OM state or the other, then calculate the diode voltage or
4 current and thereby determine whether the diode is actually in its asgamed

state. Thus) if the diode is assume4 to be on, the value of its current can

be calculated. If the current turns out to be positive, this verifies that

the diode is actually on. If the current-turns out to be negative, me
5 conclude that our first assumption about the diode being un was not corrects

it must have been off under the conditions of the problem.

Sometimes, of course, a source voltage or current may be varying with

time and so the diode mgy switCh its state as the source value changes. Thus,

6 a state of the diode may be assumed, say off. With the diode off (open

circuited) an:exprestion-for-its voltage-IS obtaineoLE Frdla this'expretsion

the critical value of the varying source voltage for which the diode'voltage

will turn positive can be determined. A similar condition exists when a

7 network parameter (the value of resistance, say) is not fixed but mmst te

chosen to put 'the diode in one state or the other.

In many applications sufficiently accurate results are obtained by

representing a physical diode as aa ideal diode. At other times more

8 accuracy can be obtained if the forward and'reverse resistances are not

allowed to take on their limiting values. The circuit ,dhown in Fig. 214

represents the pjecarisei..i)aea_..rnmdel of a diode, the one having the broken

line i-v curve in Fig. 2-12(c)0 When the ideal diode in this esuivalpq

9 circuit is on, R2 is shorted?, hence, Pi is the forward resistance Pio

a relatively low value. When the diode if off and A
2

are
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in series and together equal the reverse resistance, Rr, a relatively

4 high value.

With an actual diode replaced by a piecewise linear model, the

same method of analysis as carried on befbre is valid. There is the differ-

ence, however, that, instead of switching state from open-circuit to

5 short-circuit and back, the overall diode equivalent switdhes from its

reverse resistance to its forward resistance.

When the accuracy provided even by the piecewise linear approxi-

mation is not adequate, use must be made of the actual, nonlinear diode

6 dharacteristic. Consider the circuit .dhown in Fig. 2-15. The i-v curve

if the diode is also dhown. The curve provides one relationdhip between the

7

9

R

+v
Ob

(a)

Fig. 2-15

diode voltage iind current. Another relationdhip is provided by the rest

of the circuit. Thus, the voltage across the resistor being the
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1 current through it, which is the same as the current i in the diode, is

V v
-

R R
(2-20)

2 This is the equation of a straight line whose slope is -1/Rand whose inter-

cept on the voltage axis equals the battery voltage. This line is also shown

on the same axes as the diod_ef-v-curvelnFig. 2-15(b). It is called the

load line. The intersection of the load line with the diode i-v curve gives

3 the solution for the voltage and current of the diode.

The same type of graphical solution can be followed even when the network

in which a diode appears is more extensive, containing more ideal resistors

and sources, so long as only a single nonlinear diode is presmts The rest

4 of the network connected at the terminals of diode can be replaced by a

Thévenin equivalent and the result will have the form of the simple series

circuit in Fig. 2-15. After the diode voltage and current are determined

in the modified circuit, other voltages and currents in the original network

5
can be found by returning to the original network and using the known values

of the diode voltage and current.

The graphical load line analysis described here for a network coataining a.

diode can be used in many other cases as well when a single nonlinear device

6 is contained in a "network" of linear detices. This approach will be used

later in the analysis ofnonlinear magnetic circuits and of amplifier circuits.

7

8

9



Chapter 3

ELECTROSTATICS

1 Introduction

The subject of electrostatics has to do with electrical phenomena

which can be attributed to the location of stationary charges in space,

as distinct fram phenomena associated with charges in motion at a constant

2 velocity (magnetism) or accelerating charges (radiation). Electrostatic

phenomena never exist ;;Oetely alone. Fbr example, forces on charged

clouds just prior to _.E1;zning stroke are electrostatic forces, and

can be understood in terms of the principles of electrostatics. Hbwever,

3 the phenomena involved in the assembly of charges on a cloud, and the

sUbsequent lightning stroke are not electrostatic.

Another example of an essentially electrostatic phenomenon is found

in tLa capacitors that are used profusely in electrical circuits. A

capacitor charged to a constant voltage comprises..a strictly electro-

static situation; it is of limited use or interest. This is the state

of a coupling capacitor in an audio amplifier when no signal is being

transmitted. In the presence of a signal, however, the voltage and

5 charge are continually chang:41g with time, and a strictly electrostatic

situation does not exist. However, at any instant of time, the relation-

ship between voltage and charge is the same as if they were constant

(provided their rate of change is not too great) and so electrostatic

6 methods of analysis are appropriate.

Another case, where electrostatic principles apply even though

charge is in motion, occurs in the deflection of the electron beam in

a c'athode ray tube, as the stream of electrons moves between a pair of

7 charged plates. The force on an electron due to these charged plates

is independent of the electron velocity, and hence electrostatic

principles apply.

34. Electric Field

81 Electrostatic phenomena arise basically from the forces experienced

by electrical charges when they are in the presence of other charges.

The simplest possible case is illustrated in Fig. 3-1a, showing two

small charged spheres separated by a distance r. The charged spheres

9 may be regArded as "small" if their diameters are much less than r.
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In terms of this figure, experiment yields the following results:*

(l) The force is one of repulsion it the charges are

of like sign;

(2) The force is one of attraction if the charges are

of opposite sign;

(3) The magnitude of the force is proportional to the

product of the magnitudes of the charges;

(4) The magnitude of the force is inversely proportional

to the square of the distance between the charges.

IP
lotp.

Figure 3-1.

The proportionalities expressed in (3) and (4) are taken care of by using

the ereression

kqiq2
F =

r
2

for the force, where k is a proportionality constant. Fbwever, force is a vector

quantity and this expression does not account for direction., Let us concentrate

on the vector force F on q2. The direction of the vector ican be accounted for,

in agreement with dbservations (1) and (2), by using a unit vectoritrdirected

radially away from ql, as in Fig. 3-lb. Then, the force is completely described

by

.1111=111MMIII

*
In these statements it is assumed that means are available for.determination of
amounts and signs of charges. This is not a trivial questions) but is not essen-
tial to the description of this basic experiment. Suffice it to say here, there-
fore, that there are ways to measure amounts and signs of charge.



1 q q
1 2 -

F = k
2

u
r

When ql and q2 are of the same sign, the product q1q2 is positive, and

2
the above formula shows g in the direction of-a . If q

1
and.q

2
are of

opposite sign,clicf2,1:&.:rjegatiNie....arlittlt*Pal." opposite to -Ur, in agreement

with (2).

It has been stated that Eq. (3-1) applies to small charged spheres,

3
without saying how small they should be. It is found that if the diameters

are very large (say r/2) then Eq. (3-1) is not valid. In fact, it becomes

increasingly accurate as the spheres approach mathematical points.

Accordingly, the proper interpretation is that Eq. (3-1) is a postulate,

4
applying to hypothetical point charges. By this we mean that every

evidence indicates this relationship is valid, but that it cannot be

confirmed by direct experiment, because point charges cannot be attained

in the laboratory.

5 The relationship described by. Eq. (3-1) is called Coulamb's law.

The factor k is experimentally determined, and in the MKBC system

of units is found to have the approximate value 9 x 109 (8.988 x 109 is

more accurate).* It is a pertinent observation that charge is not defined

6 by this equation, but is defined in terms of current, as its integral with

respect to tine.

Instead of making a direct substitution Of this value of k in Eq.

(341), for simplification of many sUbsequent formulas, it is more

7 convenient-to replace k: by l/41(c
0'

giving

8 where

9

-4
q1 q

F =
2
u
r

o
r

c
o

- - 8.85 x 10
-121

361(xl07

(3-2)

II
The experiment described in Fig. 3-1 is not, however, the most accurate
way to determine k. One way is to measure the capacitance of an accurately
constructed capacito.7. Another way, which depends on the development of
field theory, is to ..44asure the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic
waves (radio or light) in vacuum. Theory shows that k = c2 x 10-7, where
c is the velocity of light.



The quantity co is called the permittivity of free space. The explicit

appearance of 4A is entirely arbitrary, being introduced for later

comvenience.

We now observe that Eq. (3-2) can be written

11= ci2E

if the vector quantity E is defined by

E =
2

kite r
0

( 3 3 )

(3-4 )

E is called the electric field vector, and is quite fundamental to electrical

theory. E is the ratiot Atie,foTce? on a test charge q2, divided by q2.*

The electric field due to a collection of point charges, like the two

charges of Fig. 3-2a, can be determined by applying Eq. (3-4) to each, using

respectively r1 and r2 for the distance variable r. Vector addition is

used, as indicated in the figure. As has been point out, the point charge

situation is hypothetica4 in all practical cases charge is distributed over

a surface (if the charged object is a conductor) or throughout a volume, as in

an itsulatd. Equation (3-4) can be applied to such a situation, to as good

an approximation as we like, by tmagining the body to be 'broken up into a

system of volume elements, as in Fig. 3-2b, with a point charge at the center

of each element. The approximation improves as the nuMber of elements is

increased. Thus, in Fig. 3-2b, at a point P the field would be

0 r
1

r
2

n

- ul u2
E = 7 + 7 + . . . + ;L

where n is the number of elements. Although Eq. (3-5) is given here for

0-5)**

More accurately, the limit of this ratio as q2 approaches zero. This qualifica-

tion is necessary because in more general situations, where conductors are present,
q2 will have some_veffect on the charge distribution on these condusitors and there-

fOre will affect E to some extent.

**
In field theory, in the limit es each eiement is reduced to zero this sum becomes

an integral.
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FlgUre 3-2.

the specific case of a single charged body like Fig. 3-2,, it is a

general expression for idue to any number of charged bodies., with the

understanding that each body is treated in a similar manner. The process

of obtaining the E vector arising from a distribUtIon of charges by performing
5

a vector addition of the individual contribution of each charge is an

example of the principle of superposition. Its validity for findingi

as described above can be approximately established experimentally with

6 small numbers of charges, but the general applicability to any number

of charges, including the distributed charge formulation of Eq. (3-5),

is to be regarded as a postulate. As we shall see9 this postUlate leads

to certain theoretical consequences which are amenable to expertmental

7
verification.

From the foregoing, it is evident that exists in regions

surrounding charged objects, It is sametimes helpful to use sketehes

of field plots,, whereby E vectors are drawn at various points in space

8 to show their directions and magnitudes. Some examples are shown in

Fig. 3-3. The case shown at (a) is the plot for a point charge; the

one in (1.) is for a dipole (two charges of equal magnitude and.opposite

sign spaced a small distance apart). In these plots, vectors are actually

9
shown. In many cases it is suffitient to show only 41_set oflines indtcating

tAe'Aitredttona of:Eji.e.radial.lines in Fig.:3-3aYaheizatate.ofIthe spAce in
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Figure 3-3.

which the field vector E is not zero is called an electric field.

So far,the discussion of E has been in terms df a force vector in free

space, where it is easy to imagine measurement of the force on a test charge.

A natural question arises as to whether E+ exists within material bodies, and

if so, how it can be defined,inasmuch as it is impossible actually to place

a test charge in a solid body and measure a force on it. The answer is the

rather simple one of using Eq. (3-5) (orthe more general integral form

referred to in the footnote) to define within material' bodies. That is,

if P in Fig. 3-2b shoald be inside the body, at that point would be the

vector given by Eq. (3-5). There is no inconsistency in doing this; when

we come to a consideration of material bodies it will only be necessary to

determine what are the consequences of this definition.

Note that an electric field refers to the state where there is a force

on a stationary test charge. There are situations in which there is a force

on a moving charge, due to its motion. This occurs when there is a magnetic
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field, the sUbject of the next chapter.

3-2. Properties of an Electric Field

Return to the case of a point charge q, and imagine it to be in the

center of an imaginary spherical surface, as in Fig. 3-4. As we have

2 seen,

where

3
ql

4geor2

If we multiply E by the surface area of the sphere, we get

1.

5

7

itler2E =
0

(3-6)*

Figure 34.

8 Now note that the quantity on the left is a special case of the

surface latsral

9

One of the reasons for arbitrarily introducing 41( in Eq. (3-2) was so

that the right hand side of Eq. (3-5) would be free of 4g.
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over tle closed surface of the sphere, where 1. is a unit vector normal
n

to the surface (identical with u
r

in this case). The 0 through the integral

symbols implies a closed surface. Thus, Eq. (3-6) can be written in the

more general form

q1
-4tida
n

0
( 3-7 )

which is identical with Eq. (3-6) so long as the surface integral is taken

over a sphere of radius r. However, in Eq. (3-7) the surface can be distorted

from spherical form, as in Fig. 3-4b. It is not very difficult to show that

no matter how the surface is changed, so long as it remains closed with the

charge ql inside, Eq. (3-7) mill always be true.

Now suppose a surface encloses more than one charge, say two, as in

Fig. 3-4c. The total vector "E*at a point on the surface is

where
1
and

2
are due, respectively, to qi and q2. Over the closed

surface, then,

u
n
da = un da + un da

and from Fig. 3-2a it is evident that the two integrals on the right are

respectively q1/e0 and q2/e0. Thus, we get

Now suppose a body with distributed charge is enclosed, as in Fig. 3-4d.

In Sec. 3-1 it was stated (as a postulate) that bodies with distributed

charges can be treated like aggregates of discrete points, to yield Eq.

(3-5), and SD the above process can be applied repeatedly, each time

adding an additional charge represented by a term in Eq. (3-5), to give
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e iltida =
(3-8)

0

where q = q1+q2 + + qn is the total charge on all bodies inside the

enclosing surface. This last equation differs from Eq. (3-7) only to

the extent that in Eq. (3-8) the charge is not necessarily at a.point.

The statement that Eq. (3-8) is generally valid for all situations

of charge distributions, and for all enclosing surfaces, is known as

Gauss' law for electric fields. The surface used in an application of

Gausst law is often called a Gaussian surface. Observe that Gauss' law

is not a postulate. Although it vas not proved here in detail, such a

proof is possible, being based on the postulates leading to Eq. (3-5).

Parenthetically, it is appropriate to add that one of the purposes in

presenting Eq. (3-5) vas to make possible the development of Gauss*

law. Except in rare instances, Eq. (3-5) is not useful for calculation,

but it nrovides a key step in the developMent of Gauss' law, which,is

a very powerfUl tool in solving'problems.

Gauss' law will now be used to inVestigate a particular situation)

that of an isolated spherical shell made of conducting material) of

radius B, carrying a charge q, as illustrated in Fig. 3-5. We shall

use Gauss' law to' determine a formula for E. Because of symmetry0 and

the fact that like charges repel, 'we can conclude that charge is uniformly'

distributed on the surface. The fact that each particle of charge tries

to get as far from its neighbors as possible will prevent any build-up

of charge concentration, and will cause the distribution to lie entirely

on the surface of the sphere.

We construct a Gaussian surface A of radiUs r> as shown, and observe

that due to symmetry E Must be radial at each point on the surface, and

therefore can be written E it. Also, observe that 11 'n is also radial

(being identical with ur) so that

E-un 441 E
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Gauss' law gives

ff-E itnda = 41(2,2E le 41-

tO

and so

or

B 2
47te

0
r

fR: '14 >yr

A r (3-9)

E = uv R < r (3-10)

4ice r
0

This equation :Jaiffers from Eq. (3-4) only to the extend that we have q,

the total charge on the sphere, in place of qi a point charge, and in

the restriction that r > R. The reason for this restriction can easily

be seen by using another Gaussian surface inside the sphere$ labeled B.

Tlie charge inside this Surface is zero, and therefore at all points on

this surface E is zero, otherwise the integral of E over this surface

would nobbe zero, thereby violating Gauss' law.

Thus- we have seen that,for the region of space outside a charged

sphere, the electric field is the same as for a point charge located at

the center.*

Tha next step in learning about fieXds is to consider two concentric

spherical shells, as shown in Fig. 3-6a. The inside sphere carries a

charge q, as before, and the outside sphere carries a charge q'. For

any spherical Gaussian surfaoe lying bet-.:e.ert the spheres, there is no

change from Fig. 3-5. Therefore,

1
< r R

2
(3-u)

Trao.....w.......MO00.4~AMMINISINSION.Pow mmonftw....,=0.0.-....111
This may seem to contradict an earlier statement to the effect that Coulomb's
Ism does not apply to spheres of finite size. However, here we are considering

the electric field due to an isolated sphere, not the force between two spheres.
In the presence of another sphere, the charge would not remain uniformly
distributed, and this is why Coulomb's law wf:Juld no longer apply.
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Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-6.
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which differs from Eq. (3-10)only in having an upper limat on r. Mhen

7 r is greater than R2, a spherical Gaussian surface C is used. The charge

inside this surface is q + q', and so we have

E =

4A6 r
0

The case where q' = -q is particularly tmportant and interesting.

In such a case we learn from Eq. (3-12) that E is zero in the region

outside the larger shell. In view of an earlier statement that i is

zerr2 in the region inside the snaller shell, it follows that for this

case the field is confined to the region between the shells, as shown

in Flg. 3-6b.
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3-3. Potential Difference

Figure 3-7a shows a section of the concentric spheres considered in

Fig. 3-6. In this new figure r is an integration varidble to be used in

calculating the work per unit charge by the field in moving a charge from

2 the inside to the outside sphere. is the force per unit charge, and is

everywhere tangent to the stiaight line path covered by the variable r.

Thus, the work is

3

5

6

7

8

9

R
2

Veib = jri.gdr

Although this is physical work, more specifically it is work pe: unit.

charge, and is called potential difference. This is a scalar quantity,

requiring the specification of a reference, which is done by calling Vab

the potential of point a with respect to point b. This Means that the

quantity Vab is positive when the field does work in moving a positive

charge from a to b, which occurs when the inner sphere is more positively

charged than the outer one.

(a)

Figure 3-7.

a

(3-13)



1 :0.../41quation (3-13) can be evaluated for the case in question; using

Eq.(6194) for El giving

2

R
2

f 1 1 I

ab
=
471-

0 r
2

0 ± 2

131

3-13

(3-14)

We shall have later use for this formula, but the purpuse of presenting

3 it here was to show a specific application of Eq. (3-13).
/t can be shown mathematically from Eq. (3-5) that the work done

by a static electric field in moving a charge between two points is

independent of the path taken in going between the points. Thus, rather

than the simple straight line path, a curved path might be taken, as in

Fig. 3-7b.

For general use, it is convenient to have an integral expression

for V
ab

that can be used for air; path. To see what it should be, in

5 Fig. 3-7b let be a unit vector tangent to the path, at some point

where there is an increment At. The vectors I and ri
t
are not necessarily

in the same direction, and so to get the work done in moving distance AS

we want the component of r along tit. Thus, the increment Of work is

6

and the potential difference is obtained by summing these the form of

7 an. integral, gLving

V = fi d/
ab

.4

(3-15)

The fact that the above integral is independent of the path between

two points is equivalent to a statement that no work is done by a static

field when a charge is carried around a closed path. To see this, in

9 Fig. 3-7b, suppose thcre is a second path, shawn by the dotted line. The
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work done (V b) by the field is the same in carrying a charge from a to b

by either path. Suppose, however, the charge goes from a to b along the top

route, and is carried back to a_ along the bottom path. The work done in

going from b bar°. to a along the bottom path is the negative.of the work

done in going from a to b along this same path.* But this is -Vab, and so

the work done in covering the closed path is Vab-Vab = 0.

A field having the property described above is called a conservative

field. Sirce potential difference is what we mean by "voltage" in circuit

analysis, it is evident that the above distinctive property of a conservative

field is equivalent to Kirchhoff's voltage law.

3-4. Conducting Materials

The idea of potential difference provides a means for defining what we

mean by a conductor. A conductor is a material such that under static conditions

all points on and within it are at the same potential. In this statement "at

the same potential" means that the potential difference between any two points

will be zero. Referring to Eq. (345), it is seen that this is equivalent to

saying that is zero everywhere within a conductor, when charges are motionless.

The fact that E must be zero in a conductor has a very interesting

consequence. In Fig. 3-8a, the geametrical figure represents a solid conducting

body which carries a charge. The dotted figure is a Gaussian surface over Which

we have

ffj E u da = 0

since E is everywhere zero. However, from Gauss' law we know that the right

hand tide of the above equation is the total charge inside the Gaussian

surface. The conclusion is that this charge is zero. This analysis applies

to ju_aly Gaussian surface we maght choose within the body. Thus, the charge

is zero everywhere inside a solid conductor. Whenever a conductor carries a

charge, the charge appears on the surface. (Previously we had presented an

argument supporting.this conclution only in the case of a sphere.)

*It is commonly said that in this case the external force required to move the

charge from b to a does work on the field. (i.e. the work done by the field

is negative:7



If the conductor is not solid but has an integmal cavity as shown

in Fig. 3-8b, it is possible that there shall be a charge on the inside

surface. This will occur if there is a charged Object, insulated from

the conductor, inside the cavity. Again using a Gaussian surface, as

indicated by the dotted figure, it is known that the charep inside this

surface must be zero. %bus, the inside surface must carry a charge -q.

If the conducting body is uncharged, there must then be a charge q on

the autside surface to make the net charge zero. However, this is not

necessary; the outside surface can have zero charge, in wbich case the

conducting body will have a net charge of -q.

%be property that E is zero in a conductor is a consequence of the

existence of "free" electrons, electrons which are free to move abcut.

Thus, any.attempt to create an electric field in a conductor results in

motion of electrons until they reach a surface and distribute themselves

in such a way as to cancel the original cause. Ibis description emphasizes

why it is important to say must be zero under static conditions. While

electronk are distributing themselves, currents are flowing, mai is
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not zero during ithebp.r.ciceSsaaf.chEirge flow.

Another consequence of the fact that a conducting body is at constant

potential is obtained by considering Eq. (3-15) applied between two points

on the gurface of a conductor, as in Fig. 34c. For any twp points a and

b we must have
a

ri Tit d/ = 0

a

where the path of integration is along the surface. In general, i is not
.40

zero, and so the only way for this integral to be zero is for E:ut to be
..,

zero. Since, ut is tangent to the surface, Eut can be zero only if E is

normal to the surfacelas indicated in Fig. 3-05:c.

Since we now klow that charge always resides on the surface of a

conductor, under static conditions, it can be concluded that in the arrange-

ment of concentric spherical shells described in Fig. 3-7, it makes no

difference how thick the shells are. In fact, the inside shell can be

replaced by a solid sphere, with no change in the electric field.

Me have deduced the property of charge appearing on the surface of

a conductor from Gauss' law, which in turn depended upon two postulates

concerningl. At this point it is appropriate to cbserve that a very

accurate experiment is possible to confirm that charge really does reside

on the surface.* Thus, this experiment provides a confirmation of the

original postulates.

3-5. Capacitance

Return now to a consideration of the two concentric spheres of Fig.

3-7, when the inside sphere carries a charge q, and the outside sphere a

charge -q. Equation (3-14) gives

=
1.

V
1

ab 47qr
0 1 2

as the potential difference between the spheres. Although this equation

was derived for the potential difference between, points a and b, in the

*
This is the famuaus "ice pail" experiment of Kelvin.
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1 light of Sec. 3-4 it is evident that V
a

is the potential difference

between any point a on the inside sphere and any point b on the outside

sphere.

Whenever two charged bodies carry charges of equal magnitude and

2 opposite sign, the potential difference between them is proportional

to the charge, with a proportionality factor which depends on the

geometrical arrangement. Equation (3-14) is one such example, for the

concentric sphere arrangement. This general proportionality can be

3 written

V = (1)q
ab C

(3-16)

where i/C is the proportionality factor. C is called the capacitance,

4 and when charge is in couloMbs and V is in volts, C is in farads. The

dependence of C on geometrical arrangement is illustrated by the present

example. From Eq. (3-10.1we get

41e 01At
0 1 2

C -
R
.2 1

(3-17)

far concentric spheres.

This formula is not of great practical importance because the arrange-

ment of concentric spheres is not practical. However, as we shall see in

the next paragraph,.it provides a means of analyzing the more practical

'oottwi, paralXeI tésT.. .

We now modify the Eq. (3-14) to give

R1
- Ri)V=

ab
4giqs0

(3-18)

8 and refer to Fig. 3-9 whidh shows two sections cut out of the concentric

4herical dhells. This is at hypothetical operation in which it is assumed

that the charge distribution is not affected; that is, that the charge

that was originally on the cut out sections remaius on them. The entire

9 spherical surfaces remain in place, but the two sections are insulated

from them. The field distrtbution will remain undisturbed, add Vab
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will be the potential difference between the sectionsf In the figure, the

outside section is only partly shown, but its edges are determined by extending

radial lines fram the edges of the inside section. Let Abe the area of the

inside section and qs its charge, which will be q times the ratio of A to

4gR2, the area of the entire sphere. This calaulation gives
1

(3-19)

Likewise, recognizing that the area of the outside bection is (11201)
2
A and

2
that the area of the entire outside sphere is 47(R21 we have

R2 2
Charge on the outside section = -c1(7.) = -

'1 4ge
2

The significance of the last calculation is that the charge on the outside

section is the negative of Eq. (3-19), and thus that the two spherical

.."

Figure 3-9.

-

sections have charges of equal magnitude and opposite sign, satisfying the

condition for obtaining capacitance between the two sections, as the ratio

of aharge to potential difference. Equation (3-19) can be solvee for q which



can be substituted into Eq. (3-18) to give

q R,

V =
ab AR

0
R
2

2 where h has been used for the separation between the shells. Finally,

the capacitance is

3

e A Rn
C =

o

h 1111

3-19

(3-20)

This result can be extended to yield the capacitance between two

parallel plane plates by allowing Ri and R2 to approach infinity, while

keePing R2 - = h constant. Geometrically this approaches the situatlon

4 portrayed in Fig. 3-10a, where the plates are assumed to extend to infinity.

In practice, there will be very little change in the central isolated

portions if the plates do not extend to infinity. This makes it possible

actually to construct the ctguicet and to attach wires to it, as in Fig. 3-l0b.

In this figure, Vab is the battery voltage, and qs is the integral with

respect to time of current i.

6

7

8

9

INawmlw.111,IM,

010.

Ip
Figure 3-10.
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Referring to Eq. (3-20)0 as Ri and R2 both approach infinity, their

ratio approadhes

and so Eq. (3-20) becomes

RI R
1 1

R2 = R1 + h 177:

GoA
C (3-21)

for the capacitance between two parallel platea of area Al and spacing h.

However, this is accurate only for the arrangement of Fig. 3-l0b0 where there

is a "guard ring" around the plates which serves to keep the field lines

parallel between tbe plates.

Tiole can see that Eq. (3-21) cannot be exactly accurate for an isolated

pair of plates, for it requires the E lines to be parallel between the plates,

this being the limiting condition of the radial lines for the spherical case.

Sous, referring to Fig. 3-11a, assume the plates are isolated and that the

lines are parallel between the plates and zero outside. Then the integral

of lir along path (1) woad be V ;Ei but along path (2) the integral would

be zero because E vas assumed to be zero in the region of this path. However,

this is impossible, since the potential difference must be the same when

calculated by any path. In reality, the field lines must !fringe" out at

the edges, as indicated in Fig. 3-11b, in order to make the integral of

t
independent of path. In practice, h is usually vegy small compared

with leinear dimensions of the plates, and in that case this fringing has

,. Path g

t Pcth I 41 j
b

Ccv)

Figure 3-11.

k

Th
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1 a very small effect, and Eq. (3-21) can be used for the capacitance,

to a high degree of accuracy.

3-6. Dielectric Materials

The experiment,ahottn_in Fig. 3-10b provides a means for investigating

2 the electrical properties of insulating materials such as oils, glass,

paper, plastics, etc. When the space between the plates is filled with

one of these materials, it is found that for a given potential difference,

the charge (integral of i with respect to t) will be greater than when the

3 space Ipetween the plates is occupied by air. Let ke be the factor by which

the charge increases. The capacitance will then be given by

k
e

6
0
A

C =

14.

(3-22)

The factor k
e

is a numerical ratio, and is called the relative permittivity

(or dielectric constant). Obviously, the relative permittivity of air is

unity.

5 We shall now consider the consequences of applying Gauss' law to the

parallel plate capacitor, when the space between the plates is filled

with a dielectric material. Reference is made to Fig. 3-12, where the

situations at (a) and (b) are identical, except for the inclusion of

6 dielectric material at (b). Batterie6 of identical voltage V are used

so that E = E
CI

(where E = V/h) is the same for both. The guard rings

force the fringe flux to be far away from the central plates, so that

is essentially zero excett in the region between the plates.

7 The dotted rectangle shown in each figure is a side view of a hypo-

thetical rectangular box which serves as a Gaussian surface. Lines

labeled 6A represent surface areas which are normal to Tg. Let a be the

density of the charge on the surface of the plate in Fig. 3-12a. Applying

8 Gauss' law to the Gaussian surface in Fig. 3-12a, we observe that the

surface integral is zero over surfaces b, c, and d; it is zero over b

9

a

and c because E is parallel to these surfaces, and it is zero over d

because E. is zero on this surface. Thus, Gauss' law gives

tffi ikIdA 4i ibin),6A = 21-Aeo (3-23)
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and

AA

(a.)
tli
-Nr

-a *I-
n e

0

(b)

Gyp

(3-24)

Figure 3-12.

Now 'observe that E = V/h must be the same for Fig. 3-12b, since V and h are thc

the same. Thus, knowing E for Fig. 3-12b Gauss' law can be used to find the

charge enclosed. When Eq. (3-24)is sUbstituted into the surface integral of

again observing that i
n in is zero except on face bAl we get

ff it da
n e

3-25)*

which shows that the enclosed charge is chnk and that the surface charge

density is a, the same as in Fig. 3-12a. However, recalling Eq. 3-220 the .

Equation (3-25) is identical with Eq. (3-23), but is obtained from a different
statting point. In Eq. (3-23) Gauss' law is used to obtain E from ao whereas
in Eq. (3-25) Gauss' law is used to find a from E.



1 capacitance.of Fig. 3-12b must be ke times the capacitance of Fig.

3-12a, and since aA = CV, it follows that the surface charge dentity

plate in Fig. 3-12b'shobld":;be

a' = k
e
a

3-23

(3-26)

rather tban a, as Predicted by Gauss' law. The conflict impaicit in N

these separate conclusions is resolved by postulating that d', the dharge density

on the conducting plate, is modified by a surface charge density ab on
3

the surface of the dielectric. Tbus, in Fig. 3-12b the total surface to

be used in Gauss' law) whibh we know from Eq. (3-25) to be a, is also

crb + a'. Thus

and with Eq. (3-26) we have

a = ab
a'

a
b

-(ke-1)a

VINO

6 Since a = e ELe 0 is also given by
. O.+

1. .29al
ke

ab = -(ke-1)e0E

(a)

(b)

(3-27)

(3-28)

7 Experiment confirms this concluiion. Charge ab can be explained as

follows: due to the force of the E field, the positive and negative atoms

of the dielectric are separated slightly, as dhown in exaggerated form

in Fig. 3-13. This phenomenon results in the appearance of a layer of

8 negative charge on the left hand face, and a similar layer of positive c1.11

-1+

Nowt f?'"..:+
Negative
Surface
Charge

Flair* 343.
-15oAnti
Waive
Sur**

-14 Charge
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charge on the right hand face. Observe that the negativeness of the charge

od the left,:is int-agreement with the negative sign in Eq. (3-25). The atoms

represented in this figure are said to be polarized, and the phenomenon is

called polarization. Since ab is due to displace charges which are parts

of neutral atams of a non-conducting medium, they cannot actually be removed

from the surface, say by conduction to a plate. Accordingly, ab is called

a surface density of bound charge (as opposed to free charge). If the E

field is reduced to zero, the positive and negative charges of each atom

"spring back" together, and the surface charge disappears.

It appears that Gauss' law, as expressed by Eq. (3-8), is universally

valid, even when dielectrics are present, if the charge enclosed within the

surface is the sum of all free and bound charges.* It is convenient and

useful to have a modified form of Gauss' law in which only free chatge will

be included. Tb this end, suppose a new vector

5=k
e
e
0-E.

is defined, and consider the surface integral of B..rin over the Gaussian

surface in Fig. 3-12b. In this case, referring to Eq. (3-24), we have

and thus

IT Tr = k e = k a = a'
n e 0 eo e

D.0 da = cri6A
n

(3-29)

(3-30)

which is the free charge inside. Although this was shown for a particularly

simple case, it can be shown that

frinda=q. 3 31)

is true for any closed surface, where q is the free charge inside. It is

imthaterial whether or not the surface passes through a dielectric object.

*It can be shown that in the general case, where E is not necessarily normal to a
-4.

dielectric surface, Eq. (3-28) becomes

b
= -(k

e
-1)e

0
E
n

where En
is the normal component of E directed iftto the dielectric.
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1 Equation (3-30) gives additional information about how D and the free

charge ate related at a dielectric surface. In terms of Fig. 3-12b, to which

that equation applies, we have -15.-in = a', or

2

3

D = a' (3-32)

where D = D.0
h

is the component of B inward and normal to the surface.

This is generally true, even if the surface is not plane, or if 76 is not

narmal:tbmthehsUrfacev:11ThenntbelrelatiOttsbip is written

Dn = a' (3-33)

where the subscript (n) is a reminder that this is a normal component.

4 Thus it is seen that iiihas a very simple relationship to the surface

density of free charge.

Note from Eq. (3-29) that in air

3 =
5

so that in air Eq. (3-30) reduces to Eq. (3-8). Thus, E. (3-29) is

generally valid for all cases, and is a second form of Gauss' law. It

is usually the preferred form for the solution of field problems.

6 The vector D'is called the dielectric displacement vector. From

Eq. (3-30) it is apparent that in the MEW system of units, is in

coulambs/m
2

.

3-7. Composite Capacitors

7 To show that the invention of D is not merely an intellectual

exercise, let us use it to determine the capacitance of the parallel

plate arrangement shown in Fig. 3-14a. We make the simplifying assumption

that the E lines are parallel, as they would be if guard rings were present.
8 Using a Gaussian surface consisting of a rectangular box represented by the

dotted rectangle, we note that there is no free charge on the dielectric

surface (an assumption of the problem statement). Thus,

9
-.) -
.0
n

bA = r -tx
n

and so -11 is the same in air as in the dielectric, and NIV.V1614111021::.

it D".
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3-26. .

Now, referring to Eq. 3-29), we have

.13 =
241

2
e
0

2 k
e
e
0

and, finally,

v = 12(i + = + 1 )13.11'21 2n2e ken
0 e 0

(3-34)

4
EMt 131.1.1

h
equals the surface charge density a, and the total charge on the

surface of area AL, is

Finally, from Eq. (3-34)

q = aA =03.13 jA

14 (A. 1 yl
2 co kee0 A

and the capacitance (q/v) is

C =
e,A 2k(ol e

` h l+k
e

a.) (b)legt 14.111

Figure 3-14.

(3-35)



Observe that if k
e
= 1 this reduces to the previous formUla for an air

capacitor, given by Eq. (3-21), as we should expect.

Another example is flown in Fig. 3-14b. Here the dielectric

material extends all the way between the plates, but covers onXy half

2 of area A. In this case Ei = g2, since Ce?-ildh = (P72.%)13., by virtue

of each plate being at constant Totential. Let be this common value

of Ei and B2. Nov, in the two sections,

3 i5° e and
1 0 532 = keq

The total charge on the left hand plate, from Eq. (3-21) is

4 q = tirA -132-;) = teekeedEaun
4P .0p

Bu.t Eq.% = VA, giving

5

and for C we get

6

q e (l+k2 0 e h

e

%.0 = -7 2
0

It should be fairly Obvious that dielectric materials can be useful
7

to provide higher values of capacitance than would otherwise be possible.

They do this in two ways; first, by the introduction of the factor ke in

7 the formula for C, and second, by permitting smaller values of h., for the

reason we thall now describe. Dielectric materials, including air, have

a property known as dielectric breakdown strength. This is the value of

E at which a spark will jump through the material. It is not a preciaelY

8 determinable quantity because it depends on many factors, such as humidity,

smoothness of surface, wesence of internal voids, and the like. Fbr air

a reasondble figure is 3,000 volts/mm, While solid materials can go as high

as 28,000 volts* (the handbook figure for polystyTene, a common dielettric

9 material). Thus, if a sheet of dielectric material is used, the plate

spacing for a given voltage can be much smaller without fear of dielectric



breakdown. Also, reducing h increases C, as can be seen for the cases

investigated here, because C is inversely proportional to h. In this way,

dielectric materials can be very useful in saving space in capacitor design.

Some typical values of dielectric constants (relative permittivities)

are given in the following table.

Material k
e

Air (760 mm pressure) 1.0006 (usually taken as 1)

Cellulose Nitrate 11:4

Pyrex Glass 4.5

Mica 7.2

Phenol 5.5

Polyethelene 2.26

Polystyrene 2.56

Neoprene 6.7

Benzene 245

Petroleum oils 2.2

Ethyl Alcohol 25

Wthyl Alcohol 31

Distilled Water 81

3-8. Dielectric By'steresis

The relationship

= kee OE

is approximatelY true for most materials. However, there are some materials in

which there is what mdght be called a "sluggishness' in the return 'of the atoms

to the unpolarized state when the external polarizing influence has been removed.

In other words, the condition portrayed in Fig. 3-13 will persist to some

extent, repulting inJatartial retention of bound surface charge. Such materials

are called electrets. The bound surface charge creates an electric field of

its own, and this' fact makes it possible to detect.this state of "permanent:

electrification". This phenomenon has possible application for memory devices
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th cOmputersi although because the similar action in magnetic materials

is so much more pronounced, they are more often employed for such a

purpose.

The phenomenon just described can be portrayed as e grarh of

2 D vs. Es as in Fig. If E is increased, starting with unpolarized

material, D will increase along the straight line. However, if E is then

reduced from point P, D will not return to zero when E is zero, and if

E is carried into the negative region, and then back to point P, a closed

3 lopp will be formed. This is called a dielectric hysteresis loca. It

can be shown that the area of this loop is proportional to the energy

lost.in the process. This energy loss can be viewed as being due to

internal "friction" of the molecules as they react to the changing electric

4 field.

One other possible deviation from Eq. (3-27) should be mentioned.

Some substances do not have to and E in the same direction, and are

called nonisotropic.* Advanced mathematics is required to treat this

5 situation, and so no further consideration of it can be given here.

7
FigUre 3-15.

3-9. Resistance Capacitance Circuits

8 Many practical applications involve circuits which include capacitors.

We 'shall now briefly consider the transient phenomena which arise when an

attempt is made to change the.voltage across a.mapitattor. The essential

9 *NOnisotropic materials have different woperties along different axes. This

also applies to properties other than electrical, such as mechanical

deformation and thermal conduction properties.
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problem is exemplified by the circuit of Fig. 3-16a. A capacitor is uncharged

(v=0) and then the switch is closed connecting a battery of voltage V, thruagh

a reeistor R. We axe asked to determine how v
c
changes with time, sUbseqaOnt

to the closing of the switch. Zero on our time scale is arbitrarily chosen as

the instant when the switch is closed.

We recall that the charge q accummulated on the top plate is related to

v
.c
by

and a1so that
. I

Thus, i and vc are related by

q = C vc

dt

dvc

i = C
dt

After the switch is closed, Kirchhoff's voltage law gives

i R + v
'c

=7V

or, in terms of the variable vc from the previous equation,

dvc

RC + v = V
dt c

(3-37)

(3-38)

This is a differential equation, to be solved for vc By writing this as an

explicit expression for dt/dvc we have

dt RC

dvc V-vc

From this form we can recognize the antiderivative

t = -RC ln(V-vc) + ln K

where K is an arbitrary constant. Since vc is wanted, we can write

V-v

K
c

RC

(3-39)
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V '4

and

or,

e*--RC
.111111

(a)

( 6)

V-ve

IC
= e-t/RC

v = V - W.
t/RC

1-*-- RC

(

This is not yet the required solution, because Kis au unknown

constant which mutt be evalUated by introducing the initial condition)

the value of v
c

when t = 0. The original statement of the problem gave

the information that ve = 0 before the switch is closed. However, Eq.

(3-40) r4egtua to uply,flAttht Jamtmtimbmsbbox§mtch4PtalwAtor

(i.e. for 0 1-; 0, since it was derived from an equation written for a

closed cirtuit. In connection with this question, observe that if ve

were to experience a sudden jump at t = 0, this would mean an infinite

derivative (dv
c
/dt) and hence Eq. (3-31)shaws that the current would be

infinite. However, with a finite souree vatage, thi*ntiniMpoikaibliw

and hence we conclude that a sudden change in ve is impossible. Thus,
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= 0 is the appropriate value to use in Eq. (3-40) to correspond to t = Q.

SUbstituting these gives

0 = V - K

and thus the required eqUation for vc is

A graph of this function is shown in Fig. 3-16b. This figure includes

a geametrical interpretation of the parameter RC, as the time it would take

for the voltage to change to its final value, if it continued to change at its

initial rate. RC is called the time constant of the circuit, and the final

value attained by,vc is called the steady state value.

In addition to learning that in such a circuit the voltage across a

capacitor changes exponentially, one of the important observations to be made

is that the time required for a change of capacitor voltage to take place

depends on the product RC. An interpretation sliglatly different from the

graphical one of Fig. 3-16b involves finding the time interval required

for v
c
to go through 90% of its total change. This is the value of t at

which e
-t/Rc

= .1, which occurs when t = 2.3RC, approximately. Ttme constants

in practical circuits vary from microseconds, in pulse transmission circuits,

to many seconds in certain Biter applications.

Equation (3-38) can readily be used to obtain the current,

i = C
dt

dv

V e-t/RC

A graph of this exponential is shown in Fig. 3-16c.

The Plea of aktchange in vc is fUrther illustrated by the example of

Fig. 3-17a. Battery Vi has been connected for a long period of tine so that

at t = 0 (when the 4w1tch is opened) vc has the value V1. Qpening the switch

yields a situation in which the total battery voltage is Vi + V20 and the

total resistance is R1
+ R

2
. These can be sUbstituted, respectively, for V

and R in Eq. (3-40) 1 to givt
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In this case tbe initial condition is v = V11 when t = 0, and so

Vi = Vi + V2 - K

which determines that K = V2. Thus, Eq. (3-42) becomes

v V1 + V2 [1 - e
-433.+R2)c

3-33

(3-42)

(3-43)

A graph of this function is shown in Fig. 3-17b. The previous interpretation

of the time constant still applies, if it is applied to the change of vc

4 between the initial and final value.

Equations (3-41) and (3-43) are both of :t.he same form, &there the

change in voltage is represented by a quantity which varies like (1-e-at)

X total change of vewilarc 1/0. as the time constant. It can be shown

5 that this is typical of the result for agy circuit having aux one

capacitor, and any number of resistors. El-c circuit analytis can be

used to find the total Change of vc, and the time constant is C x the

equivalent resistance of the circuit connected to Clwhich results when

6 all sources are reduced to zero.

3-10. Ehergy Stored in an Electric Field

In Fig. 3-18, a parallel plate capacitor is charging from q1 to'q20

over a ttme interval from t
1
to t

2.
If q is the charge, and V. is the

voltage, the current is dg/dt, and thus the instantaneous power input

to the capacitor is

8

9

dt

(a)

(R,t)c

"'

Figure 3-17

(3)
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The energy supplied to the capacitor is
t
2

t
2

q2

W = p dt = f V Vt. dt = Irdq

1 1 1

(3-4"1.)

In order to convert this to an expression in terms of E and DI we recall

that

E = and q = AD

The second of these expressions is obtained from Eq. (3-32), which is

applicable because D is normal to the surface, and q is the free charge

(i.e. charge on the plate). Using these in Eq. (344), we get

D2

= Ahf WAD

D
1

The factor Ah is the dielectric volume, and thus

D
2

w =,1 E:AD

Bi

(3-45)

(3-46)

can be viewed as the density of energy storage in the dielectric.

The integral of Eq. (3-46) is interpreted in Fig. 3-20al for an

electret which is being electrified from an initially unelectrified state

(i.e. along the curve which starts from the origin). The change of energy

density associated with increasing D from Di to D2 is represented by the

shaded area projected back to the vertical axis, as in Fig. 3-19a. Now

suppose D is decreased again to Dl. In this case the energy density change

decreases by an amount equal to the doiligyshaded area. Thtenergy is returned

to the circuit, and thus the shaded area between the two curves is energy lost.

Similarly, if electrification is carried around a ccaplete loop, as in Fig.

3-19b, the energy lost for this cycle of operation is equal to the loop

area. Of course, this energy;lots, which is called hysteresis loss, causes

heating. In many applications hysteresis loss is negligible in dielectrics
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Figure.3 -18.

A

Figure 3-19.
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5 because for most materials the loop area is, very small. However,

when capacitors are used in.a-c circuits, lvsteresis power loss can

become very high becaUse power loss is energy loss per cycle multiplied

by ,frequency. Thus, a dielectric which behaves with negligible loss at 6o cps4

6 may be totally unsatisfactory at 109 cps.
For the important case where D 4 kee

OE
if.:46:conai4erithe iiiitergSwr:.Z*

increase in bringing D and E from zero to some specific values, ,from

(3-46) we have

or

k e
.E2

=-kee6f E(1 E
.2

e 0-

DEw =
2

0

(3-47)

This lost energy relationship:As, applicable to any dielectric 'in

an electrified state. If it is part of a capacitor the energy can be

9
given in terms of C, as we can isee by observing that i = C dvhit so that

the integral of,the power is

V

fp dt = Clv dt = CiV dV
c dt
dV



= 1 C
2 ( 3- 48 )

This energy is completely stored, since in Saying that C can be used We

have implied that q = C vc and hence that D is proportional to E, which

in turn means there is no hystersis loop.
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Chapter 4

ELECTROMAGNETISM

Introduction

In this chapter we shall deal with two basic physical phenomena.. 'First,

the phenomenon of mechanical forces (and/or torques) exerted on current-

carrying circuits either in the vicinity of another current-carrying circuit,

or a permanent magnet. Second, the creation of an electric potential differ-

ence as the result of motion of a conductor, or as a resul-6 of a changing

current in another circuit. The first of these phenomena is the basis of the

subject of magnetism. Since the second involves an interrelatiOnship between

electrical andjmagnetic effects, it is called an electromagnetic phenomenon.

Almost every practical electrical device involves electromagnetic phe-

nomena. For example, the electric power we use is generated by the motion

of a-conductor in a magnetic field, the diaphragm of a telephone receiver is

actuated by magnetic forces, magnetically operated relays are used to open

and close circuits in many applications such as notor controls and telephone

switching circuits, and, of course, electric motors operate on the principle

that a force is exerted on a current-carrying conductor in a magnetic field.

Thus, these few illustrations indicate that a study of electromagnetic phe-

nOmena is importamt.

4-1. Basic Magnetic Experiments

7 Consider an experiment in which two long straight parallel wires carry
,

currents, as shown in Figure-4-1(a). Wire (1) is rigidly supported, and

provision is made to measure the force on wire (2). The following observa-

tions can be made:

1) When i
1

and i
2
are in the same direction (either both in the

reference directions shown, or both opposite), wire (2) experiences

a force'toward wire (1).

2) If either current is reversed (but not both), the force on (2)

9
4*

will be away from (1).

) In either case, the magnitude of the force is proportional to

the magnitude of the product i1i2.

1
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4) The-force is proportional to 1/i, where r is the separation between wires.

second. experiment can be conducted as shown in Figure 4-l(b).. Here, the

wires are at right angles and in the same plane, one.passing in back of the other

by virtue of a small semicircular jog in one of them. In this case, there is

found to'be no net force on Wire (2), but there is found to be atorque tending

to rotate Wire (2) into" a position parallel with wire (aso that 12 and i2 will'

be in the same. direction. Thus, for currents in-the reference directions indicated

in Figure 4-l(b), the torque oh wire (2) is found to be clockwise.

..
0.**".

71"

r

.40

(a)
Figure 4-1.

/Torith

4-. Flux Density

In Figure 4-1(a), wire (2) experiences a force,' and so it is reasonable-to

assume that there is a force on a short length At, as indicated in Figure 4-2(a).

With fixed i, the f9rce is toward or away from wire (1), depending on the direction

of i
2.

This much of the experiment suggests, perhaps, that the force on 48.can be

described by definihg a vector directed radially from wire (L). However, when we

go to the crossed wires, as in Figure 4-2(b), we see that in order to provide the

observed torque, the force on an element 44 must be' parallel to wire (1); up .or

down deiending on the direction of i2. The force on the element 44 is always

perpendicular to the direction of current flow in. A4.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4-2.
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The idea of a vector product of two vectors is used to describe the force

onaj. To see how, we shall consider the four conditions illustrated in

Figure 4-2, repeated in perspective view in Figure 4-3. The direction, of cur-

5 rent i
2'

flowing in element Akel is designated by a unit vector it, and. I" is

6

0,

7

8

slip 4.,

(a)

Figure 4-3.

air e4/`.

(c)

N1,44.

loft .010.

(d)

the force vector. In each case a unit vector Tat is shown in perspective view,

as a dashed line. This vector is drawn tanOntially to a circle centered at

wire (1), as indicated in Figure 4-3(a). It will be noted that iu each case

the right hand screw rule applied in the vector product
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will yield the direction of 7. Thus, a unique direction (that of qt) can be found,
-0

fram which the direction of F can be derived, when the current direction (defined

by it) is known.

Regarding magnitude of the force, careful analysis of the mechanics involved

will shay that the magnitude is the same in all situations shown in Figure 4-3, pro-

vided that the perpendicular distance r from wire (1) to element ha is the same.

Since the force is proportional to 1.112, this distange factor must appear ex-

plicitly in. the equation for force. Also, the factor l/r must appear, to account

for the inverse relationship with distance obtained for Figure 4-1(a). Finally, we

should expect force to be proportional to 41. Thus, experimental results are sat-

isfied. by the relation

where k is a proportionality factor chosen to take care of units. This constant is

usually written k = 120/2g where po is another constant called the permeability of

free space. When force, current, and distance are in. MKSC units (respecttvely

amperes, meters), the value of po is

p.
0

14.7( x

6 and so we get 2 x 10 -7 for the value ofk.*

The appearance of the simple rational value 2 x -7 for k in. Eq. (4-1) may be sur-

prising, in view of the fact that Eq. (4-1) is presented as an experimental law.

This is not an accident; it stems from the choice of go which establishes indirectly

the unit of charge at such a value that the coefficient is exactly 2 x 10-7. This

procedure of using a non-rational factor (go) to define charge, so that the fact...r

cones out rational for B may seem to be samewhat puzzling; it would perhaps seem more

logical .to choose go as a rational number, since electrostatic phenomena are simpler.

8 :2he:answer lies in the historical development of systems of unit, and. the fact that

early measurements establishing the ampere were made by measurenent of magnetic

forces. Nhgnetic forces are easier to measure in the laboratory, although they are

more difficult to analyze theoretically. In the MKSC systen of units, adopted. as the

international standard in 1938, the theory was adjusted to agree with existing practic

units wherever possible. Since current and charge are very fundamental, their units

9 were retained.



1 Now we introduce this value of k, and rearrange to give

2 x lo -7 i

iza{-11 x( r let ) 1

4-5

2 Nextl.we introduce a symbol (B) to replace the quantity in parentheses and

arrive at

3

4

where B is

,
u
t

tor opposite if B is negative). It is called the flux density vector

or, alternately, the induction. vector. In the MKSC system of units, B is

5 in webers rer square meter.i Equation, (4-2) is an expression ofthe Biot-

Swart law, giving the flux density,. . at all roints in space, due to

a long current-carrying conductor. Thus, using the vector f, the force

equation is

2 x -7i
1

p
Oil

B am (4-2)

The quantity I Bitt is a vector in the direction of the unit vector

6

i2a x (4-3)

The validity of this expression has not been completely established

7 by the experiments described, because only two orientations of the tbe ele-

ments have been considered. However, by conducting further experiments, it

is found that Eq. (4-3) is indeed valid regardless- of the orientation of pi

with respect to 1. Interpretation of the vector product shows that the

8 magnitude of the force is

9
t.he older ctroxgnetic system of units, B is in gauss (1 gauss

10°' webus/sq.m,) )0 In that system, if i1 is in amperes, r is in cm.,
then glo is 0.4st and. in Eq. (4-3) force is la dynes.
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where $ is the angle between the B vector and the conductor, and the force is

normal to the plane of B and the conductor.

Plots of gat different distances from the wire yield a picture like

Figure 4-4(a). At increasing distances from the wire, the arrows becone Shorter,

2 illustrating, by their length, the lir relationship. The state of space in which

forces are exerted on current elements (that is, regions in whiCh iTis not zero)

is called a magnetic field. Figure 4-4(a) is a partial plot of the magnetic field

surrounding a straight wire. An alternate method of plotting a field is shawn in

Figure 4-4(b), in which only the directions are indicated by "flow lines".

Figure 4-4.

When the force on a long conductor (as distinct from an incremental length):

carrying a current 12 is to be found, incremental forces as given. by Eq. (4-3) can

be summed to give the total force. Of course, this becomes the integral

= i
2
Lf61!)(13)di

conductor

where u ls a unit vector tangent to the conductor, in the direction of i2, at each

8 point on the curve. The meaning of this integral can be illustrated by the eicample

in Figure 4-5. The central dot represents the long conductor, and Pq is one side

of a square loop. We are to find the force on this piece of conductor. In this

case, d2 dy,

and sin 8 is
y2
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This fbrce is directed out of the paper, in accordance with the right-hand

screw rule as applied to the vector product

1 4a...._- -- ..... *MOW OEM*

.. 8
-L

/
,, -t- 4 --;-%

/ lel' ''' ', 1 \ Y
1

1

4 ..A. .2

1 rcl=t #1,' F
(Oa' of paper) I

Figure 4-5.

5 The example chosen to introduce li, the straight wira, is particularly
-,,

simple. Problems of finding B in the space surrounding other wire shapes

are generally more difficult, and are among the topics covered'in the subject

of field theory. Sone illustrations of the structures of the magnetic fields

6 around coils of wire are shown in Figure 4-6.
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One principle can be given in relatively-simple terms here, however, whidh

provides some idea of the relationship between B and the current which causes it.

For this, we return to the relationship

B =
40 il
2nr

for the straight wire. If wt take any circle of radius r and nultiply B on that

circle by the circumference, we get poi]: But this product (B times circumference)

is a special case of the more general formula

jB dA = goil

Increments,dA are along a closed B line (the 0 on the integral 'sign merely sym-

bolizes the closed curve). The essential observation to be made in Eq. (4-5) is

that i
1 is the current encircled by the closed curve. Furthermore, Eq. (4-5) is a

special case of a more general one in which the curve along which the integral is

taken is not necessarily identical with a B line. In that case Band dA will not

nec!zIssarily be in the same direction (see Figure 4-7), and so to agree with Eq. (4-5)0
the component Biit must be used, giving

1.31.1.1t d/ POil
(4-6)

Up to this point, we have oaly shown that Eq. (4-5) is a special case of

Eq. (4-6) and also that the relation 2grB = poi). is in turn a special case of

Figure 4-7.
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1 Eq. (4-5). One further generalization has to do with the,possibility of having

a coil of N turns, like Figure 4-6(b). If the,closed curve encircles all turns,

the current encircled is Nil. Thus, using the solid, line in Figure 4-6(b), we

have

2

fAilit di :a ttoNii

as an equation which reduces to Eq. (4-6) when N 1.

3 la the absence of direct proOf for the general case represented by Eq.

(4-7), this equation will be taken as a basic postulate. By this statement

we mean that Eq. (4-7) has not beea proved experimentally for all possible

coil shape's and sizes, but its consequenges are consistent with alI observed

4 phenomena. Equation (4-7)-is one form of Ampere's circuital law. Relative

to Eqs. (4-6) and (47), a word of explanation is needed concerning the rela-

tionship between the direction of ut, which is along the curve of integration

and the direction of i1°
They are related in accordance with the right-hand

5 screw rule; the reference direction of la is the direction a rIght-hand screw

will advange when rotated around. the curve in the'direction of U. Figure 4-7

shoWv this relationship.

Ampere's circUitP.1 law permdts the solution of angther.simple problem,

6 involving the toroidal coil shown in Figure 4-8. From thern symmetry of the

8

9

Figure 4.8.
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figure, it is evident that, at every point wtthin the coil, B will be tangent to

a circle, as indicated. This circle, of radius r, encircles Nil amperes, enter-

ing the paper. Thus) the right-hand screw rule shows that ut should.be in the

direction shown, and, Eq: (4-7) becomes

or

23a13 si $10 Ni

p Ni
0

B
2nr

R <:r <: R
21

(4-8)

With the exception of the introduction of N, this is the same as Eq. (4-3). How-

4 ever, Eq. (OS) applies only for the region inside the coil. For points outside

the coil, B is.zero. This we can see by observing that any other circles, sudh

as C
1

or C
21

will encircle no current.

5 4-3. Force on a Moving Charge

The phenomenon of force on a current carrying conductor can be extended to

the situation where free charges (as distinct from charges within, a conductor) are

moving in a magnetic field. A common example is a television picture tube, in

6 which control of the motion of a stream of electrons is partially provided by a

magnetic field.

The current in a conductor can be viewed as due to the motion of a row of

charges) symbolized by the dots in Figure 4-9. These charges are all of one sign,

Vt

8

Figure 4-9.



1 and if the conductor is uncharged, there is an equal number of stationary

charges of opposite sign, not shown in the figure. Let 1; = w i bp-the average

velocity of the moving charges, and let Ni be the number of them per unit

length. Each moving charge has a charge q. In an increment of time pt each

2 charge will move a distance mat, and therefore in time pt all charges in this

length will pass a given aross section, such as A. Thus, the current is

3

5

111.2r t = Ng. w
2 At

If the conductor is in a magnetic field, we have seen that the force

on it is

jI2i2Ag x

Now we postulate that the force on the wire is actual4 due to force on the

moving charges, and substitute for i26,1 in the above, to give

Lis 115 Ctiq w MOO)

(Nc1 de)(17 X T3b)

since wu w. Finally, in length 46$ there are rim charges, and so dividing

by Nt will gtve

(4-9)

as the force on one charge. The above postulate implies that this formula

will give the force on a moving charge even when it is not in a conductor.

Experimeat on the deflection of the electron beam of an oscilloscope bears

8 this out$ and so Eq. (4-9) should be regarded as giviag the force on a moving

charge under all circumstances, whether it be a free electron or ion, a

physically moving charged object, or the charges within a conductor or semi-

conductor.

9 The force described here is known as the Lorentz fbrce.
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4-4. Motional Induced Voltam
Having established the idea of a magnetic flux density, and the Lorentz force,

we are prepared to consider what happens when a conducting body moves in a magnetic

field. Consider the experiment illustrated in Figure i1-l0(a), in which a wire PQ

is perpendicular to a pair of conthicting rails aloni which it slides with velocity

ri in a direction parallel to the rails. Furthermore, there is a magnetic flux

density B which we consider to be uniform over PQ and. perpendicular to the plane of

PQ and rr.

The conducting wire contains charlies which are forced to have a velocity rr be-

cause they must move with the wire. They therefore experience a Lorentz force which

pushes them along the wire. Since the-free charges are electrons, they move toward. P,

in the direction of 4; x T3). As a result, a charge separation takes place, as in-

dicated by the polarity markings in Figure 4-3.0(a). By virtue .of this charge separa-

tion, there is a potential difference v, which can be measured by a Voltmeter. The

charge separation takes place very quickly, and the motion of charge -stops when the

electrostatic force due to the -separated charges is exactly equal to the Lorentz

force, as indicated in Figure 414.0(0. Since.the conductor is perpendicular to the

plane of w and Bp the Lorentz force acts along the wire, and the work that it does

in moving a unit Of charge from P to Q is the force per unit charge .times S. In

the notation = w and -13' B 11B, since rr and. i are perpendicular to each other,

on a positive charge this forcesof amount Bvil is directed from P to Q. Thus, the

work per-unit positive charge is

ePQ = Bra ( 1 )

This quantity (e
PQ

) is called the electromotive force (frequently abbreviated emf)

acting from P to Q.* However, from the energy conservation postulate, the work

done by the Loren.tz force in moving a unit charge from P to Q must equal the work

the electric field caused by the charge separation would dO in moving it from Q

back to P. But this is the potential difference v (or v
P
). Thus, for this situation,

Q

v vw, go e
PQ

( - )

This terminology is a misnomer, because electromotive "force" is a scalar quantity
(energy) whereas force is a vector. This incorrect terminology is a heritage from
the past whidh persists due to long usage.
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1 Either of these is loosely tamed induced voltage. In view of the identity
of v and ePree one might naturally wonder why a distinction is made between

them. As we shall see later, the reason is that when current flows in the wire,

vQp S no longer equal to g. . They are 'the same only, on open circuit.-
-PQ

2 In the above example; the moving conductor, By and w are mutually per-

penacular. The result is an equation for ePQ completely in the Scalar quan-
tities By w, and Ag. It is not difficult to show that in the absence of

mutual perpendicularity of B and w, the general formula is

1.

1.0
e u tv X BM/ (4-12)
PQ, c-

-where uc is a unit vector from P to Q along pi. This result -will, not be proved

here.
In The case of a conductor which is extensive enough so that B. cannot be

considered uniform over its length, and may not necessarily be straight, Eq..
(4-12) can be regarded as the emeinduced in an- incremented element of length

5
As. An integration can then be performed with respect to a variable. measured

along the conductor, giying

ePQ fric. (1-; x r3)di 4-13)

6

'Reference to Figure 4-10(c) will help to clarify the meaning of this integral.

Note that at each point on the curve rill is tangent to the curve and. directed

toward Q. I('

9

4
.1

t lectro- d.itrat;c, + chargeForce I
u.c

I.orent2
FeIrce

Ca)

Figure 4-10.

(e)
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A simple application is shown in Figure 1ill, where PQ, is moving with velocity

rr, and is due to current i
1
in 9, long straight conductor. In the region of con-

ductor PQ, g is into the paper, as indicated by crosses. It wf.11 be found that

c
(17 X 3I) is negative, and since

we get

loth

r Ay
epg NB - j

tii

goilw
- Ist (Lit)

" b

Figure .

4-5. Faraday Induced Voltage

Next we consider ."an- experiment, illustrated. in Figure 4-12(a), which involves

the effect on one circuit of a changing currgat in another circuit. A voltmeter

is connected to the open ends of a loop of wire, and the loop is near a long wire

carrying a current i1 which varies with time. The wire is in the plane of the loop.

Voltage indications on the meter are described by the following observations:

(1) When i is decreasing, the voltmeter will show a negative indication

(indicating a pdtential difference opposite to the meter polarity marks).

(2) When i is increasing, a voltage of the indicated meter polarity will be

observed.

(3) The magnitude of the voltage is proportional to the magnitude of the rate

of change of current.
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1 (11.) For a given rate of change of current, the magnitude of the voltage

varies inversely with distance from the wire, and. at any given distance

is proportional to the loop area.*

Although the above observations involve current iv a mathematical relation-

2 ship describing these phenomena can, be obtained, by using the magnetic flinc den-

sity vector (a), since B is related to i by the Biot-Savart law, B = poll/411r.

If is a unit vector directed out of the paper, from the center of the loop,

then ran Aft, where B = pOi
1

/11.2:r. The observed phenomena are accounted for by

3 the formula

4

,d(AB),
v = -

dt

where B is the average value of the flux density within the loop, and A is

the loop area. The above observations (1), (2), and (3) are accounted for by

the negative sign and. the fact that B is proportional to and. observation

(10 is accounted for by the way B varies with r, and by the inclusion of the

5
factor A.

A further experiment using a coil of N turns of wire will lead. to the

observation that the voltage is also proportional to N. Thus, for this case,

the above equation would include the factor N.

6 The quantity 0 a AB is called the magnetic flux linking the loop. If the

loop had. not been normal to the B vector, the induced voltage would be smaller,

and investigation would have shown that the component (312) of 11 normal to the

loop should be used4n obtaining 0. %hus, a general formula for flux is

7

A B u

where u is normal to the loop, and. IFit is averaged over the loop surface. This

8 relationship between 0 and B is, in. fact, the origin of the designation of

as flux density.

9
The functional relationships described in (4) are accurately true only for a
loop of infinitesimal size.
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In similarity with the case of motionally induced, voltage, it is convenient

to introduce e = v as the work done by the changing magnetic field in moving

a unit positive charge from P to Q. Thus, using Eq. (4-14) for 0, and assuming

a loop of Nr turns, the equation for the electromotive force is

e
PQ

= - N
dt

(4-15)

Since, on open circuit, vpq= -v = -e Ithe above equation can be
PQ

written in terms of potential difference, as

v =
PQ dt

(4-16)

It is to be emphasized that E4. (4-16) gives the terminal voltage only on open

circuit.

A word of explanation is needed concerning the sign in this equatian.

defined in Eq. (4-14), 0 is a scalar quantity having a reference direction

(like current). This involves a somewhat fictitious view of 0 as something

that "flows", but it is a useful idea. Obviously, the negative siga in Eq. (4-15)

has no meaning unless reference directions for scalar quantities ePQ
and 0 are

properly defined. lihe reference for e
PQ

is indicated by the order of subscripts

(i.e., work done In moving positive charge from P to Q). The reference for 0 is

obtained from the order PQ by the right-hwad screw rule; by stating that the unit

vector u in Eq. (4-14) shall point away from area A in the direction a right-

hand screw will move when rotated according to a progression fram P to Q along

the loop. This is illustrated in Figuri, 4-12(b). The reference direction of 0

can be regarded as a direction from one side of the loop to the other, in the

direction of it

As

wow-

1,

Figure 4-12.

10)



1 In the above discussions, variation of B within the loop was not considered,

having been tacitly accounted for by saying that B in the formulas is the average

value. Where B varies over the area, an integral is used to obtain 0. This is

done by observing that to = rile. is an increment of flux through an area ka,

2 where iris normal to Aa. Thus; in general

0 a ff il:irda

over surface

3

(4-4)

should be used for flux whenever B is not constant.

For example, for the rectangular loop in Figure 4-13, the area element

It

II 1

5

6

ier --i
1

4---- r

TI
Figure 4-13.

is hdr, anent.= poi1Alaa, giving

7

I.

, 40ilh f
r

!soil? r2
--47-- ln

ri

8

9

The unit of 0 in the MSC system of uaits is the weberit

.*T.21
the electrgmagnetic system, 0 is in maxwells (gauss x area in cm.

2I.
One

maxwell a 10-° weber.
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Equation (4-1) or its equivalent, Eq. (14--l6), is an expression of the

Faraday law of induced voltage. It is presented here for a simple geometrical

arrangement, but it is postulated as a generally valid, law, regardless of the

source of 0 or the cause of its variation with time. In this example, 0 varies

with time by virtue of the ti.me variation of current i. However, 0 may change

with time due to the motion of a fixed current, due to motion of a permanent

magnet, or simply due to the motion of a piece of iron in the field.

In some applications a loop moves in a changing magnetic field. In such

a case care must be exercised to be sure that Eqs. (4-1.3) and. (k-15) are used

correctly. Carelessness in this respect once lead to an interesting historical

mistake.*

4-6. Elementary Energy Relations

The previous two sections have shown how induced. voltage (emf) can be de-

rived from 1" or 0, or both, and. this was related to potential difference when

the device in question was on open circuit. That is, no current was allowed to

flow, except for the slight momentary current flow during the short period of

time while charge collects on the terminals.

Now consider Figure 4-1.4. in which the loop between P and. Q is subject to

It was once proposed that a commutator-
less d-c generator could. be made in the
manner shown in the figure. It was pro-

`.posed that the stationary coils should
be supplied by alternating current, ar-
ranged to reverse once each half revolu-
tion of the rotating coil. The argument
went that the voltage induced in each
side of the rotating coil would always
be in the same direction because as the
direction of motion reversed at the top
or bottom of its circular path the di-
rectioa of flux would also reverse. How-
ever, when the effect of the time variation
of flux is included, it is found that d-c
is not obtained.; and. this is in agreement

with experiment.
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1 .an induced voltage, either by virtue of conductor motion or time varying flux.

0--JR(a)

3 Figure 11.-111..

We have seen how to determine e
Q

and it has been recalled that this quantityP1
id the work done per unit charge by the magnetic field in moving this charge

from P to 41 around the loop. In the present case, the terminals are connected

4 to a resistor R and. so a current will flow and the emf ePQ will continually do

work. Since ePQ is work per unit charge, and i is units of charge;:per second,

this work will be at the rate epQi. Using the conservation of energy postulate,

this energy rate will equal the sum of i2R + i2Ro' where R is the resistance

5 of the loop. Thus,

6 or

. .2,
e = I + Ro )
PQ,

ep4 = + Ro)

7 ButpiR=v pthe rotential ofgwith resrect to P. Thus,
QP

v e - iR
QP PQ 0

(4-18)

8 Ibte that if i = 0, this reduces to the previously obtained equation vqp ep4.
Equation (4-18) shows the reason for making a distinction between potential

difference and emf. Whereas the term "induced voltage" may be used to designate

an open circuit potential difference, v in Eq.. (11.-18) should not be called an

9 induced voltage. An emf can be measured by a voltmeter on open circuit (neg-

lecting voltmeter:current); or by applying a short circuit to make
v

0
4gx"

so that ep4 iRo, which determines epq if i and Ro are known,.



Equation (4-18) is the general relationship between terminal potential dif-

ferenge and current for any device in which there is an electramagnetically induced

voltage. If we define the quantity v0
e
PQ

(where v
0

is the open circuit value of

v
R
) and use it as a voltage source in the circuit of Figure 4-14(b), we see that

Q
Eq. (4-18) will be satisfied by this circuit. Thus, this is an equivalent circuit

for the source device. It looks like a Thevenin equivalent, but is derived, here

from different concepts.

When an induced voltage causes a current to flow, as in Figure 4+14(a), a

dheck of the current direction mill show that it will always be in such a direc-

tion that the magnetic field caused by that curront will act to al:Tose the action

creating the emf. This principle is known as Lenz's law. /f the emf is due to

motion, as in Figure 4-10(a), the force on the conductor due to the current flowing

in the B field (the same field which causes the emf) will oppose the motion. Thus,

due to this opposition, mechanical work must be done to maintain velocity w. In the

case of an enf due to a changing flux, as in Figure 4-3_2(a), the current caased by

this emf when the circuit is closed will create &flux opposing the flux dhange

which causes the emf.

Lenz's law is a consequence of conservation of energy, being a statement that

there is an opposing action to any action which will cause a current to flow, such

opposing action netessitating an expenditure of energy on the circuit.

Ftrronagnetic Material

The next experiment to be considered is illustrated in Figure 4-15, where B

Figure 4-15.
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1 is to be found within the circular iron ring.encircling a long straight current-

carrying conductor, as shown in the figure. The cross-sectional area of the

ring is uniform, and. dimension h is very small compared with r.* Obviously,

the force on a test conductor cannot be measured within the iron, and so a dif-

2 ferent method of measuring B must be used.

The total flux through a cross section of the iron can be determined by

placing a loop of conducting wire in the manner shown and conne -tng this to

a voltage recordtng device such as an oscilloscope. Although such an arrange-

3 ment cannot measure 0 directly, it can be used to, measure a change in 0. Thus,

suppose i is increased in a sequence of jumps, in the matter illustrated

graphically in Figure 4-16(a). With each increase in current, the flux will

increase an amount 60. Now, since

4

v =
dt

at any one of the jumps, say the second, w-e get

5

t
rl+At

44)2 J v a

t
1

6

(4-19)

This integral can be evaluated from the oscilloscopic record of v. as a function

of time.** By making a succession of such measurements, the data points on the

solid curve in Figure 4-16(b) are obtained.*** It is found that as the cur-

7 rent increases by equal increments, successive increments of 0 become smaller,

causing the curve to flatten out. This phenomenon is called saturation.

8 The reason for this requirement is that in view of Eq. (4-2) we should expect
B to vary with radius. By restricting h to a small value, there cannot be mud
variation of r to all points in the ring, and thus B will be nearly constant
over a cross section.

**
This integral is normally evaluated by the use of a ballistic galvanometer,

9 but in the interest of maintaining a direct attack on:the Immediate problem, we
avoid this detail.

***
Readers with awareness of the phenomenon of hysteresis will realize that this
curve will be obtained only if the iron is initially unnagnetized. This state
can be attained by starting with a larke value of i, reversing i to a slightly
smaller value, and repeating this process until the current is zero.



(a)
Figure 4-16.

The curve of Figure 4-1604 is a property of a particular ring. In order to

attain a curve which yields intrinsic properties of the magnetic material, inde-

pendently of physical dimensions, a further experiment is needed, using a ring of

different diameter, say twice as large. A new curve will then be obtained, like

the one shown by the dashed line in Figure 4-16(b). The amount. of current i re-

raiired to yield a specific value of will be doubled. Thus, if we bad plotted

i/21cr instead of i as the abscissa, the same curve would have been obtained in

both cases. Thus, by using i/2or as the abscissa, the diameter (or circumference)

parameter is eliminated.. Furthermore, the cross-sectional area A can be eliminated

by dividing by A, to give B. The result will be a similar curve with changed

labels on the axes, as shown in Figure 4-16(c). A new variable (11) has been intro-

duced such that

iB EFL, R ki Hut

Since dimensions of the ring have been eliminated from consideration in Figure

4-16(c), the B-H curve is a property of the material, called a normal magnetization'

curve.

11 is a fundamental magnetic quantity, called the field intensity 'vector. In

the It= system of units, H is expressed in amperes per meter.

*This neglects the slight variation of B over the cross section.
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Let the formula

B = fm(B) (4-21)

4-23

describe the functional relationship between 3 and HI such as the graph in

Figure 4-16(c). In iron and in similar =dial which are called ferromagnetic,

the relationship is non-linear. In air, the relationship can be determined

by comparing Eqs. (4-2) and (4-20); it is seen to be

(4-22)

This is a linear relationship showing that B and H are proportional.

There are other materials than, air in which B is proportional to H.

For these, we write

B = kmp.
OH

(4-23)

where km is a constant called the relative permeability. If km
l: the mate-

rial is called diagmagnetic; if k >. 1, it is called paramagnetic. However,

the value of k
in

for such materials is but little different from 1; for example,

one of the larger values is 1.003 for liquid oxygen.

The linear relationship in Eq. (4-23) is sometimes used, even for ferro-

magnetic materials, as a linear approximation for the general relationship in

Eq. (4-21), as indicated by the dashed straight line in Figure 4-16(c)0 This

7 is often done in preliminary design calculations, where the advantages of a

linear equation (as distinct from a graph) outweigh the inaccuracies involved.

Examples of normal magnetization curves for several ferromagnetic materials

are shown:in Figure 4-17. Also,Ancluded is the straight line B = V. It is

8 aprereat that B can, be increased very appreciably by the introduction of iron,

an important consideration in the construction of many items of electrical

apreratus.

Ist most cases (and all cases to be considered in this text) H is a vector

9 in the direction of where the relationship between their magnitudes is

either given graphically or by Eqs. (4-22) or (4-23). The exception occurs in

certain materials which are non-isotropic (materials which exhibit different
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1 properties in afferent directions), in which B and. rl do not necessariry have

the same direction.

Hysteresis

2 Again referring to Figure 4--1,5, assume the current has been increased,

bringing the magnetic state to point P in Figure 4-18 and then let the current

be decreased in steps. With each jump downward, tick can again be obtained from

the integral of voltage. It will be found that demagnetization will take place

3 along a curve higher than the original one, as indicated, by the arrow. If the

current is then carried to negative values, as far as -Hm, and then back to

Hm
a closed curve called a hysteresis loop will be obtained.

Ordinate Br, where the curve crosses the vertical axis represents the

4 flux density remaining in the iron when the current has been reduced to zero,

is called the remnant flux density, and abscissa Hey the value of H required to

reduce B to zero is called the coercive force. The phenomenon cif hysteresis

described here further complicates computations involving magnetism in iron.

5 Not only is the material non-linear (B not proportional to H) but the relation-

ship between B and H is multivalued. For a given H, the value of B depends on

the previous magnetic history of the iron. In many cases approximate calcula-

tions are made using the normal magnetization curve. However, there are ap- .

6 plications in which the hysteresis phenomenon is of paramount importance. One

of these is in devices involving "magnetic memory," such as tape recorders and

memory devices used in computers. The memory capability arises from the above-

mentioned fact that magnetic state depends on what has happened. in the past.

7 For example, by measuring the flux at zero current (giving either +Br or -Br)

it is possible to know whether the magnetization was previously at P or Q.

4-9. Magnetic, .Circuits

8 A magnetic circuit is an arrangement of ferromagnetic materials forming

closed paths) sometimes including short gaps of air or of other non-magmetic

materials) so as to form an easy path fOr magnetic flux. The source of the flux

consists of one or more current-carrying coils of wire surrounding some portion

9 of the path.

Figure 4-19 shows some examples of magnetic circuits, taken from tytIcal

electromagnetic devices. The iron ring showa at (a) might be the "core" of a
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transformer on which there are two or more windings. With a single winding, the

device is an inductor. To determine the amount of Illux in the iron due to a given

current in one of the windings would constitute a magnetic circuit problem. As

another example, consider Fig.:A-19W which shows the magnetic circuit of a d-c

generator or motor. Suppose it is a generator, to orerate at a specifiedsreed

and voltage. This will determine the required value of B in the airgap between

the rotor and the roles, by way Eq. (Ii-M), and thus a certain airgap flux is

known to be required. Final solution of this problen would them.determine the

number of turns and current on the "field" windings required to produce this flux.

This is also a magnetic circuit problem. Our final example, Figure 4-19(c), shows

an electromagnetic relay. The force on the moving armature is a function of the

airgap flux, and thus a certain flux will be required, to cause the relay to close.

If this required flux is known, a magnetic circuit problem is then solved to

determine the specifications of the coil (current and number of turns.)

Oz..? Armature
N4 0

Avid
Coil

(b)

Figure 4-19.

We shall now consider hoW magaetic circuit problems like the above can be

9 solved. As a start, we return to a consideration of a uniform iron ring, like

Figure 4-15, but with a variety of coil arrangements as in the examples in Figure

4-2D. The case shown at (2) is the simplest.- It is similar to Figure 4-8, except
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(at)

5 Figure 4-2o
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(c)

that now the coil is wound on an iron core. It can be shown experimenta14 that

if the product Ni in Figure 4-20 is the same as i in Figure 4-15, and if the

6 iron ring dimensions are the same, then the flux in the iron will be the same.

NOW suppose the product Ni is also the same in the examples at (b) and (c) of

Figure 4-20. It will be found that the flux in the iron is approximately the

same as before, although by moving a test loop (like the test loop of Figure

7 4-15) to various points around the ring it will be found that there is a slight

variation of flux, and that the flux is slightly larger near the windings.

This empirical result is significant, because it implies that the flux in

a ring of magnetic material of given dimensions is aoroximately dependent only

8 on the total current linking the ring (current in the wire times the number of

turns, in the case of a coil). It is concluded that B and therefore H are

nearly the same in each case, and that Eq. (4-20) apyroximately applies if we

replace i by Nil giving

9

21trH = Ni (approximately) (4-24)
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The value of 11 at a given point (fixed r) depends on the product Ni. The

same H is obtained for different values of N and i, so long as the product is

the same. Ni is called maeinetomotive force,* abbreviated mmfj and is given the

symbol U. Its unit is the ampere. (Its unit is sometimes taken to be an ampere,-

turn, but a turn has no dimensions.)

Let us tentatively leave this approximate relationship and consider the

fUrther experiment shown in Figure 4-21: In this case the ring shown at (a) in-

cludes an airgap. It is assumed that the airgap length ia is small compared with

the linear dimensions d and h of the cross section. It is also assumed that there

is same means Abr closing the airgap temporarily, say by bending the ring slightly,

as shown in Figure 4-21(b). Using a test loop like the one shown in Figure

two magnetization curves can be determinedl one for the ring without the airgap,

and. the other with the airgap as shown in Figure 4-21(c).

Consider a specific value of flux as indicated by one of the horizontal lines

in Figure 4-2l(c). When there is no airgap, the required current is determi.ned by

U
riP

a specific value of Ni obtained from the magnetization curve. When the airgap

is included, it is found that the mmf must be increased by an amount Ua in order

to maintain the same flux in the iron.

Cross Sec tion
Area A

tra.41

Figure 4-21.

Slope = Pc'4

1
This is another example of incorrect terminology which persists due io long usage.

Magnetomotive "force" is not a force; it is a scalarj not a vector.
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1 Recalling that it is an approximation to assume that flux is the same every-

where in the ring,,it would be meaningless to retain the slight variation of H

with r implied by Eq. (4-24). Instead, we will let ji be the average circumfer-

ence of the entire ring when the gap is closed; this is the same as the average

2 length.of the iron when there is a short gap. Thus, for the closed-gap situation,

Eq. (4-24) becones

H./. U.
1 1

3

(4-25)

where H. signifies H in .phe iron. Since B = 0/A is the same for both cases,

andsinceBandLare related by a magnetization curve which is a property of

the iron, Hi is the same in both cases. If the quantity Utit is picked off this

4 curve, for various values of 0, and plotted as a function of 41, as in Figure

4-21(d), a straight line.will be obtained. The slope of suoh a ling can be ob-

tained from experimental neasurements, and will be found to be very close

numerically to p0A/2a Thus, the equation of this line is

5 p0A
0 = U

*6a a

Lgt us now imagine a flat surface of area A in the.airgap, as indicated in

6 Figure 4-21(a), aad assume that the flux through this area is 01 the same as the

flux in the iron. This is clearly an assumption at this point. Dividing both

sides of Eq. (4-26) by A0.gives Ba on the left, and so we get

7 B
a r0`2

a

But this is of the form B = 1.10H (the relationship between B and H in air) and so,

if the assumption about flux being the same in the iron and the airgap is cor-

7 rect, then

9 Now, since

Ua = Baia

U
i

+ U red = 111

(4-27)
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1 from Figure 4-21(c), it follows that

Hiii + Ha/a NI (4-28)

2 This is a tentative result, based; on an assumption that is the same on both

sides of the gap interface between iron and air.

We shall now show that there is a certain similarity between Eq. (4-28) and

Ampere's circuital law as given by Eq. (4-7). Referring to Eq. (4-7), if both

3 sides-are divided by po, we get

lit 'It di se NI (4-29)

4 According to.the original statement of Ampere's circuital law, the integration

path for the above equation is wholly in air. Nevertheless, we shall tentatively

apply it to the closed path in the iron ring and airgap of,Figure 4-21(a). We

find that in iron tliit = Hi, and in the airgap = Ha (Hi and Ha are both con-

5 stant) and so the integrai on the left of Eq. (4-29) reduces to the left-hand

side of Eq. (4-28).

On ihe- clue that Eq. (4-29) applies to a special ease having part of the

path in iron, we shall now introduce a postulate to the effect that Eq. (4-29)

6 applies:to all possible integration paths in all situations. This is the general

Ampere's circuital law.

The condition Ola in 01 used in arriving at the above must aleo...beistated

as a general postulate. This is done most easily in terns of the flux entering

7 and. leaving a closed surface. Specifically, referring to any hypothetical closed

surface, as in Figure 4-22(a), it is postulated that the flux entering the volume

equals the faux leaving. This postulate is known as Gauss' law for magnetic

fields. Tb show that this postulate is consistent with Ola 011.1 we refer to

8 Figure 4-22(b), in which a "pill boxy shaped volume is used) with a side surface

of infinitesimal height, so that any flux leaving this Surface will be negligible

(if B should have a component normal to this surface). One face of the surface

is in the iron, and the other face is in the airgap. Thus, 01 is the flux enter-

ing, and 0. is the flux leaving. Gauss' law states they are equal, s. !Jog that

the original assumption Ola Osi is consistent with Gauss' law.
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Surface

Figure 4-22.

(b)

4-3).

These two postulates are fundamental to the theory'of magnetism and. have
4

far-reaching consequences which can be checked by experiment. All evidence

indicates they are true. We may therefore regard them as fundamental laws,

although in reality they-remain postulates because their validity is based on.

5 evidence now available.*

Before proceeding to a description of methods of solving magnetic circuits,

some interesting consequences of the above two laws can be shown, with reference

to Figure 4-23(a). A closed integration path a-b-c is shown. Obviously, it

6
does not link a current, and so for this path

d/ t 0

7 But that part of the integral due to the path in iron andtAirgap..is .4;

2131:21+Ha2eowherettlelengths.and 2
a

are shown in the figure. Thus,

8 jrariAl d2 -(2H.21 + H 2 )
a a

(air)

The quantity on the right is not zero, and so it is concluded that H along .r.a

9 air path c-a cannot be identically zero. Since B = poH, B is also not

The "law" of conservation of energy, which was really a postulate, is a good
example of the tentativeness of a postulate. ,Until the discovery of nuclear
reactions, this postulate satisfied all available evidence. However, it is
known that it is not universally valid, and so can be used only in those sit-
uations in whidh there is no mass-energy interchange. During the 1910s there
vas a flurry if excitement in scientific circles concerning purported experi-
mental evidence that "magnetic charge" had been discovered. If free magnetic
chagges exist, then Gauss' law for magnetic fields, as stated here, will not
be true. The evidence for free magnetic charge was not conclusive, and so we
continue to rely on Gauss' law.
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714 1 1 (cI 41

Figure 4-23.

Oa) (c)

identically zero.* We therefore conclude that there must always be some flux in

the air surrounding a magnetic circuit. There is no such thing as a magnetic insu-

lator, and in this sense a magnetic circuit differs from an electric circuit.

Let us pursue the same line of reasoning.to investigate the airgap flux. If

it is assumed that the field lines go straight across the gap as in Figure 4-23(b),

aa integration path a-b-c can again be used, showing that B cannot be zero every-

where along c-a, outside the gap. Accordingly, it is necessary for there to be

ftinging'of the gap flux, as shown ia Figure 4-23(c), by aa amount sufficient to

satisfy Ampere's circuital law.

The flux lines surrouading the ring will be somewhat as shown in Figure 4-24(a).

Gauss' law gives additional information, if applied to the volume element shown at

the top of this figure. If 0 is the flux in the iron entering the volume at the

left, an amount 40 will leave the iron through the sides. Thus, by Gauss' law,

the flux leaving the right, in the iron, lop- boo. Thus, the flux in the iron gets

progressively weaker with iacreasing distance from the coil. In many cases, how-

ever, the variation is negligible.

The difference between the flux through the coil, 0t, and the flux Og at the

*We say "not identically zero" meaning not zero at all points. We cannot conclude,
however, that there are no points where B and H are zero.
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3

gap, namely

ctoi Ot

Figure 4-240

(6)

5 is called the leakage flux. An arrangement like Figure 4-24(a) can be treated a

. 4 nidgnetic circuit only if is small compared with 0 . Whether or not this is

true depends on the permeability of the iron, and also on the geometrical L..hape.

FOr example, an arrangement like Figure 4-24(b) can have a very large leakage

6 flux.*

4-10. Solution of Magnetic Circuits

Reference should again be made to Figure 4-19, as illustrationsoof typical

7 magnetic circuit problems. Particular note should be made of the fact that air-

gaps are often essential, as in the case of a motor or generatorlwhere mechanica

clearance is necessary, or in the relay where opening and closing motion is pos-

sible only if there is an airgap. Also, it is to be noted that in the generator

8

9

It can be shown that for a reasonably dimensioned circuit (not distorted like
ligure 4-24(b)).without airgap the ratio of core flux to leakage flux is ap-
xoximately

m 2
i

where Lj and Le are respectively the lengths of the iron path and the coil
length, and 1113. is the relative permeability of the iron, When there is an
airgap, this ratio is smallet4q...propOttion,,t6_the radUctionclOAVduect01).
the airgap.
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there are two magnetic circuits whida share a common branch through the center.

The previous section established the principles upon which solution of mag-

netic circuits is based, including the notion that such solutions are always ap-

proximate. We reiterate these principles here, in terms of the example in

Figure 4-25.

(La.) (b) (c)

Figure 4-25.

(1) Branches are identified such that in each branch the cross-sectional

area is the same, the material is the same, and the flux is the same.

Thus, in .example. (b.), two branches are identified and labeled ac-

cording to their lengths; 22:

(2) It is assumed that in an airgap the flux density is the sane as in

the iroa, and that B is unifonm across the airgap (i.e., friagiug

is neglected).

(3) For each circuit the algebraic sum of the magnetomotive forces across

individual branches is equal to the nmf supplied by coils linking the

circuit. The magnetomotive force across a branch is the product of

H times the length of the branch. A magnetomotive force term is

positive in this summation if the reference direction of g5 is related

to the reference direction of the coil current by the right-hand

screw rule. (This rule is a statement of Ampere's circuital law.)

(4) At any junction of branches, the algebraic sum of fluxes entering

equals the algebraic sum of the fluxes leaving. (This rule is a stete-

ment of Gauss' law for magnetic fields.)



(5) In any given branch, H is related to B sts (p/A by the mag-

netization curve of magnetic material, or in an airgap by

(11-30)
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3
It is noted that rules (3) and (4) are quite similar to the Kirchhoff volt-

age and current laws.

For examples of solutions, we refer to the three simple%!'cases shown in

Fig:'ve 4-25. At (a) there is only one branch, and the circuit has uniform cross

4 section. Therefore, (") is everywhere the same, -aiiid:zia4:1 and .B;a.re rele-bit.41,34r; a

itagnetizat±on::curveIH is..a140)uniform, and ride (3) gives

112 = Ni

We assume a magnetization cuzve is available, and. from H Nih the correspond-

ing B is obtained graphically. From this, gh = BA is known. Thus, if Ni is

given, g5 can be found. Also, if is given, B is known, H is determined, from
Cs

the curve, and finally Ni can be found.

6 The example of Fig....4-500)..fs more complicated, because there are two

branches, and the corresponding equation is

H121 + H24,2 a Ni

Although is the same in both branches, Hi and H2 are different because

0/A1 and B2 = 0/A2 are afferent.

Suppose we are to obtain Ni if a required value of has been specified.

8 H1 and H2 are obtained from the same B-II curve (assuming both branches are of

the same magnetic material) as indicated in Figure 4-26(a)0 B2 is greater than

Bi because A1 is gceater than A2. Corresponding values of 15 and, 412 are read

off the curve, and substituted in Eq....(4-3l) to give Ni as the required answer.

9 Now consider the more interesting case, where Ni is given and:we are

asked to find 0. The key to the solution of this problem is in the fact that

itt must be the same in both branches. Accordingly, as in Figure 4-26(b), a
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B

t32

Bi

ilMil. .1111111 .111=1. MIN1110

awoo .11w

(a.)

(C)

Figure 4-26.

17=142
(b)

Nt 14 (a)

...

magnetization curve for each branch is constructed as a curve of cb vs. magneto-

motive force (Hi), and the value of 0 is found such that the two abscissas add IT

to the given Ni as required by Eq. (1.-31). That is) the horizontal line must be

moved up and down until .U.L + 112 = Ni. Note that these two curves are for this

specific circuit) since curve (1) was obtained from the universal B-11 curve by

multiplying B by Aa. and H by Li, and curve (2) was obtained by using A2 and £2

in a similar way. This method involves a graphical procedure, incorporating a

series of trials. The trial aspect can be eliminated., however, by using the scheme

shown in Figure 11.-26(c). One of the curves is reversed, and positioned so that the

two origins are spaced an amount Ni. Then., .111 + 112 = Ni is automatically satisfied

at the point of intersection, which then yields the required value of 0.

The above method is restricted to circuits of not more than two branches.

In many cases, the second branch is an airgap, as in Figure 4-25(c). This is

merely a simple example of the previous case, iu which 0 vs. IT for the airgap



1 is a linear relationship
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2 Thus, series circuits of uniform cross section, with an airgap, are easily solved

graphically, as in Figure 4-26(d).

Many arrangements with two parallel circuits, like the generator of Figure

4-19(b), can be solved as a single series circuit, because of synmetry. Thus,

3 the two circuits of Figure 4-27 are equivalent as regards the relationship be-

tween 0 and Ni. We can see this by observing that 0 = 41,in Figure 4-27(a),

so that in a side branch B = 0/2A. By increasing the area to 2A in Fig,:44-21(b)A..B0,

and therefore HI remainf.. the same.

Area. A

Figure 4-27.

Arect. a A

This kind, of simplification does not apply, however, to Figure 4-28, because

the two sides are not symmetrical. The only way this circuit can be solved is

8 to assume that Ob is known. Then, H, can be obtained from properties of the air-

gap, and. megnetization curves yield 15 and Hk. Tbus, in the equation

11.8 -(H/3
H +i +Hal.9-)=0

? 2 3 5 5 9-
(4-32)

obtained by summing H/ terns around the outside in accordaace with rule (3),

the quantity in parenthesis is known. From this H2 can be determined, and

from a magnetization curve B2 and4c became known. Then, from rule (4) we have
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06,

and 4;
a

determines H. Finally) the equation

Hill + H222 ai Ni

(4-33)

for the left-hand loop yields the value of Ni. If the problem is stated with the

coil mmf as the given quantity, the only way to solve for 013 is to makg a series

of assumptions of ov then to solve for corresponding values of Ni as indicated

above. The results can be plotted as a curve of Olb vs. Nil from which the value

of Ob can be read) corresponding to the gtven Ni.

'NIP0;7

[...11111111110

Figure 4-28.

4-ll. Self Inductance

In the previous section we have seen how the relationship between flux through

a coil and the mmf of the coil can be determined. In general, this relationdhip is

non-linear but when airgaps are present the relationship may be approximately lin-

ear for a considerable range of the variables and Ni. Also, when no iron (ar

other ferromagnetic material) is present, the relationdhip is exactly linear) for

all practical purposes. FOr the present) we shall consider that the relationship

is linear, and write

gb as P Ni (4-34)
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1 where P is a proportionality factor called the permeanee of the magnetic

circuit.

Recall now that the emf induced ia a coil of N turns linked by a flux 41,

using the reference directions shown in Figure 4-29, is

d(*)
eab

= -
dt

(4-35)

This equation has beea referred to here to emphasize the importanee of the

3 quantity NO, called the flux linkage of the coil. Using Eq. (4-34) for 41 we

get

5

6

7

8

9

N-PN2i

and define a new quantity

(4-36)

which, in view of the above expression for NO, can also be written

L us PN? (4-37)

LI
.60

Figure 4-29.



L is a property of the coil, called the self inductance. When current is in amperes

and emf is in volts, L is in henrys. The adjective "self" implies that the flux in

question is due to current in the coil itself, as distinct from any flux due to ex-

ernal currents or magnets.

As an important observation, note that-for a fixed magnetic circuit, Eq,. (4-37)

shows that inductance is proportional to the square of the number of turns.

Returning now to Eq. (4-35), we may use La for NO, to give

e-
an dt

(4-38)

as an expression for the emf induced in a coil by its own current.

Of course, Figure 4-29 does not show the magnetic circuit, which can have any

degree of complexityi or the coil maybe isolated in air. If there is a moving

part in the magnetic circuit, or if the dimensions of the coil change with time

(i.e., by squeezing together or stretching out the turns as in a coil spring which

is being pulled and. released) P and. therefore L can vary with time. For this reason,

L is included under the derivative symbol in Eq. (4-38). In many cases, however, L

is constant, and so in that case

di
e
ab

= - L
dt

(4-39)

Now we consider the terminal voltage vab in relation ta the current, includ-

ing the effect of coil resistance Re, If Re is negligible, recalling th'at .

v
ab

= - e
ab

1 we have

d(Li. ) r
V
a b = -d t

or va
b
=

dt
(4-4o)

The phenomenon, of voltage induced in a coil having resistance was treated in con-

nection with Figure 4-14(a). Equation (4-18, applies, except that in that equation

(for v
P

) current flows fram P to Q, through the coil.. Now we want an equation for
Q,

v
ab

with current flowing tnrough the coil from a to b. Hence, the sign on tho

term will change, giving

va
b

= iR e
ba

iR
c

e
ab



1 or, inserting E. (4-37

4141)v
ab

= iR
c
+

dt
(4-41)

4-43.

2 The sign on iRe can be confirmed by imagining the special case where i is con-

stant. Then Eq. (4-40 becomes vab = iRe, which is consistent with OhnOs..law

for the reference directions shown.

When a coil is connected to a source through an external resistor, as in

3 Figure4-340,14.eseethatveob=a.+1,ab-

d(Li)v
a'b

= i(R
1
+R

c
)

dt
(442)

4 Thus, the resistance of a coil can be treated like an external resistance, and.

therefore it is customary to use the equivalent diagram shown in Figure 4-30(b).

5

6

7

8

(a)

Rc.

Figure 4-30.

The coil is then regarded as being ideal, having zero resistance. The ficti-

tious voltage

d(Li)
vanb dt

is not accessible to laboratory measurement, but ia circuit analysis may be

9 treated as if it were meaourable.

Concerning the computation of inductance, we refer to Eq. (4-36) which

shows that if the flux due to a glven current can be found by solving the
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magnetic circuit, that equation will give the inductance. la general, inductance

is a function of number of turns, coil dtmensions, and sizes and permeabilities

of the magnetic circuit components (if there is magnetic circuit). Formulas for

coils of various shapes and sizes, in air, will be found in handbooks. Two ex-

amples are given below.

For a single layer air coil of length 2c, diameter d, and. N turns, as shown

La Figure 4-31(a), the inductance is

L K8d1 2 (henrys) (443)

where K
:s

is the function of the dimeter to leigth ratio given graphically in

Figure 4-31(b). Dimensions 2c and d. are in meters. A single circular loop of

wire of diameter d, and wire dimeter w, has an inductance given approximately by

4d. 7
L 27td - 4-) X 10 '6 (henrys) (4-44)
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Figure 4-31,*

For a more accurate graph, see Analysis of AC Circuits, p. 399, McGraw-Rill Book Co

1952



1 4-12. NUtual Inductance

When two coils are in proximity, possible in air, or on a common magnetic

core, a changing current in one will cause a changing flux in the other, and.

will therefore induce a voltage. Examples are shown in Figure 4-32.

2 11111
MINIM

(a)
Figure 442.

ebrip

Ch)

Referring to case (a), let current i1 be flowing in coil 1, creating flux Oi

5 through itself and flux

012 " k141

6 through coil 2 (the subscripts 12 imply flux through coil 2 due to current in

coil 1). The factor ki2 is that fraction of flux through coil 1 which also links

coil 2, and is always less than unity. An emf will be induced in coil 2, given

by

7

8

9

ecd = - N2
dt

412

N k
2 12 dt

However, since 1,1 = N1ck/i1, where Li is the inductance of coil 1, we have

di

dt
(4-45)

cd
e am - (

1

Nbw.suppose the current in coil 1 is zero and that there is a varying current in

coil 2. A similar analysis applies, this time involving a fraction ka



(that fraction of the flux through coil 2 which also links coil 1). We get

di2
e = - k L
ab N

2
21 2' dt

(4-46)

Experiment shows that the quantities in parentheses in Eqp. (4-45) and (4-46) are

the same. This fact is an example of the principle of reciprocity. Thus, both

equations can be written

di
2

di
1

eab - M
dt

and ecd M
dt (11- -47 )

mtere N i called the mutual inductance between the coilststands for either of

the quantities in parentheses. M is related to Li and Lt in a manner that can

be determined by referring to Eqs. (4-45) and (4-46), to get

N2k12L1
N k

21
L
2

M = and M =

5 Multiplying these two equations together gives

6 and finally we have

k L L
12 21 1 2

M = k lrIL:172 (4-48)

7 where k = kr2 t
21

. is called the coefficient of coupling. Since k
12

and k
21

are
-1

each less than unity, k is less than unity, giving the result

m %.11,-17

8

Values of k very close to unity can be attained with, iron cores, but in air values

of k may be very small. Two coils placed at 'right angles will have no coupling,

and k will then be zero.

9 lidevice consisting of two or more mutually coupled coils is called a

transformer.
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The possibility exists that M can, vary with time, for example, if t.e coils

are in relative motion. In that case, Eqs. (4-47) become

gra.2)
d e

c
(4-49)

eab dt
an

dt

Equations (4-47) and (4-49) apply to the arrangements shown in Figure 4-32/

where the winding directions are clearly shown. Reversal of the direction of

either winding will change all signs to positive. The possibility of a sign

3 ambiguity makes it necessary to show winding directions, or to have a symbol f01

signifying what signs to use. In, Figure 4-32 each current (il or i2) enters th(

terminal (a or c) which appears first in the emf symbol (eat or ea.). Note tha7

these reference current directions are magnetically. aiding. Each will produce

4 a flux in the same direction through both coils. An alternate system which

avoids shciwing...actual. wirtAing..dixtations is to place distinguishing marks

(usually dots) on a diagram, as shown for two cases in Figure 4-33. These

5

6

7

Like Fr3.4-3.z

(C)

Figure 4-33.

L ke dt -3A
w

e;ther Cori reveesed

4811L

CA))

dots mean that in the actual transformer symbolized by the diagram, currents

entering the terminals with dots will be magnetically aidinz. The pertinent

8 equations for these two cases are

di dio
- 1

e
ab

+ M
dt

and e
cd

M
dt

9 where the - signs are for case (a) and the plus signs for case (b).

Of course, in the above discussion it was assumed that only one coil carri

a current at a time. If both coils carry changing currents, self inductame



8

9

must be included, giving (for the winding directions in Figure 4-32)

di

eab 2".dt M

di, dia- M
e

L 2
cd. dt 2 dt

(4-5o)

Finally, if we include coil resistances, and consider terminal voltages Vab and.

Ire& we get

di, dio

ab 1 1
+L

1 dt dt

di, di

v /v1 + R + L 2
cd a 2 2 2 dz

(4-51)

It is not unusual for two mutually coupled coils to be connected in series

as in either of the cases shown in Figure 4-34. The total emtlead
as eab + e

cd

( a')

Figuke

rn
Z

41.

will be obtained by adding Eqs. (4-50) and. observing that i2 giving

ead (141412+2M):

For case (b), the signs on both M terms in Eqs . (4-50) will be positive, and thus

we then get

(181+142-2m)didt
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1 In each case, the quantity in parentheses is the inductance of the combination,

and so we can say that when two coils are connected in series the combined

inductance is

2 L L + + 2M
1 2

(4-52)

where the sign depends on the coil connections.

Vansformers are among the'most important of electrical devices. In power

3 systems they provide means of changing voltage, and also are sometimes used to

transnit power to circuits that are conductively isolated. They are also used

in communication circuits, in filters and. many other applications.

5

6

9

4-13. Transients in R-L Circuits

Consider the circuit shown in Figure 4-35(a). Resistance R includeS the

1 4-

ITO

(a)
Figure 4-35.

i

coil resistance and any external resistance combined into one value. Assume

the switch is closed at time t as 0, at which- instant the current in the induc-

tance is zero. As shown in the previous section, the Kirchhoff voltage law

for this circuit is

di
Vo Ri + L Ft

which can also be written



2

3

4-48

Recognizing the antiderivative, we have

t = - ln(V
0
-Ri) + ln K

R

V -Ri
_

where K is an arbitrary constant. Maltiplying through by -R/Land then writing

the inverse of the logarithm to yield an exponential, we get

V -Ri
0

= e
-Rt/L

This is readay solved for i, as follows

.

Vo-
-Rt/t

-

5 This is a general solution which includes a constant K. It will be found

that the original Kirchhoff voltage equation is satisfied by Eq. (4-53) regard-

less of the value of K. The solutiaa to a specific problem, such as the ong

stated.here, requires a specific value of K, and this is obtained by knowing

6 the'value of i at some particular value of t, this knowledge to be obtained

from the statenent of the problem. With a pair of cur-responding values of i

aad.t known, Eq. (4-53) can be solved for K. .In most problems i is known at

t =0, and. this value of i is called an initial condition.

7 Let us see how the initial condition is determined from a statement of

the problem, which included, the fact that the current is zero when the switch

is closed (that is, for t <0). We recognize that Eq. (4-53) is to apply for

0 t, and so we ask whether i as given by E4. (4-53) should give i = 0 when

8 t = 0. This would not be true if the current should experienee a discontinuaus

jump as soon as the switch is closed. But such a jump is not possible because

of the inductance. We see this by-recalling that the voltage across L is

gdi/dt), and that with a finite source in the circuit this voltage Amst re-

9 main finite. On the other hand, a sudden jump of current would mean an infinite

value of di/dt, and thus it is concluded that a sudden jump ii impossible, and.

that the initial current is zero.
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The substitution of i = 0 and t = 0 in Eq. (4-53) gives

K = V
0

and so the required solution is

1

11..0

<1 -
R ti

R

4-49

3 A graph of this function is shown in Figure 4-35(b). The factor L/R is the

time constant, having the geometrical significance indicated. As the exponential

term goes to zero, 1: approaches Vo/R, which is called the steady state value.

The significance of this result is the fact that a finite time interval

4 is required to change the current in an inductor. Ninety per cent of the change

will be accomplished when e = 0.1, which is approximately when t = 2.3 x L/R.

In coils with very large inductance and low .R, the time constant can be many

seconds.

5 Perhaps the idea of change is better illustrated by Figure 4-36, where

7

8

9

4 7,

RI

amomp

Figure 4-36. )

the current initially has a non-zero value V1/R, attained by virtue

V
1

having been connected in, the remote past. In this case, opening

at t = 0 inserts an additional source V2 and resistor R2. Equation

applies if Vo is replaced by V1 + V2, and R is replaced by R1 + R2,

211

R1 + R2

V
1

+ V
2

- K e-(R3.+R2)t/L

of sourte

the switch

(4-53)

giving
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1 We again get the initial condition from knowledge that the current cannot change .

suddenly, and so i = VI/hi when t = 0, gtving

2

3

V1 V1 + V2 - K

R
1

R1 + R2

which, when solved for K, gives

V2R1 - V1R2
K -

R1

Direct substitution of this value of K yields

V1 + V2 V
2
R1 - V

1
R2

e- +R )t/Is

+ R2 R1(R1 + R2 )

Although this is a cOrrect formula, it is not the most convenient form for inter-

pretation because it does not place in direct evidence the initial value and the

5 subsequent change. If we subtract V /R
1

from the constant term in the above
1

equation we get

6

V1+V2 V1 V2R1-V1R2

R
1
+R

2
R
1

R
1
(R
1
+R

2
)

which is the same as the coefficient of the exponential in the equation for i.

Thus, by adding and subtracting V1/R1 the result is

7

V1 V2
R
1
- V1 R

2 El )t/L
= - e 2+
R 117;r1
1 1 1 2

8 By putting the solution in this last form, the initial (t = 0) value VI/R1

is clearly in evidence, since the bracketed term is zero when t = 0. The factor

V
2
R1 - V

1
R2

R
1
(R

1
+R2).
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1 is the total change in current, and can be either positive or negative depending

on the relative magnitudes of V2R1 and V1R2. Both cases are illustrated in

Figure 4-36(b). Similarity with Figure 4-35 is evident if it is noted that in
-

each case a factor of the form (l-e
at

) multiplies a factor which is the total

? change of the current. This principle can be used to solve a wide variety of

switching problems in which there is a single inductor. Initial and final values

of currents can be found from simple d-c circuit principles. The value of' a

obtained by reducing all sourdes to zero, finding the equivalent resistance in

3 series with the inductance, and dividing this by ;J.

An important special case is shown in Figure 4-37. Here, as a result of con

nection of the battery :12 the remote past, a current V0/(R1+R2) is flowing in

the inductor. At t = 0 the switch is closed, reducing the voltage between A and

4 B to zero. Subsequent to t = 0, the current i changes fram V0/(R1+R2) to zero.

Thus, the equation for the current is

5

6

V V,
0 1/4, e-R2t/L)

R
1
+R2 R

1
+R2

Note that a negative sign appears on the second term because the change is a

decrease, and also note that after the switch is closed, only R
2

is in series

with L. The above reduces to the simpler form

i =
V
o

e-R2
tit

R
1
+R2

This can also be obtained directly from Eq. (4-53) by obtaining the appropriate

7 value forK.

These sample solutions have all been given to find current. Of course, once

i is known, the voltage across the inductor can readily be obtained from L di/dt.

8 4-14. Flux Linkage Theorem

In the previous section it was pointed out-that L di/dt must remain finite,

because voltage across an inductor remains finite, and therefore that the current

in an inductive circuit cannot experience a sudden jump. However, this priacirae

9 applies only if L is constant with time, and if there is no changing flux due to

external caUses.
1rI-

R
RtR

1 A

(a) (b..)
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2

3

Figure 4-38 shows 'the more general case which we shall consider briefly.

Figure 4-38.

4 The flux OL:throUg0 the coil is due to current 1, and also is in part due to ex-

ternal magnets or current-carrying coils. Thus, the total flux can be written

5

6

Li
e N

where 0 is due to causes,external to the coil, and Li/N is the flux due to i,

as determined from Eq. (4-42). The voltage v is

ci(st)
v

dt

d (mA
dt 41we "

( 4 -58 )

7 In this case, again usinithe fact that v must remain finite, it is concluded

that the quantity in parentheses cannot experience a suddea jump. However, any

one of the quantities within the parentheses can change suddenly, provided there

is i conpensating change in one of the others.

8 No cases are of practical importance. First, suppose there is a sudden

change in the magnetic circuit associated with the coil, causing a sudden change

pt, in the inductance) and assume Oe remains constant.' Since NOe + Lt must remain

continuous (be free of a jump) it follows that there must be a corresponding

9 sudden change in i such that

(L argi al Li



Q

3

and consequently

(4-59)

4-53

As a second example, suppose Oe suddenly changes by an amount 4.0e

due to a sudden mechanical displacenent of one of the external flux

sources. Then we have

and

= EpOle (4 -6o)

The principle di.scussed here, that the total flux linking a coil

(110
e
+ Li) cannot have Judden jumps is known as the constant flux

linkage theorem.*

5 This theorem is useful in solving circuit problems in which certain

types of switching operations cause sudden changes in inductance. Con-

sider, for example, Figl-le 4-39(a) in which there are two inductances

which are not magnetically coupled. Assuming the current has reached

6 the steady state value V/R, at time t = 0 the switch across one induc-

tance is closed, suddenly reducing the total inductance fram 3L to 2L.

In other words, bb and so from Eq. (4-59) we find that the cur-

rent increases an amount.

7
L V V

= - --- 1

3L481 R 2R

Adding this change to the original current gives (3/2)(V/R) as the

8 current immediately after the switch is closed.

Subsequent behavior of this circuit can be analyzed by methods

given in the previous section, using (3/2)(V/R) as the initial value.

From insiOction of the circuit it is evident that the current will

9 gradually go back to V/R along an exponential curve of time constant

L/2R, as shown in Figure 4-39(b).

In this statement the word "constant" means constant over a short period of ti

Of course, flux linkage can change, but it must do so smoothly, in a continuous

fashion) to use mathematical terminology. It would be better to call this the

continuous flux linkage theorem.
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(a)

Figure 4 .39.

4-15. Erifx, Stored in a Magnetic Field-

Consider a torroidal inductor with iron core) as in Figure 440) and assume

the core diameter d is small enough to allow the assumption of uniform B over

the cross section) and assume the coil resistance is negligible. The power

delivered to the coil during a change of current 'is

V b i n (N
dt
21)

a

Now supiose that in time interval from t1 to ,t2 the flux changes from 01 to 02.

The energy delivered from the source will be the time integral of power) namely

2

t
2

W fv idt =Nf dtal Ni dO
dt

t
1

t
1 01

Nbw observe that) in terms of B and H) we have

so that we get

95 - BA and Ni ILS

(4-61)
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(0-)

Figure 4-40..

4 This integral is interpreted as an area in Figure 4-40(b), for the ease

where the magnetism has been increased from B1 to B2. If B1 0, we get

(b)

5 (4-62)

whiCh is interpreted as the energy density in the magnetic field when its

strength is B. Actual energy is then obtained by multiplying the density by

6 the volume AA. In accordance with this result for the special case of a torroid

it is postulated that Eq. (4-62) gives the energy density for all field con-

figurations.

lb assumption as to linearity was made in arriving at Eqs. (4.64 and

7 (4-6?). Suppose magaetism is carried partially around a hysteresis loop, from

0 to P to Qp.in Figure 4-41. In going from 0 to P the energy density increases

8

9

Figure 4-41.



by an amount

2

3

which is represented by the shaded area. In reducing B to Br, the energy density

will change by

B
r

RdB._fHdB
Bi

lt

which is a decrease equal to the area covered by the small crosses. This energy

4 is returned to the circuit. Thus, an amount of energy represented by the area

between the curves has not been returned, even though the current has returned

to zero. This represents an energy loss due to the molecular interactions which

cause hysteresis. When magnetism is carried completely around. a hysteresis loop,

5 energy is lost in proportion to the area of the loop. This energy loss is an

important considerAtion of the design of generators, motors, and -cransformers,

since in all of these there are repeated reversals of flux.

When the magnetic material is linear, so that .we may write B a kmpoll,

Eq. (4-62) reduces to

w
kip()

f BdB 2kBt,
ur0

:0

(4-63)

Energy storage in linear media can also be expressed in terms of inductance.

Using the reference directions of Figure 442, if the current increases from 0 to i,

Figure 4-42.
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as to goes from 0 to t, for the energy we have

or

W=fiLdtaLfi di
dt

di

0 0

1 2W=ELi (k-64)

We can get the same result from Eq. (4-63), for the torroidal case.

The total energy is

BA 11/ mita
Tor

2 2

but ON Li, from Eq. (4-42), and. so Eq. (4-64) is obtained from the

above.

5 4-16. Fbrce Across an. Airgap

Airgaps in magnetic circuits experience forces which tend to cause

them to close. This fbrce is utilized in a variety of applications,

for example in electric relays.

6 The idea of energy density can be used:to determine the force tending

to close an airgap. Referring to Figure 4-43, suppose the gap is small,

so that there will be negligible error in. assumiag B lines are parallel in

the gap, and that B is negligible outside the gap. The pole face has an

area A, and the gap length is Al giving

A/B
2

W (4-65)
11"0

8 for the energy stored in the gap. Now suprose the gap is increased au amount

Ag by the application of an external force F. To do this in practice, there

must be a hinge in the iron circuit; otherwise, the force will also have Ix

overcome stress in the iron.. Thus, F is only that force required to move

9 the pole face against magnetic force.
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Figure 4-43.

If conditions of the external circuit remain constant, increasing the airgap

would cause a reduction of 0 which would complicate the analysis. To avoid this,

assume that,coincident with the change in i,t1w.is..gtadually:lnorttasedr.by:..%,

adjustment of Resistor R, so as to maintain 0 constant. All mechanical emergy

expended will then to into the energy stored in the field.* This change is

AB
2

.

4-r0

But from mechanics we know that this energy is also WI and so we have

AB
2

F = on

as the expression for the required force.

(4-61)

No energy interchange occurs with the battery due to change in A because d0/dt = 0,

and so the coil voltage is zero.



Chapter 5

STEADY STATE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

Introduction
We begin this chapter with a description of' the .experiment illustrated in

Fig.. 5-la, in which an alternating current generator is suddenly connected.to

a circuit consisting of R and L. Oscilloscopic recórds are taken of the 'voltage

and current, yielding curves as shown-in Fig. 5-11). The voltage wave begins at

Steady state
current projected
back' to origin

Steady state
current from
here on

1

Transient

Transient period

Iforf
Figure 5-1.

an 'arbitrary point,. t '22 0; "depending on the instant the *switch was closed. The

.form of the current wave will depend. upon this instant, and -so the eXperiment

will not yield' the Sone resvlt, with each trial. Another example is fahoWn in. .

-1118. 549,4 *10krevOl.. atter period- 43.11, time, the current wave settles down. to
. .

'a form called the fite4ity stite Nave. If the steady gtate wave is projected back

to t 441141,#904brtlie,dai;hed curves, it is found:that the actual .current

can, be viewed as the '!;um of this wave and the curve labelled transient. 'Whenever
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the, network inCludes resistance elements, as in the case under consideration,, the

transient will die .out. In more complicated networks the form of the transient

may be more complicated than the simple exponential shown.

This brief analysis illustrates the following:

(1) When a sinusoidal source is suddenly applied to a circuit, there is a

transient period during which the reSmg_se.is not a repeating wave. (In the eXamle

above, 'the response was the current. )

(2) The actual form of the response during the transient period depends On'

the instant at which the switch is* closed.
.-

(3) After the t.ransient has died out, .the wave ai5proaches a steady state wave

having a magnitude and position on the tinie axis, relative to the "source wave, which

are independent of the time of switching. Thus, referring to (b) and (c). of Fig.. 5-1,

'the ratio Vm
/I
m
and the phse difference, 611 are the same for both.

Although this has been presented as a description of an imagined experiment,

theoretiCal confirmation-of the conclusions is possible. However, such theoretical

confirmation must be deferred until circuit analysis has been studied quite thor-

oughly, and therefore will not be' considered at this .time.

The fact that-the steady, state response is independent -of what takes place

during the transient period..makes steady state analysis possible....

One may legitimately question whether a study of the steady state response of a

network has practical value. In replying to this question, either of two different

answers cin be given, -depending- on whether a network is designed piimarily to transmit

power or communication signals. Power transmission usually takes place at a nearly

constant rate,- and so steady state analysis provideS nx)St of the needed answers. On

the other hand, a -commnunication system can be thought of as a power system in which

signals are coded in.the form of changes in the power transmitted. (i..e., the turning

on Of a light can be a. signal). Thus, transient considerations must also enter into

the analysis of cOnmiunication circuits,- However, the analysis of' networks for 'steady. .

-state'response provides an important foundation for the study of both power and corn-

munication systems.

5-1. DesCription cif a SinuSoid

Consider a plot .of the fUnction

i = I
m

cos(ut + P) (5-1)
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which is shown in Fig. 5-2a. It is labelled as a current, but s: similar expres,-

sion 'could be written for a voltage or other quantity. In this equation, I, w,

and a are constants, and t is the variable time. Since co is constant, cot can

A e°sa

/..

(a)

Figur 5-2 .

(b).

also be regarded. as a variable. Both these variables (t and wt)- are.plotted.
along the horizontal axis lu Fig.. 5-2a. Since time has no beginning,'it is

necessary to choose some arbitrary instant as t O. At thiS inetant, Eq. (5.-1)

gives i vc.Iro cos. a, as indicated. Since a determines the value of (wt + a)
.when t = 0, it is called the initial angle of the wave.. Ira is the maximuM value,.

or amplitude.

To interpret the parameter w, note that, since the cosine of an angle is

unchanged if 2it is Added to the angle, the wave will repeat itself when Jot has

increased by 2n. Thus, the wave.is said to be periodic.. 'Let T be the increase

in time t required to make cot increase by 2g, so that

te = 21r

Z..

T is the period of the wave; and lIT = f, called the fregim,my, is the number

of times the wave repeats in one second. (Earlier, the symbol T was used to



denote the time constant of an RC or RL network. 'Now, the same symbol: is being

used for the period of a periodic function.), For example, if T = 001 sec., there

will be 10 repetitions of the wave in one second. In terms of f, Eq. (5-2) becomes

(A) = 2itf (5-3)

Thus, w has been established as a -parameter related to the period. (or -frequency)

of the ,wave. In view of wt being an angle, w is called angular freqUencY.

If Im, a and. w are known as numerical values, ti.),e, correwnding, wave can be

plotted unambiguotisly. Thus, these three parameters completely specify a wave.

nrthermore, w is determined by the frequency of the source; if this is given, the

solution of steady state problems amounts to the finding of values of magnitudes

and initial angles of various voltage and current waves in a network.

The decision to write Eq. (54) as a cosine is entirely arbitrary. If we

let a = a - - Eq. (5-1) becomes

m cos(tAtta' - 15) = i sin(u)t+a')
2 m

Thus, any such wave can be written as a 'cosine function or a sine Thaction. The

cosine form has certain advantages, and so we shall use it in this text. 'Regardless

of whether it is written as a cosine or sine function, the wave we are considering

is 'called a sinusoid, and its shape is said to be sinusoidal.

Although the magnitude parameter Im is entirely adequate to determine the

size of a.sinusoid, another value (called the rms value) is usually employed. This

value, which' we shall identify as I or simply I, is the square root of the

average (mean) value Of the square of the wave. (The symbol rms is an'abbreviation

for*the words "rOot"-, "mean",."Iscluare".) For simplicity, consider the current wave

(with zero initial angle)

for which the squared wave is

i = I cos cat
In

2 2 2
i = 1 wm cos t

12
= 1(1 cos 2)
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.2
The secand term shows that the 2 curve varies in such a way as to have equal

areas above and below the dashed line in Fig. 5-3. Therefore, this dashed

-line is the average value of the i
2
curve, sad so we can write
2

2
Average"of i =

2

and the square root of this, the rms value, is

(5-4)**

Figure 5-3.

For an interpretation of the rms value, assume i = I cos wt is the current
lU

in a resistor R. At any instant of time, power will beldissipated at a rate. i2R,

.2 2
and from the above proof that the average of 2 is

/

it follows that the avera

7 power dissipation will be (In1/2)R. In view of :Eq. -(5-4) this is also I2R. .Thus,

for finding average power, I can be used in the I2.R formula ekactly as if it-were

8
*Strictlyspeaking, the areas above and below the dashed curve are equa1.only if

reckoned over an integral, multiple ofthe period of the wave. For'example, the

dashed.line would not be the average reckoned over a period and a half, but-it

can be shown that over a long time interval (many periods) the average is only :

slightly affected by the inclusion of a fraction of a period That is, the' aver

ages over 100 periods and over 100 + 1/2 periods are very nearly the sane, as c

be seen by Making a,sinple calculation.
**

Rnsgalues can be defined for waveshapes which are not sinusoidal. However, the

ltV 2 relationship does not then generally apply. Equation (5-4) is given here

, for a sinusoidal wave.



a d-c current. Since I has this interpretation in terms of the average effective-

ness of the wave in producing heat in a resistor, I is sometimes called the

effective value of the wave. The rms designation is to be preferred, however.

Most a-c instruments for neasuring voltage and current are calibrated to

indicate rms values. Since the rms value-is used more prevalently than the ampli-

tude, in this chapter we shall use the rms value in writing an equation for a

sinusoid. Accordingly, we write Eq. (5-1) in the alternate form

=1/2-7I cos(wt + 0) ( 5- 5 )

5-2 Complex-Numbers

Complex numbers were inmented by mathematicians to generalize the-theory

of quadratic equations. For example, the equation

x
2

- 2b x + c = 0-

has roots gven by

x
1

= b +117-7;
1 2

If b
2

> c
1

x
1
and x

2
are real numbers If b

2
< c, the square root of a negative

number r !sults. But there is no real number whose square is negative. Nevertheless,

these same formulas for the roots can still apply if an imaginary unit j is defined

such that .

.2
j = -

Then, if b
2
< c the two roots can be written

.

x
1

= b + J17;77. x =:b nrc-71-7a
2

(5-6)*

Each of these is a complex number consistJmg of a real part b and an imaginary

part1177. But it is one thing merely tb write b + nr:71721 and another to know

what it means. In mathematics an "absolute meaning is not required; meaning is

The symbol i is used in mathematics, but due to the extensive electrical engineering
literature in which i is used. for current, the symbol j is standard in electrical
engineering.
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embodied in. the rules of operations which are defined for a quantity. The rules

of operating on a complex number are defined in such a way as to make them useful.

For example, in order for xi to satisfy the given equation) it is necessary to

define what is meant by x12 and -2bx when x
1

= b + j jc-b2. The required defi-

nition is that a complex number shall be treated like an ordinary binomial, with .

j
2
being replaced by -1 whenever j

2
occurs. Thus

and

2
x
1

= (b + j1/7-177) = b
2

+ j
2
(c....b

2
) + j2b1f772

= 2b
2

- c + j2b c-b

-2bx
1

= -2b
2

- j 2b c-b
.

The sum of these is and so it is seen that X2-2bx + c 0 is satisfied for

=
1°

Let the general notation

sa + jA2

= + jB2 (5-7)*

.r6piesent two aomplex numbers. (In this text a bar above a symbol will be used

to denote that it is complex. ) For .reference, we shall state the rules of

algebraic operations in terms of these examples. But first we must define what

is meant by equality. By A = B we mean that the real parts are equal to each

othr and the imaginary parts are equal to each other. That.is,

A complex number is merely a combination of two numbers, which cannot" themselves:

be ,combined. A good way to regard this pair of numbers id

X = (1)Ai + ( j )A2

This ihows a symmetry between the two parts. One part is Aix (the real, unit 1),

and. the other part is A2x (the imaginary unit n. A1 and 2 are real.
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Conversely, if Ai = B1 and. A2 = 82) we can write A = 3. In other words) two

complex numbers are equal if.and only if their real parts are equal and their

tnaginary parts are equal.

For the operations of addition, multiplication and division, using the

ordinary rules for bincemials, we get

(A1
+ jA

2
) + (B + jB

2
) = (A

1
+ B

1
) + j(A

2
+

+ 7A2)(B1 + jE2) = A1B1 - A2B2 + j(A2Bi +AlB2) (5-8)

+ jAn + A2B2 + j(A2B1 -A1B2)
a

B
1
+ jB

2
2 2

The validity of the formula for division can be confirmed by showing that an

identity results when both sides of the equation are multiplied by B1 + jB2.

The formula for division is rather complicated, but it can be reconstructed by

multiplying numerator and denoninator by the number B1 - jB2) as follows:

kA1+jA2)(B1-jB2) A1121 + A2B2 + j(A2B1-A1B2)

= = ,

Bl+jB2 (Bi+jB2)(B1-jB2) B
2
+ B

2
1 2

The number 131 jB2 used here.is

imaginary part changed, This number

will be designated:by B . Using the

related to B by having.the sign of the

is called the smatx corugate of 3, and

sallagel it follows.that:

-*
BB

B
1

B
22j

B2
2

(5-9)

Tbe first of them follows directly from the rule for multiplication; the second
-*

and third are readily obtained by sUbstituting B = B1 + jB2 and B1 = B1 - jB2.

Thus, by combining a complex number with its conjugate) the real or imaginary

pert) or the sum of their sqUares can be obtained. (Each of these is areal number.
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2

The relationship

= cos 8 + j sin

5-9

is called Euler's identity. The right-hand side of this equation is the definitio

of the symbol e
ie. Thus, the formula requires no proof, but properties of ej so

defined must be investigated. The properties of eie we shall need are briefly

treated in the footnote, where it is shown that eje caa bcc:multl.plied, and dif-

ferentiated like a real exponential.

Euler s identity can be used. to provide an alternate notation for, a complex

number

A = Al + jtt
2

This can be shown by multiplying both sides of Eq. (5-1.0) by a real number A,

to give

A = A cos 8 4- j A sin 8

In view of the meaning of eqUality of cOmplex numbers, we see-that

6 if
Aeje =

A anci = A sin 8 (5-11)
1

4tEquation (5-10) can be regarded as a definition because the number e raised to

an imas.inary power has nO. meaning in the' sense of a real ,exponent. It will be

found. that all operations which can be carried out with real exponentials will

be true for Eq. (5-10); For example, consider the derivative of the left-hand

: side with respect to 8. Ueing the rule for real exponents,, we get

deie/d8 = jeie = j(cos e + j sia e) = -sin 0 j cos 0

..whia is the same as the derivative of the right-hand side of Eq. (5-10). Also,

%with..the aid of the identities for cos(x+y) and sin(x+y) it can be shown that'

eixeiY = cos(x+y) + j sin(x+y),= eJ(x+Y)

1'21 other words, when exponentials are multiplied, the exponents add, in.Isitillax

real'exponentials.

/11
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, "

Assuming Al and A2 were specified, these two equations cante solved for A and

9. Thus, squaring both equations and adding gives

or

2 2 2/ 2
A2 = A (cos 8 + sin29) =_A2

Also., dividing one equation' by the other gives

and so

A
2 ;in 0

Al cos 9

A
o

, 2
= arc-mn

A
1

( 5 -12 )

(5-13)'

keJ9 is called the exponential form, whereas Al + jA2 is called the rectangular

form of A. The latter terminology comes from Eqs. (5-11) which show that A1 and A2

can be viewed as the rectangular coordinates of a point whose position in a plane

is specified in.the polar coordinates A and 9. This is illustrated in Fig. 5-4.

Since.these rectangular coordinates are the camponents of a complex number, it 17i

A sin 0

01111M .110 WM. ,IINA MEM 1110

Figure 5-4.

reaL

customary to label the axes "reale (meaning real part) 'and "imaginary" (meaning

imaginary part).4.' .A, pair of axes so labeled constitutes a complex plane. 'A 1.6

called the magnitude of Al and 0 its angle.

The notation Aei is very convenient for analytical work, particularly when

differentiation with respect to 0 is involved. However, for specifying numerical-



values, like 2e it is more convenient to write 2/600. This is called the

polar form, since it merely involves specifying the polar coordinates of the

point. (In the polar form, angles are usually specified in degxees. )

Qbserve that the exponential notation provides a simple interpretation for

muAiPlication. Thus, if A = Aej8a and E = Ede') are twO complex numbers, their

product is

AB = (AB)ei(09.+8b)

In other words, magnitudes are multiplied and. angles are added. Also note that

in exponential notation the sign of the exponent is reversed in order to get a
--* -je /conjugate. Thus, if A = Ae , A = Ae kas can be seen by- converting to the

rectangular forms, since A = A cos 0 + jA sin. 8 and A = A cos 8 - jA sin 0).
* 2 j(0-8) 2 2 2

In this notation, AA = A e = .A1 which is the same as Al + :A2.

5-3, Complex numbers applied to circuit theory.

Let us now consider how conplex numbers can be used to represent a sinusoidal

,wave like

i .=1/7I cos(ult + cx)

Since

= I cos(wt4a) + j sin(artilot)

Ie-j(wt+a) = I cos(utiia) Sin(wft+Oe,

it follows that+

gurtilot)
Ie

-j(wtia)
i 4.2 cos(cat+a)

2
2 ie (5-15)

The advantage to be gained, by making this change depends upon defining an ad-

ditional complex number

= Ieja (5-16)

+This
is merely an application of the second of Eqs. (5-9),
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Then, Eq. (5-15) can be written

'a
eilrot + Ie-jcx e-jwt

2

jtot -LI- -jut

2
(5-17)

:This formula is important. It shows that, given a sinusoid i I costwt+a),

a complex number I = Iej can be constructedfrom the two parameters I and cx whicha

describe the wave, and that an expression for the sinusoid can be given in terms

of that complex number. The importance of this idea cannot be overestimated. Con-

versely, if Eq. (5-17) is given,, the properties of the wave are apparent merely
-*-

from looking at the complex number I. Observe that the quantity I is superfluous

insofar as relationship of Eq. (5-17) to the wave is. concerned, because I -is cot-

pletely determined by I. To illustrate numerically,

.1/73eit/3 ejwt + 3e-ig/3 e-jwt

is an .expression for (3

2

cos(wt+g/3). Likewise,

..r-(2+,12)ejwt + (2-j2)e-jwt
y2

2

is an expression. for 4 cos(tat+il4), since 2 4- j2 =.

Referring back to Eq. (5-17), since I carries all the information (except fre-

Vency) necessary to construct the sinusoidal wave, it is given a special name.

is called the phasor_ symbol for the wave.
+

When a sinusoidal wave is expressed in

complex form, the phasor symbol for that wave can always be recognized as the co-

ot
efficient which multiplies ej .

We shall noir develop applications of Eq, (5-17) to the steady* state analysis

of netwOrks. Figure 5-5a shows an inductor, for which the voltage and current are

related by

+In
the older electrical engineering literature this is called a vector. However,

calling I a vector is to be deprecated, because it does not have all the properties

of a vector. Also, in some books it is called a sinor.



(a) (b)

Figure 5-5.

i =WI cos(ot+a)
Idc

(c)

5-13

(5-.18) .

where I is a constant (d-c) term. The voltage v is obtained by diMrenti-
dc

ating the current and multiplying by Is, giving

vL = LAIL I sin(catia) (5-19)

which is a sinusoidal wave. This can also be written as a cosine function by

observing that -sin x = cos(x g/2), so that

v
L

=13.-CaL I coa(wt+a +
-2

Particular note should be made of the fact that, even if the current contains a

d-c component, the voltage will be a sinusoidal wave, because the derivative of

a constant is zero. In many practical circuits, particularly those containing

transistors or vacuum tubes, there will be d.-c components. However, these can

be calculated by applying the principles of d-c circuit analysis and., as illus-

trated by this example, the sinusoidal component of the current is realted to. the

sinusoidal voltage wave independently of the d-c component. Thus, in all sub-

sequent consideration of inductor currents in this chapter we will deal 'only with

a sinusoidal wave of current, recognizing that there may also be a d.-c component,

but that such a component will not be included in the expressions used for the

inductor current.
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Let us return to the sinusoidal component of current

and the .Voltage Wave

i =112 I cos(u"A +Nu)

v u.L. cos(cat + a +

These can be written respectively in- the complex notation

IejCg e jtjt + le-52 e
= v2

2

i(con/2) iicot
+ "A

-i(a+g/2),r- wIsIe e de-
= y2 2

However; if :we define the phasor I = Ie, and recognize that e = j and

-jg/2
.

.

these become

If' we now define

V =

jorl-feiwttre-iwt
2

jwdeiwt - juae-iwt
2

. the 'expression for v can'be rewritten as

jut if
-;r8 Ve v 'Jut

2,

(5-21)

5-22)

(5-23)

Equation (5.-22) is important, for it gives the.relationship between phasors for

voltage and current in an inductor. It can be used in the form shown to find

ihe. parameters .of the 'voltage wave if the current wave is given. 'If the voltage'

wave is specified, then V is known and. I is found from the same relation,. rewritten

as.

I =
caL

V (5.44)
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A siudlar analysis applies to the capacitor shown in Fig. 5-5b. The voltage--

current relationship is

=
dv
C

dt

Suppose .the vbltage vc is _given by

vc =11;;Vc cos(urt f3) \rd.,

where V
dc

tepresents a constant (d-c) component. Differentiating and multiplying

by C gives

or

i = -112-(ACV sin((it+0)

i =11/FLCV cos(ut+0 + 1)
2

(5-26)

Just as it is possible for an inductor current to have a d-c component,

so also there can *be a d-c component.of capacitor voltage. Stee.4- .state analysis

.for Sinusoidal waves pertains to the relationship between the Sinusoidal component

of capacitor voltage and current; the d-c component of capacitor voltage can be

6 found independently. Equations (5-25) and (5-26) show that V
de

has no effect on
. _

A

the relationship between the sinusdidal wavei. Subsequently in this: chapter, .

any symbol for capacitor voltage will be understood to refer to the sinusoidal

-component.

In complex number notation,

V ej etjA)t 4. V e-JP e7jkt

w. C

vCe
j(13+A/2)

e-j(Vv/2) e-jut

=1/2

defining the phasor.Ve Vce" for the voltage, we can write these

ei + Ticife.it4)t

2 (5-27)

jtot -jut
I e I*e

2
(5-28)
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where

= jwc (5-29)

If the voltage wave is sPecified, Vc is known and Eq. (5-29) yields I and

tte current wave. If the current wave is specified, the voltage wave can be

fbund from V where
C/

- 1vc=jwc=-064 (5-3o)

The resistor case shown in Fig. 5-5c is quite simple, since no derivative

is involved. If

then

i =112- I cos(wt+a)

v =1-1 IR cos (ot+a)

The respective complex nuniber representations are

and.

Wwt 14.e_3ut

2

=1/7
14ye3oit (ii)*e-jot

2

Thus, if Y and VR are respectively the phasor symbols for i and vR, then

= R (5-31)

2:11. Phase Difference

In the previous section we found that, except for a resistor, current and

voltage waves in a network element have different initial angles. To summarize,

if in each case

i ="17- I cos(wt+a) (5-32)

then
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v
R

=1/2 V
R

cos(cdt+a)

v
L

=1/7V
L

coSCukilail)2

v =ArC cos(urt-Ea--6)
C 2

The corresponding waves are; shown in Fig. 5-6.

5-33)

Figure 5-6 ,

When two waves like i and v
R

have the same initial angles, the waves are
said .to be in phase. If the initial .angles are different,. the peak xalues of the

wave occur at different instants of time. For example, in Fig. 5-6 wave vL

reaches a peak value sooner than the i wave. It is said that VL leads i. The

amount of separation between peak values of two waves is pleasured as an angle (on

the wt scale), and this quantity is called the phase difference. In the case of

v
L

and i, the phase difference is 1/2. Thus, a complete statement of the phase
relationship is to say that leads i by A/2 radians.

If we
peak of v
radians.

compare v with i, we find that v lags i (or i leads v ) meaning thec
occurs later in time than the peak of i. In fact, vc lags I by W2

When specifying phase difference, in addition to specifying the wangle,

it is necessary to state whether it is an angle of lead or gag. The possibility

t r 1:a ss ee

by the equivalent statement that i leads vc by (-A/2) radians. Phase difference
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is an algebraic quantity for which the words "lead" or "lag" provide reference

direction' information. Since two reference directions are possible there are

two ways of specifying the phase difference.

Another kind of redundancy enters if angles greater than ic are allowed.

'Thus) referring to Fig. 5-6, although the maximum labeled (2) of vc occurs after

maximum "(1) of .1.1 it is also true that maximum () df vc occurs earlier than

maximuh (1). -Thts, in addition to- saying that v lags i by '7r/a radians): it is

correct to say that vc leads is by 3A/2 radians. This is merely an illustration.

of the fact -that the phase difference can be increased or decreased by an

integral multiple of 27c; this principle being due to the fact that maxima:occur

at 27c intervals . in the tbst scale.

Phase differences can be obtained by calculating the difference between

angles: ."To state this in such a way as to get the proper. sign, if we

wish to deterrnine the angle' by' which one wave (designated aS the first i.rave)

leads :another.wave (designated as the second wave), the initial angle. of the

second wave should be subtracted from the initial angle of the .first wave. For

example, to find, the angle by which _leads 1, observe that there, initial angles

are resPectively + 42 and a. Thus, the angle by which v
L
leads i is

PhaSe .difference, as well- as magnitud.e relationships, can conveniently bp

"shown szin phasor diagrams, as shown.in Fig. 5-7. These are graphical portrayals.

2

1111110. MINIM

j-= toff
L-

(a)

.

Figure 5-7.

egala.

= EY



of the three relations

RRI=

where I = Ieja. We recall that v leads i by ic/2 radians. This phase difference

is evident as the angle between phasors VI, and. I, as indicated in Fig: and.

it is also evident that 'the phasor for the quantity which leads (vt in this-. case)

occupies a counter-clockwise position relative to the other one. This diagram

also dhows how it is possible to say that i leads vr. by 31E/2,, this being the

counter-clockwise measured. angle from VI to I.

Phase differet..ce can be stated in terms of phasors Thus, in addition to

saying vt leads i by ir/2, it is also proper to say Via leads I by v/2 radians.

However, this latter statement is symbolic for the former.
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Kirchhoff's Laws in Terms of Phasors

Consider a series circuit ab shown in Fig. 5-8a, in which each box represents

6 RI L or CI or a combination of theie. The voltage across each box is -sinUsoidal

and. Of the Sate "frequency. That is; assume'

7

v
1

=Ariva. cos( (44.131 ) and. ...1v2 =1,5. V cos

In terms of the phasors

= V
1
eil31 and Vi,. '2 jP2

these voltages are

iwt e* -titot + "e"JwtV
le

+ V
and. . v =11/2

2V ="V2
2 . 2

The Kvl equation for :Ulla figure is

VT = + V2 (5-34)
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Substituting the expressions for V1 and. v2 and collecting terms that multiply
iwt -jut

e . and e gives

(71+ci
2
)eiwt + (V1+7

2
)*e444

v
T

412--
2 ( 5-35)+

The form of this shows that v
T

is a sinusoidal wave of angular frequency to,

symbolically represented by

= +T 1 2

In other words, if we define the phasor

17
T. T

= V, ejl3T

the equation for the wave of v
T

can also be written

vT JrVT cos(wt.+ fiT)

( 36 )

Figure 5-8.

= * * ,*
.411n writing this equation, we have used the relation V1' + V2 (1/

1
+ V

2
)

which can readily be seen to be trUe by writing each phasOr in rectangular

form.
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Equation(5-36) is an expression of the Kvl in terms of 'phasors.. Of course,

it is valid only when all quantities are sinusoidal. However, Eq. (5-35) shows

that if v1 and v2 are each sinusoidal and of the same frequency, then vT is also

. sinuSdidal and of the same frequency. Equation (5-36).. provides -a Means of find-

ing -VT' and f3T, which are the esbential attributes of Wave VT. This can be done

analytically, or .graphically, as shown, in Fig. "5-8b.

The kirchhoff current law also Can be written in .terms of phasor quantities.

Aeferring to Fig. -9a; if the' currents
i

and. i2 are sinusoidal and of the same

frequency, namely,

i cos(ut ) and
2

=411-2-12 cos(dt %)
1.

they. can be combined according to the Kcl equation

iT
1

+
2 (5-37)

Again we shall perform the adation in terms of the complex notation, using the

phasors I
1
-= I

le
jai- and 12 3. I

2
ei.c12 so that

ejlat e-jcat
- *

1
r.Y

2
e (A) 2

=1/2
2

and
2

-V2
2

The sum of these, after collecting terms, is

.4"1-14.1-2)eitat (11.+12)*e-jA
= v 2

2 ( 5 -38 )

which shows that iT is a sinusoidal wave of angular frequency w, and symbolically

represented by a phasor IT = I
Te

jar
1 where

In trigonometric form,

( 5 -39 )

iT =11f'IT cosult + aT)

where IT and afr are obtainable from phasor as indicated above.

Equation (5-39) is a valid expression for the Kcl for situations where i ane

i
2
are both sinusoidal waves of the same frequency. We have shown that the sum oi
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iT

Figure 5-9.

(b)

.tWo such sinusoidal current.waves is also sinusoidal, and. that the amplitude and.

initial angle of this wave can be obtained from Eq. (5-39.). This equation can be

used. analytically; or a xcaphical interpretation like Fig. 5-9b can sometimes ,be

useful.

The proofs just given, involving the addition.bf two voltages or two currents,

. can be extended to yield Kvl an& Kcl equations -in phasor form for any number of

voltages or currentb, subject, of course, to the condition that all voltages.and

currents are sinusoids of the same frequency. Referring. to Fig. 5-10a,.one form

of the Kvl equation is

(5-40)

It is assumed that v
1

v
2

and. v
3
are each sinusoidal and of the same frequency,

and that they are respectively represented by phasors 111 112,. and V3* BY the

previous proof the sum of two of their, say v1 + v2, is also sinusoidal, and s.o these

can be placed in parentheses, as a reminder that they represent one sinusoidal

wave, thus ,

(v +v + v
.1 2 3

But this is now- reduced to the previous case, involving the addition of: two

sinusoidal waves (v
1
+ v

2
) and v3 .

Following this plan, we first apply Eq." (5-36)
.

to 'showthat the phasor for. (v1 + v2) is (Vi + V2). The same equatiOn applies-

again to show that the iihasor .for.'(v1 + v2) + v3 is (V1 + V2) +
.

V3. . .Thus,



9

from Eq. (5-40) we get

Qr

Figure 5-10.

-37
.4.=

(V1 4-72) -1-V
3

o

(b)
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A similar development will apply to the Kcl equations when currents are .

sinusoidal and of the same frequency. Referring to Fig,. 5-10b, we have

If
'1 2

applies to

that (il +

or'

+i +1
4 1 2 3

+ i
3

(5-42)

13, and i4 have the respective phasors 12, and Ecio (5-39)

show that + i2) has the phasor I + I2, and applies again to show

2) + 3 has the phasor + 2
) 3' Thus Eq. (5-41) yields

1

(11 + T2) + IA

_
+ T

2 t. 5 + ( - 3

as the phasor expression of the Kcl equation.

The interpretation to be placed on the results of this section, culminatinc;
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Eqs. (5-41) and (5-43), is that W. and Kcl equations can be written in terms

of phasor symbols in exactly the same way as for actual time-varying quantities.

The arguments given for summing three sinusoidal quantities can be extended to

any number. This statement is, of course, subject to the condition that all

quantities involved shall be sinusoidally varying with time, and shall have the

same frequency.

AnalYsis of-Elementary Circuits

In the previous section it was shown that phasor quantities can be used tO

write. Kirchhoff's laws, when waves are sinusoidal, and we have also established

"phasor relationships for R, L, and. C elements. Me next step is to- use these

principles to ,analyze" some simple circuits:
As a first example, consider Fig. 5-11a, for which we assume that the cur-

rent I is sinusoidal and. represented by the phasor I. From Eqs. (5-23), (5-30)

and. (5-31) we have, respectively, VI, = Zip = I/j6C, and fiR = RI. Also, by

virtaie-of the discussion In.Sec. 5-5, Kvl can be applied. in terms*of phasors,

giving

. or

=Vfl+VL+VC

= (R Jul +
jwc

11-+ ,j(wL - ucl)
INIMMID

5-410

+vvv+
v v

L
v,

R

111.11 ,ommir10 MOM a OMB MIEN 11111

(b)

Figure 5-11.
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The three phasors on the right of Eq. (5-4k), and. also their sum, are shown

in Fig. for a particular value of 44. For this case, the terminal voltage

lags the current. However, it can be seen that for a sufficiently large value of

cal 6.11, will be larger than 1/1.4C, so that ic I will be larger than .ffc . Then V

will lie in the.first quadrant, and will lead the current. The transition from

voltage lag .to voltage lead will occur when biz = This particular value of

cs.); which we shall designate as coo, given by

=
0 Vric

(5-46)

'is called the resonant angular frequency. The phasor diagram for this frequency

is shown in Fig. .57.11c. In this case the phase difference between voltage and.

current is zero (the voltage and. current are said. to be in-phase).

This simple example has served to bring out several important aspedts of

alternating-current circuits: the application cif complex numbers, resulting in.

Eq. (5-45) as a relationship between terminal voltage and .current;!the eqUivalent

graphical analysis as displayed in the phasor di.agram- of Fig. 5-11b; and the *notion

that the relationship between current and. voltage generally is dependent upon

frequency (or ca), including the idea of a resonant frequency at which a circuit

behaves like a pure resistance.

A similar analysis can be carried. out for the parallel branch illu-strated in

Fig. 5712a. Again referring to Eqs. (5-23), (5-30)1 and (5-31) -we assume a

(a)

A ; =

L=ja
(b)

Figure 5-12.

N47
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sinusoidal voltage v, and have IL ta VAL,. ; j(ACtr, and ; V/R. Also, from

101 in' phasor form, we have

or

( 5-47 ).

I al + INC +-Lii.:=Al+AuC.-1-)V, (5-48)
R juL R WG

EquatiOn-*(-48). is quite similar to Eq. (5-45)., except :that in ,the present

case a voliasce phasor is multiplied by a complex number to obtain the cUrrent

phasor.. A phasor diagram can be constructed in accordance lritkEq. (5-47), as

shOwn in Fig. .5-12b. Whether I lags or leads V depends on th'e. frequency. In

similari:ty with the series circuit, there is a resonant angular frequency,, also

given.by Eq. (5-46), at whicia the voltage and current are' in-phase.

51,1 Impedance and Admittance

Equations (5-45) and (5-48) apply to special cases of passive two:-.terthinal:.

Aetworks,,:: In..general, these are interconnections" of.11,:.L.Inid C..elements,.-of

any coMplexity' that provides.= or more current paths between two terminals. The

word !Ipaseiv.e" :seam...Plat no solOces . can. be included An any gf tale paths..-. The..next

step is to generalize to cases of greater complexity,. such as tte.exangei shown

in.Fig. 5.13. .

011.11011,11141111

-wf-(1111%-- rmmm. 1

-"Ur- -f0P-1Eivvv-

Gm*.

IMINIVIIIIIIMP

(a) (b)
Figure 5-13.

First we note that for Fig. 5-11a we had the result

[R + j(taL - rocil (a) (5-49)
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6

which caa alio be written

1i -

and for Flg. 5-12a the similar results Are

-z[I -1:i0AC - cti) iT

Which can also be written

)1 I
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In each case, one of these equations is superfluous (superfluous in the same

sense that v = Ri and. I = VII are equivalent), but it is customary to adopt a

notation and nomenclature which admits both forms. We shall now .describe such

a general notation. The above equations are examples of the following two forms

=''ZI (5-51)

= (5752)

in which Z and Y are given by the appropriate bracketed quantities.,c Z is called.

the impedance of the circuit, and Y the admittance. In view of gip . -(5-51) and

(5-52), it is obvious that

(5-53)

so that if one of them is known; the other can- easily be found. Although

Eqs. (5-51) and (5-52), imply definitions for Z and 71, it is worthwhile to define

Impedance and. admittance explicitly as

.1=11M

= I (a) and 17 (b). (5-%)

. _
In these definitions, and all the preceding formulas, it is understood that V

is the phasor for the voltage across the terminals of the network in question,



and. that I is the phasor for the current in the terminals, with reference direc-

tions as portrayed in Fig. 5-13.

Since Z and Y are complex numbers, each can be written- in rectangular forS1 its

R + j X

Y=G+j B

R and G carry the same names as in resistance networks, namely resistance and

conductance, respectively. X is called the reactance, and B the susceptance.

It should be noted that the similarity of the names of R and G with those used

.in resistive circuits should not be construed to mean that R (or G) referi to

a single 'resistor, To take R as an example, if we consider the impedance of

Fig. .5-11a, we find R of Eq. (5-55) is identical with the resistance R of the

circuit. However, the impedance of Fig. 5-12a is

1 .(

1
- 0.wc -

+ j(be (1-)2 + (wc.- 2)2R

In this case the R of Eq. (5-55) is

1)2

which is not identifiable as a resistive circuit element of the original network.

In Eqs. (5-55) and. (5-56),R and G are to be regarded. respectively as the real

parts of Z and -2, rather than as circuit elements.

We turn now to the question of how to find Z and Y for circuits of more,

general nature, such as the examples of Fig. 5-13. We shall ao so by making

note of similarities with resistance networks. It will be recalled that.

Kirchhoff's laws are used to prove the following relationships for the resistive

networks of Fig. 5-14-.

Req = RI + R2

1
G2

G
eq GffG2

fOr.Fig. 5-14a



G
eq

= G
i

+ G

R
1
R2

R
eq

=
Ri+R2

1

for Fig. 5-1kb

Figure 5-14.
(b)
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These are the basic laws for combining resistances (or conductances) in series an

parallel, which can be extended. to more complicated cases merely by repetition.

By using Kirchhoff's laws in phasor notation, in proofs that are otherwise

identical, it can be shown that impedances (or admittances) -combine .in similar

ways: Referring to Fig. 5-15, the results are as follows:

Zeq = 2'2

2

Yeq
1 2

(a)

= +
eq 1 2

for Fig. 5-111e

for Fig. 5-1kb

eq

(=
Z
eq

Figure 5-15. (b)
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These principles of combination can be used any number of times, starting

with "rectangles" that represent branched that are simple enough to have known

impedance's or admittances (like Fig. 5-11a and Fig. 5-12a, for example, or special

cases of these).

. -.Although the procedure for conibining impedances and admittances id algebrai-, .

cally identical with that for resistances (and conductances) the fact that .complex

nukbers are involVed in the present case neans that numerical calculations are

Aare laborious. Also, tte translation from wave quantities (actual-v and i) to

phasor quantities and back must be included, a step which is not necessary.for

resistance networks. TO illustrate these observations, the following two'numerical

examples are included:

Example 1: Referring to Fig. 5-16, assuming a terminal voltage v =1/F(75)

cos(3000t), the current lir is to be faund. The following numerical values will

be used:

R = 120 ohms
1

R2 = 2000 ohms -(G2 = 53cio mho )

L = 0 . 5 henry C = 002x10 "6 farad

ZR

G210111111"N 2

Figure 5-16.

Solution

Observe that the path between the source terminals can be viewed as twO

impedances (labeled i 's and. ) in series. Accordingly, these two impedances

can be added, and the current I can be found from Furthermore, the



portion labeled E's
is a special case of Fig. 5-11a (with C replaced by a short

circuit, meaning infinite C in the formula), and the portion labeled is a

special case of Fig. 5-12a in which L is absent (infinite). Thus, we can proceed

as follows:

Beginning with the parallel combination of G2 and C, we note that it has

an admittance

= (5 + j6) x 10
-4

3

where we have used wC = 3000(0.2) x 10.-6 = 6 x 10-4. The impedance of this

parallel combination is therefore

4 4
10

7lo4
= 1282L2121

P 54-37 7.82/50.20

In rectangular form this is
+

= 1282(cos 50.2° + j sin 50.2°)

la 1282(1641 + j.768)

= 820 - j 983

The other portion of the circuit has an impedance

= 120 + j 1500

+
The rectangular form can be found directly, without going to the polar form, thus

8
10
4 l0

4
- '6 lo

4
5x104 6x104

547 25 + 3 = i = 820 - J 983

However, in most cases, where the sum of the squares of the real and imaginary

parts of the denominator cannot be found as easily as in this example, converting

to polar coordinates is the simpler procedure. Many modern slide rules are con-

structed as to facilitate conversions between rectangular and polar coordinates.
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where = 3000(0.5) = 1500. The total invedance is

940 j 517 = 1072 /28.80

The voltage phasor.is V = 75 + j0, and so, having found Z, the current phasor is

1072
= -0o69

T ?

0

.Finally, the equation for the current (not its phasor) is

i
T

699)cos(3000t - 28.80)

Observe that the voltage leads the current and that the total impedance ZT

.-has a positive angle. Voltage leads current whenever impedance has a positive

angle. libweVer, impedance Can also have a negative angle, in which case the

voltage will lag'the current.''In this circuit, by carrying out the same calcula'-

tions for w = 200 it will be found t4at,

E. -.4, 120 j 100 ± 1980 - j 159

3000 j 59

which has a negative angle. In this case, the voltage will lag the current; by

a small angle. iNOte, in these Statemients, that voltage and current refer to

voltage between the two terminals and current in one terminal (and out the other);

using the. customary reference markings for.voltage and current

EXanple 2: In the circuit of Fig 5-11, assume that the current is known

to be ! =4V27(4) cos wt, where the.frequemy is 60 cps. Thus, co 1=1 2100) = 377.

The voltage vT is required. The, element_values are

R
1

= 100 ohms G
1

= .01 mho)

LI. = 1.5 henry C2 = 12 x 10 -6
farad
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Ys

Figure 5-17.

Solution

This circuit ha6 the general nature of a parallel connection, and can be

viewed as having an equivalent admittance -which is the sum of the two admittances
OWNS

Y and Y Thus, beginning with the R-C branch on the right, we write its impede.
P
4s*a. special case of Fig. 5-11a (with L = 0), giving

and

6
Es = 150 j le

T577)TE7 = 150 j 221

268 /-55.8°

= 3.74 x l0-3 /55.80 = .0021 + j .0051

For the parallel combination of L and Ri
'

the admittance is

.01 - (3771)-(0.5) - .01 - j .00531

The total admittance is

7 = 7y". + y = :0021 + .01 + j(.0031 - -.00531)
T s p

= .0121 - j .00221

The phasor VT (symbolic for vT) is



4

.0121 - j.00221 .012251z10.4
- 326/--1

where IT
= 4 + Jo is the phasor for the given current. Finally, the voltage

wave is

v
T

=11-2- (326 )cos ( 377t - 10 .14.0

5.-13 Volta e and. Current Source E uivalents

Following the gerieral plan that is developing, whereby a-c circuits with

R, 1,, and C 'elements can be treated like* rstive. dircvits if phasor quantities

are used., we now consider the equivalence of the two networks in Fig. 5-18.

-41,1- alOM 4ID .0.1

1

We.

+ I

r-- --
i

i

I v I I
I

L-r ..i L--J
I

I
i

1 i I-.....-__J

Figure 5-18.

The ideal voltage source vo maintains a sinusoidal voltage

vo =AFV(..) cos(wt 00)

under all conditions, and the ideal current source maintains a sinusoidal current

10 =1/F 10 co s((ot + ao )

under all conditions. These sources are respectively symbolically represented

by phasors V0
ge V

0
eir30 and = I0

eicx°. The dotted rectangles shown in each
0

case represent identical two-terminal networks ccinsisting of R, L, and C elements
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and possibly sinusoidal squrces, also of angular frequency (a. The presence of

these external branches permits a current i to flow, and by restricting what can

be in these branches we ensure that v and i will be sinusoidal (of angular -fre-

quency w) and hence can respectively be represented by phasors V and-I.

Just as in the resistive network case, respectively for .(a) and.(b). of

Fig. 5-18, we can write

v -0 0

1.17oz,
0

The secoud of these can be written

(a)

(h )

(5-59)

(5-60)

In order for the two networks of Fig. 5-18 to be equivalent, they must be equivalen

for all V and 1.4i.vel V and. I must be the same for both.). Thus, equating ,Eqs. (5-59)

and (5-60), to ensure that V will be the same, we have

or.

070-i010)

This equation must be true for all values of 1, and so each term must be inde:-

7 pendently zero, giving

= o o

as the relationship between the sources, and

itot io (5-62)

as the relationship between the impedances.

The .equivalenCe between theie two networks can be used to reduce circUit

complexity in the same way as in resistance networks.- However, it. must be kept

in mind that the present case is more restrictive in that the sources mUst-be

iinusoidal whereas in resistive networks any manner of time variation is permitted:
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This is the "price we pay" for using phasor symbolism1+ but many practical

problems fall into this category.

There is one other important exception to the similarities between the

solution of resistance networks and. the steady state solution of RLC networks.

In the case of resistance networks, it is possible to include ideal diodes, or

piecewise linear equivalents, with. due regard to the fact that the circuit

changes whenever the diode current goes through zero phasors cannot be used.

for sinusoidal waves if diodes are included in a circuit, unless the diodes

are biased sufficiently so that the current never reaches zero. Otherwise, if

the diode goes from a conducting to a non-conducting condition during the swing

of the signal, certain voltages and currents will become non-sinu.soidal. This

.violates the conditions under which phasors can be used. Other methods of

analysis must be used in such cases. There is no intent here to explain how

to solve such cases, only to point out a limitation on the extension of resist-

ance networks methods to sinusoidal steady State methods of analysis.

11 Thevenin and Norton Theorems

For any R, L, C network having only two terminals, such as the box' on the

left of Fig. 5-19, subject to: the conditions that all sources within the box

are of the same frequency, an. equation of the form

(5-63)

will be found as the relationship between Ti and I In th-s case We do not find

a source V
0
or an impedance Z These are quant:ties that might be derived from

0

Sources and

conhinations

of 11, LI C.

Figure 5-19.

+
This is not to say that the general case of any type of source cannot be handled

.for R, L, C circuits, but to do this requires mathematical methods beyond those

used in this text.
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1 aa.analysis of the actual network (analysis by the solution of Kirchhoff

equations, or perhaps by a succession of applications of the source equiValents).

This means that V
0

and Z are functions of the elements within the box, and. how
0

they are connected. A physical interpretation of then is possible, as follows:

2 From Eq. (5-63), it is seen that V = V0 when "i = o. Thus, 1; is the open,

circuit value of V. V0 is due to the internal'sources,andwill be zero if

these sources are made zero. This fact provides an interpretation of Eb as

whea V0 = 0, (i.e., all internal sources are zero). Observe that is

3 the current flowing into the + terminal, so that it is evident that jUi is

the impedance of the network when all sources are zero.

This equivalence can be stated in the following form: A network

having one pair of terminals and consisting of interconnections

4 of RI L and C eleneats, andvoltage and current sources, all of

which are sinusoidal with the same frequency, is equivalent A
the pair of terminals to a voltage source having phasor V0 in

series with an impedance Zb. V0 is the value of the terminal volt-

age pbasor when the terminals are open-circuited; and zob is the

impedance at the terminals of the network when all the sources are

deactivated.

Having already established the equivalence of circuits (a) and (b) of Fig. 5-18,

6 it is evident that either of these cirmits is equivalent to the original. one,
-

if V
0 /

Z and
0

=
0

are interpreted as described above.
0 0

Figure 5-18a is called. the Thevenin equivalent, and. the theorem which

7

8

states this equivalent is called Thevenin's Theorem. Also Fig. 5-18b is the

Norton equivalent, and a statement of the equivalence is Norton's Theorem.
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5-10 Methods of Network Anal sis

Concerning steady state sinusoidal waves all of the same angular frequency 6.),

we can summarize the following:

1) Waves like i =1/2I cos(urtia) and. v =11/27V cos(cot+p) can be

treated symbolically in terms of the phasors I = Iej anda

v = Vei . These phasors do .not equal i and. v, however.

2) Kirchhoff's voltage and current equations can be written in

terns of phasor symbols, to obtain the symbolic equivalent

of writing the corresponding equations for the sinusoidal waves.

3) For individUal RI L, or C elements, the voltage and current phasors

are related by

R

=

1
v

4) Fbr any two-terminal network (branch) of R, L, and. C elements the rela-

tionship between V and. I can be written either as V = za or I = YV, and.

Z and Y can be found by- methods similar to the series and parallel com-

bination of resistances in resistance networks. Voltage and current

divider principles also apply.

5) Thevenin and Norton theorems apply, using phasor quantities.

We shall use a practical example to illustrate further generalizations of

methods first introduced in the chapter on resistance networks. In so doing, the

important concepts of loop and node equations will be introduced. The fact that

these are included. only in an example should not be construed as a depreciation

of their importance. They are not given a specific theoretical discussion because

by now it seems that the close similarity with resistance networks should be ac-

cepted, so that it will be evident that resistance network principles will apply,

with V = Z1 replacing v = Ril and I = YV replacing i = v/R.

The example is the low-pass filter network shown in Fig. 5-20. Such a network

gives preferential treatment to waves of low frequencies. This example will be
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used. io illustrate various methods of determining the output voltage v2, when the

input voltage.v1 is specified. 'The input voltage will be assumed to be

cOs
tat

So that its phasor.is Vlei° = V1 + j0.

(a) Loop AnalYsis

Loop cuirents i
1
and

2
(with phasors ; and. I-2) be used, so that

the current ic in the C element will be il-12 Two Kvl equations will be obtained

For the left and. right hand. loops, respectively, these are

Jae + (I1 2) = (a)1 j(AL 1

jue 1 24
(R+jcaL)Y2 = 0 (b)

-
The second of these equations can be solved. for IV to give

I = 'jbe IR + juit
1 jc4C 2

2
= (1 (4) LC * joilb)

'This can be substituted in Eq. (5-64a), giving

V

(5-64)
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j(wr, - - + juRC)1 + =
(.4C 2 X 2 1

{(736 w2Tx) 71c_i

[(I - w2LC)R + jcaL(2 - °AC)] =

and, finally, the voltage phasor (72 = RI2) is

72
(16a2Le) tAs(2_44213c)

R
(5-65)

Before interpreting this result, we shall obtain Eq. (5-65) by two other

methods.
(b) Node Analysis

The circuit under consideration is redrawn in Fig. 5-21, showing a node

(3) in the center and corresponding voltage v3. First let us sum the currents

entering node 3. This sum must be zero, and so we get

or

(Iv1-v3) - jwc V3 + (V2=v3) = o

2
jwL V1 ÷ jav2 (jwL )/13

Multiplying this through by jwL gives

171 +72 - (2 - 0.;21,07
3

= o (5-66)

This equation involves two unknowns (172 and v3) since V1 is known. Thus, one

other equation is needed. This equation is obtained from node 2. The current

from (3) to (2) is

juiL
(v3

and the current leaving node 2, thraugh RI is 72/R. We equate these, to give

V

R 3

or
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1)
23

Substituting this expression for V3 into Eq. (5-66) yields

-71

[

(2 - cd2LC)(R+at11)
R

- 1] V2 = 0

The quantity within the brackets simplifies to

(1 - AC) + IA (2 - w2LC)

and so the result is

Figure 5-21.

vi

5-1o.

(5-67) .

(1-cs2LC) (2-(4214

which is in agreement with Eq. (5-65).

7
(c) Thevenin's Theorem

The same network can be solved by Thevenin's theorem byttsing the

equivalence shown in Fig. 5-22. The section shown in solid lines at (a) is

replaced by the circuit shown at (b). To accomplish this, we first refer to

8
Fig. 5-22a, and observe that the open circuit value of V (which we shall

designate as V0) can be obtained from the voltage divlder principle, as

1
ue 1

0 1
jult + 1 - w

2
LC

(5-68)
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The impedance Z
0 is obtained from this figure by deactivating the source (replacing

it by a short circuit) and camputing the impedance between the terminals of the

resulting network. This gives a network of L and C in parallel, far which the

impedance is

1
jull(TE)

LIO 1
1 - w

2
LC

juC

(5-69)

The voltage divider principle can now be applied to the entirl network of Fig. 5-21b,

UNINIMINIM

gtving

.11=1* =1 =MO ONO ORM 11111

(a)

Figure 5-22.

1-w LC
" 2

1-wLC

vi
w.LI 2

1 - w2LC + jk2-w LC)

in agreement with Eq. (5-65).

We have now obtained the same formula for 11.2 by three different methods. In

order to avoid leaving this as an abstract formula) let us consider its significance

for some numerical cases. In so doing, we will not only add meaning to the formula)

we shall be able to demonstrate more clearly what is meant by saying that ! circuit

in question is a low-pass filter.

The transmission at various frequencies can be determined from Eq. (5-65) by

rewriting it as



1

VI 1 - w2LC + 4(2-w2LC)
(5-70)

54-3

and assuming various numerical values for w, from which numerical results can be

obtained. Observe that there are.only two combinations of parameters which enter

into this expression, the product LC and the ratio L/R. Let these have the values

LC = 10
-6

sec
2
and L/R = 10

-3
sec.

The following table can be constructed:

w w
2
LC 1-w

2
LC 2-w

2
LC

100 .01 .99 .99

300 .09 .91 1.91

500 .25 .75 1.75

800 .64 .36 1.36

moo 1.00 o 1.00

1200 1.44 - .44 .56

1300 1.69 - .69 .31

1414 2.00 -1.00 0

1600 2.56 -1.56 - .56

2000 4 -3 -2

3000 9 -8

4000 16 -15 -14

Table

.0aLw(2-2LC)

.20

.57

.88

1.09

1.00

.67

.42

-.90

4.0

- 21

-56

1 -(4)2LC

.wL 2
+j--(2-w LC)

R

1.00+,1.20=1.02111°,

.91+j.57=1.0=/32°

.75+j.88=1.13150°

.36+j1.09=1.15/72°

0+j=1/90°,

-.44+j.67=.80/123°

-.69+j.40=.80/150°,

-1i-j0 = 1/180°

-1.56-J.90=1.80/210°

-3.0-j4.0 = 5.0/233°

.-8.o-j21=2.4Z249°

-5.0-j56=56/265°

2/V
1

;.99183/:12:9

.88/-5o°

.87/-72°

.25/-123°

.25/-150°

1/-18o°

.56/-2100

.20/-233°

.05/-214-9°

.02/-265°

The most direct way to portray the comrlex quantity V2/V1 as a function

of w, is to plot the results carried in the right.-hand column of the above

tabulation, as in Fig. 5-23a. Imagine a unit voltage vl(rms value = 1) so lat

its wave is described by

v
1
47-cos wt and = 1 + JO

where w can have any value in the range covered by the table and Fig. 5-23a.



(a)

Real

= angle by which
v2 lags tr1

H = rms value of' v.-2
when v1,is
1 volt (rills)

I I il-I

Aft.

...

_

I

o 0 . 00-1-
trN cm

to r-I

f-1 r-i r-I r-I
Angular Frequency

Figure 5-23.
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At any frequency V
2
/V
1

u He-ill°, where H and 8 are indicated in the figure for

w = 300. Since = 1 .1- j0 for the unit voltage,

V
2

In other _words, Fig. 5-23a portrays the response of the circuit for waves of di

ferent frevencies.andunit rms value. .At-se*erallrequencies.the outputs are

v
2
= .931157cos(300t-11°) at w = 300

v
2
= .871iTcos(800t-72°) at w = 800

v
2
= .2016-Cos( -233°) at w =

It is evident -chat the output decreases at tbe frequency.increases. This

why this circuit is called a low pass filter.

A common method of portraying the variation ot output with frequency is to

plot Has a fUnction of frequency) as in Fig. 5-23b. Note that logarithmic sca

have teen used for H and w. This is usually done, because of the wide ranges o

which they vary.

6 5-11 Power

Referring to Fig. 5-24a, let the box represent any combination of circuit

(a) (b )

Figure 5-24.

V

source)
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elements, like the exanples shown at (b) and (c). In general, there will be a phase

difference between v and 1, except in the case of a pure resistance. Thus, for the

general case, v and i are respectively represented by

v =4-2-NT ccs(wt+p)

(5-71)

i cos(ultia)

where the phase difference (the angle by which v leads i)is (0-0) . In complex number

representation, as introduced in Eqs. (5-17), these are

v =1E6(7ejwt Ire-iwt)
2

le + re-jwt
)

i = v 2

where

and I=Ieja

To find the power, we take the product of the above and get

P (Vejut + 174e-jut)(Iejut + re-jut)
2

* -*- j2wt -j2wt
,(VI -I- V I ) (

2 2

Referring to the first term on the right of the above equation, observe that

--*
VI = VIej(P-a) and

so that for this term we have

V I = VIe
-JCP-a)

--* ei(P-42)VI V I
= VI(- ) = VI cos(p-a) (5-72)

2 2

In the second. term observe that VI = Vlej(P4a) and that I* = (VI)* = VIe*J(134(/),

so that for this term we have

wejm ieep.te-
= vI cos(2,t p + a)

2
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Thus, starting with the product vi, we have the formula for instantaneous

p = Vi cos(p-a) + VI cos(aot + f3 + a)

A graph of this is sho,

(5-73)

im.g. 5-25, where the dashed ling represents the constant

term P = VI .cos(p-a). .The VI m(26.ti-B+a) term represents a sinusoidal wave of

angular frequency 2col'which therefore varies synnetrically with respect to this

dashed line. Accordingly, over a long interval of time areas of the p curve above

and below the dashed line nearly cancel, so that the dashed line is the steady state

average value.
+

(The words steady state mean *average taken over along time

interval.R) If P is this average, we have the result

P = V I cos(P-a) (5-74)

Observe from this that the power depends not only on the magnitude of the v

and i waves, but also on the phase difference. In particular, if i.;-a = 90°1 Oerage

power is zero, even if the voltage and current are not zero. This will be true of

circuits having no resistance, since with only L and C elements there is a 900

phase difference between voltage and current waves.

Equation (5-72) shows that average power P can be obtained directly from

and I, using

+Negative an.d positive areas cancel exactly only if reckoned over an integral number

of cytles. If a fraction of a cycle is included in the interval over which the

average is computed, the average will be different from VI cos 6. However, as the

number of full cycles becames large, the discrepancy becones negligible,
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VT + V.T,
2

(5-75)

This form is useful when V and.' are obtained fram previous calculations in

rectangUlar form. For example, suppose

Then,

+
and II 312

.21..**
vi = (v1+4w2)(71-S12) = v111 + v212 + gv2x1-v112)

.*.
v (v1-N2)( 11+41I2) v111 + v212 - gv2xl-v1X2)

and thus, by substituting the alma the above in B. (5-70), we have

P =V
1
I
1

4. V
2

'(5-76)

This last formula is easily remembered. If voltage Turrent phasors are

known in rectangular form, (i.e., real and imaginary parts ! explicitly known)

the average power is obtained by multiplying the real parts of V and. I, multiplying

the imaginary parts, and adding the two quantities so obtained. As an alternate

viewpoi4t, observe that the right-hand side of Eq. (5-76) is identical with the

--4
real part of either VI or V I. Accordingly, Eq. (5-75) can be replaced by

P = Re(VIII)

where the symbol Re( ) means the real part of the quantity in the parentheses.

The product VI (which would be power in a d-c circuit) is called apparent

Tower in steady state circuit analysis. The ratio

P average power
VI apparent power

is called the powyr factor of the device or circuit branch in question. From Eq. (5-74)

it is evident that

F = cos(13-13)

-where (B-a) is the phase difference between the v and i waves. Apparent power is

neasured in volt-amperes.



Chapter 6

NATURAL RESPONSE aF ELECTRIC CIRCUITS

1 Introduction

In the everyday world there are many opportunities to observe vibrations

/'
in mechanical systems. For example, a weight at the free end of a strip of

springy steel clamped at the other end, as in Fig. 6-la, will vibrate if it

2 is deflected and then released. A plot of the deflection as a function of

time is shown at (b). Tbis is called, a damped oscillation or a damped sinusoidl

because the oscillations gradually die out. You will observe that the

oscillation occurs in the absence ot agy kind of oscillatory source. The

3 spring is merely deflected, and then let go. It is, therefore, appropriate

that the resulting -wave should also be called a natural response or a

natural oscillation. There axe many other exagples: the oscillation of a piano

string, the oscillation of the pointer on a weighing scale;. when a weight is

suddepay placed on it, etc. In the caae of certain electrical circuits, currents,

voltages, and charges can also oscillate in a similar manner.

6

envelope

(a) (b)

Figure 6-1.



A constant amplitude sinusoidal wave has the equation

v = V
pi

cos(wt+p)

as we saw in Chap. 5. A damped sinusoid has the equation

v = Vole cos(wt+p)

That is, it is a siausoidal wave multiplied by a factor e
-at

which forces

the waves to be "'pinched" down between the envelope curves shown in Fig. 6-1b.

As time goes on, the amplitude of the wave decreases or decays,

In this chapter.we shall show how, under certain conditions, responses of

the above form are obtained from electric circuits. We dhall also find that

under certain conditions: if the rate of decay exceeds a certain value, the

oscillatory character of the response disappears, and the above response

4 function reduces to a sum of two exponentials, like

-at
b
t

v = V e + V e

where V
a2 1b2

V a and b are constants.

In the body of this chapter we shall derive these equations, determine

5 how values of the circuit constant determine whether or not the response is

oscillatory, and show how to obtain the various conttants appearing in these

equations.

6-1 The Circuit Equations

6 A number of different networks could be used as an introdactory

illustration. The series circuit shown in rig. 6-2 is chosen. After the

switch is closed, Kvl applies, and we have

+ v + = Vvc

and thus



2

3

5

6

7

trt + + vC
22
V
B

In addition to this equation, i and vc are related by

dye
C =

dt

411

V
B

Figure 6-2 .

6-3

(6-1)

(6-2)

Equations (6-1) and (6-2) constitute a pair .of simultaneoua equations in

the two variables v and i. However, they are differential equations

rather than algebraic equations. It is our objective to find solutions

for these equations.

Ensuing steps will be simplified, by introducing two new variables

and the parameters

(a)

x2 =vC - VB (b)

a = (a)

to (c)0 v LC

(6- )
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Incorporating these notational changes in Eqs. (6-1) and (6-.2) yields

the two new equations
dx

= - ax x
dt l 0 2

dx
2

dt
=

'O
X
1

(6-5)

(6-6)

as you can easily show-by carrying out the steps yourself. These variable

changes are not necessary to obtain a solution, but they have the advantage

of reducing the original equations to the somewhat simpler forms shown above.

The remainder of our discussion will apply to these expressions, with the

understanding that Eqs. (6-3) can be used to regain the original quantities

Ire and i. You should dbserve that both xi and x2 have the dimensions of

voltage.

A two-pronged attack will be used. The first will be a graphical

analysis of the equations, from which physical insight can be gained as to

the nature ot tbe solutions. The second will be the actual mothematical

solution. While both are important, the 'first Fart of the discussion is

particularly significant,fram an engineering viewpoint.

6-3 The Phase Plane

Since me axe dealing with the two variables xl and x21 it is natural

to think of plotting their relationship in a Plane, called a phase plane.

These quantities vary With time, and at any instant of ttme the pair of

numbers (x
1'

x
2
) completely specifies the state of the circuit. Consequently,

these variables are called the state variables. The point in the plane

having the coordinates (x., x
2
) is called the state point. In thinking

1,

about the phase plane we use the mental image of an ordinary geometrical

plane surface. Thus, we talk about distances in the plane, even though

the dimensions of the axis are not length, and we talk about velocities

as the phase point moves around in the plane.
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Iet us determine how the state point varies with time, for the

simplest poasible case (R = 00 which means a, = 0), so that the equations

reduce to
dx

1
- x

dt 0 2

dx
2

dt
= W

0
X
1

(6-7)

To begins, we observe that an explicit algebraic solution is impossible,

because these are differential equations. However, assume the state of the

system is known at some particular instani; of time; that is, acsume xi and

x
2

are knawn. Algebra can then be used to determine how the state is

changing at that instant, by finding the velocity uf the state point. This

can be done because dxlidt and dx2/dt are, respectively, the xi and x2

components of tWat velocity, as shown by the two dashed vectors in Fig. 6-3.

Figure 6-3.

The actual velocity of the point is indicated by the solid arrows, and

this velocity has a magnitude which can be found from the figure to te
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From Fig. 6-3 we make the following Observations:

(1) 1
2
+ x

2
2
= r0 the distance from the origin to the point;

(2) The shaded triangles are similar, and therefore the velocity is

perpendicular to the radial line r.

Now observe that w (= 1/)/EF ) is a constant, and that

u = rw
0

(6.8)

Since the point moves with a velocity perpendicular to a radius, it follows

that the roint noves on a circle, with radius r. (Ifihy?) Thus, we find that

the velocity of the state pointhas a constant magnitude. The point seems to

be rigidly attached to a wbeel rotating with conttant angular velocity woo.

The problem is not completely solved, but we have taken a big step.

Although w is kacvn from the circuit parameters, we do not yet know a value

0

of r, nor is it clear where the point is at various instants of time.

Completion of the solution requires knowledge about the circuit at some

rerticular instant of time, usually taken as t = 0. Thus, let x1(0) aad

x
2
(0) be the values of the state variables when t = 0. These values, which

are called the initial conditions, must be deternined from the srecified problem.

For" example, suppose the actual circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 64, in

5 which the switching arrangenent is slightly more complicated than in Flg. 6-2,

in order to prokide the possibility of having an initial current 1(0) in the

conductor. The capacitor is assumed to have a charge at t = 0, leading to an

initial capacitor voltage vc(0). Thus; the initial values of the two state

variables are

xl(0) i(0) (a)

x
2
(0) = v(o) - V

13

Cb)

(6-9)

1 As .batteirrA.-- is disconnected from the inductance, at t = 0, tbe inductance

cannot have a discontinuity of current, and so i(0) must become the current

in the 1,-C cirtuit. Although this may seem to be a rather artificial situation,

it provides the possibility that x1(0) and x2(0) can both be different from zero.

8 We could Wive simply said assume both x1(0) and x2(0) are non-zero.
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Figure 6-4.,

With knowledge of x1(0), and x2(0), the position of the rotating point is

known at t = 0, as indicated. in Fig. 6-5, in which the state point is the tip

of the radius line. Since we also know that the line rotates with angular

velocity wo, the motion of tle state point becames completely known. The

time variation of x
1
(t) and x

2
(t) can now be obtained graphically, as shown

in Fig. 6-5. This construction has an unusual orientation, with the time

axis in a vertical position for x2.

Analytical expressions are easily obtained from this graphical analysis.

The radius

and angle

r = brc:(0)12 + rx2(0)]2

0 = arctan coT

are known fran the initial conditions. Also, at any time t the angular

position of the state point is wt + 0, and so we have

xo(0)

xl(t) = Ac1(0)J2 tx2(0)12 cos &vt + arctan
x1(0)

x0(0)

x2(t) = )1+ Ec2( sin [Cs) t+arctan (10)

x (01
1
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It would h.,,ve been rather easy to dbtain these equations mathematically

fram the original:equations. However, this graphical approach has the significant

advantage of providing a pictorial indication of how the response is determined

by the initial conditions, through their effect on both the radius of the

rotating line and its initial acals.

This example has pedagogical value because, as the limiting case (m = 0)

in which ttLere is no energy dissipation, it provides a base for thnsiftration*V.a

of the more general case. The a, = 0 case can also be of direct practical

use in the analysis of transistor or vacuum tube oscillators. We shall not go

into the details of this question here, except to point out that an essential

function of the vacuum tUbe or transistor in an oscillator is to cancel the

effect of the actual circuit resistance.

2
The:lact that x2

2
is a constant has interesting implications in

the case where lima =

x and x2' in Eqs.

or

00 so that x
2
= v

C
. Going back to the definitions of

(6-3), we then have

L .2 2 2
-- + = r

2
.2 CV

Li C -Cr
2

2 2 2 2
(6-12)

= /

The right-hand side of this equation is a constant. On the left, Li /2 is

the tneref attired in thkir...ndug.tsilct at any tastmat, 'eugokirpaws, .

the enérigy stored in the capacitance. Me total energy is constant (as we

should expect, since no energy is dissipated in the absence of resistance),

aud so as one increases the other decreases. Twice during each cycle the

energy is completely interchanged between the inductance and capacitance,

being a maximum in one when it is zero in the other.

Now suppose a t4 0. Continuing to think of the velocity of the state

point in the phase plane, referring to Eqs. (6-5) and (6-6) we see that.%,..

the vertical velocity dx2/dt is unchangsd, but thwu the horizontal component

now becomes
dx
1

0 2dt

In other words, at any point not on the x2 axis an additional component

9 -ax
I
must be added to the horizontal velocity, as indicated by two examples





ih. Fig. 6-6, one a-positive value of .x and one at a negative value.

The ad4tional velocity- coMponent is always toward the x2
axis,and is-

proportional to xi, the distance-d the point fram tilt x2 axis. The

iign on :-axi ensures that the direction of this additional velocity

cceponent shall be toward the x2
axis, regardless of thelocatAan of the

.state-point.
-2

4111111.--44111

'<IOC

Figure 6-6.

7

8

.
For analysis of this case; it is convenient to write the original

equations An the form
dx

fl N 11 /a,k----? -- t.- - k,- x x )

This.,;showsthat-,:therat'Ao,-,

,
.4

dttermines the extent to which the velocity is modified. A good idea

of how the circuit will respond can be obtained by calculating dx1/dt and'

dx2/dt at a variety of points and plotting the resulting velocity vectors.

Figures 6-7 and 6-8 show these sets of vectors for the two cases a = to0/2

and a = 2(.4.)
0.
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6-11

Trajectory

rig. 6-7

ro.

..
1

Fig. 6-8

Traj ecto
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,

Such plots as theee do not-provide explicit solutiOne, but they.do

iprovide considerable-insiiht as to what happens. Asitl the case when

a = 04 initial values_x1(0) and.x2(0) determine a 'starting. point, from

wtich the point moves with the'appropriate velocity for that position., As.

4le point moves, the velocity albs° changes and there is a new velocity

f
appropriate-far each position, and a path, or trajectory) is-traced out.

.,Because tbe velocities are tilted toward the vertical axis,these,trajectories

generally,go toward the origin. Itystcally, this means !dhat the circuit

approaches a state of rest (x
1

= x = 00 meaning i = 0 and v = v
B
) as

C

energy is gradually dissipated in the'resistor. Several such treitectories
_

are shown in Figs. 6-7 and 6-0,for different initial,conditiont.

The9e trajectories do not show the time variation directly, but this

4 can be included.(preferably in terms of values of 00t) by placing marks

on the,trajectory. In these,figures, each arrow is of a lenght 002u, meaning

its length is the distance the point will move from the dot at the center of the

arrow when w
0
t increases by an amount 02, assuming a uniform velccity fOr.

this short length of,timt. Such time interval markings are included on the

,trajectdries.- Graphs ofx, and x2* as functions of time can be obtained by

prOjecting points, as indicated in Figs. 6-9 and 6,10.

In comparing the cases a. = wo/2 and ck= 24)0, it is seen.that im.the

6 former oase the responses are basically Oscillatory, but that this is not

trub-when. m = 2w 2he energy interpretation given for the dissipationless
0

casepraNAdes some insight ai to the reason for:this difference. As previOusly

stated, when there is-no dissipation, energy is passed back and forth between

7 capacitance and inductance, while the total energY remains constant. When

there is dissipation (a, > 0), some energy is lost during each interchange,

and hence 4.ch successive voltage and current peak of Fig. 6-9_ is imaller

than the previous one. However, when m beqomes equal to or larger than

8 a certain value (called the critical value, which we shall presently show

is 2( )) the energy-disaipation becomes so large that,a complete cycle of
0

operation never occurs) and the result is a response) as in Fig. 6-10) which

is essentia4Y non-oscillatory.
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.A1Ft*

This phase plane interprezation does not provide exact solutions, but

it does shoW the effect of ciruit reAstance, and, as in the case of.Fig.

6-75, shows how initial conditins determine the response curve, merely by

locating the state'poirt at t o 0. When R, L, and C are constantth, as we

2 have tacitly assumed., exact anaytical solutions are also possible) d*s we

.shall presently show. However4 the phase plane approach can also be used

for nonlinear equations, where m and/or (00 are functionS of xl and/or x.

Such a functional reldtionship merely modifies the velocity vector at each

point Ln the phase plane. Graphical aaalyses are then generally raceasary,
-

or Approximate pointby-point numerical calculations can be made to determine

a succession of state points, yerh ps by digital computer methods. The

extensive velocity, plots of Figs. =7 and 6-8 are not needed to obtadn

4 solutions by this method, but they are included here for their Pedagogical-

,

value., to aid in your visualization of a variety of trajectories from various

starting points. ,

Illustrative Example

For the trajectories given in.Figs. 6-7 and 6-8, the maxim= radial

coordinate for-each curve (which occurs at the initial-PO-int) is unity.

For this reason, they can be called normalized curves1 Obviously, practical

problems can have a value (r. ) for this initial radius.which is da:Terent

6 from unity. Curves like-Figs. 6-7 and 6-8 can then be regarded as plots of

x
1
/rm vs x

2
/r
m

(which will have a taxitum value.of unity). Actualvalues.of

xi and x2 can then be obtained from the normalized curve merely by multiplying

by rm.,'

As an example, consider the circuit of Fig. 6-11a. It is assumed that

the capacitor is initially charged :t.o 15 volts, and we are to determine the

variation of v and,i after.the Switch is closed. Using the numerical values

Shawn on the figure, we have

= E222 5= 1.25 x 10
.02

= 2.5 x 105w
0

. 02 ) ( . 08 )x10-6
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_

Thus we see that m = w 20 and therefore that Fig 6-7 is applicable.

Aldo,

1
.02

5001

/ 08x10

x v
2 C

and, fram the Stated initial conditions,. rm
= 1x

1
(0) 2 + x2(0) 2 = 15.

Since x
1

0, we see that Fig. 6-9, which was derived froM: Fig. 6-7, is.

the' applicable curvel, if-values of x2are multiplied. by 15. Values of,x1

dre also multiplied by 15, but if we wish,tq obtain current 1, we also

divide by 500. Thus,- to obtain 1, the x1
ordinates labels*of Fig.' 6-9,

4 are multiplied by 15/500 = .03. As mentioned previoliSly, the time scale
6 5

is obtained by dividing values of wot by wo = 205 X 10 in this example.

The resuiting curves are -Shown in Fig. 6-11 (b) and (c). These are the

same as the curves in F-ig. 6-90. except for-the scale changes noted above.

Another example is shown in Fig0.6-12a. In-this case the capacitor

is initiallY uncharged, arid a battery of voltage VE m/80 volts is switched

into tl'ecircuit at t = Go For this example

6

100
a. c = 250

1 50 0

(04o)(lo) X7.76

Again m = w 2, and solig0.6-7. can be used. The variables are

= vi=1.2L.7 m 2001

10x1C

x, = v - 80
C

Observe that x
1
(0) = 0 and x (0) = - 800 and7rm

= 80. We do hot have a

curve starting at a negative value of x20 However, Fig. 6-7 is symmetrical,

and so the trajectory starting at x2(0) = 1 can be used if signs on xl and

9 x
2

are reversed. Furthermore, these variables are to be increased by-;,the factOr 80.
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-Thus, in effeet x
1
nnd x in Figs. 6-7 "nnd 6-9W should be multiplied by -80

ito yield the ab9ve value ,:. of xi and xo. Furtherffiore, to get i from_the.

coordinates of Fig. 6-9, we divide x
1
by 200, and to get v we add 80.

By inverting the x
2
of Fig. 6-9 and adding 80, we obtain a curve for v

which starts from the origin and gradually settles down to_the constant

value 80, as shown in Fig. 6:-12b. In other words, from the physical view-

point, ,the capacitor is eventually charged to voltage V
B

80. The current

curve is shown in Fig. 6-12c, and this offers an intereting comparison

3 14ith Fig.-6-11c. In Fig. 6-11 the current starts in a negative direction,

:becEiuse the capacitor is initially-charged positively. When the switch is

closed, positive charge begins.to leave the left-hand plate, causing i to

be negative. IrrFig. 6-12, the capacitor voltage starts from zero, and so

4 the applied voltage,of-the battery causes current to flow in the direlion

if the arrow, makinu t posit.tve.

6-4 Mathematical S,liktion

We shall now consider the exact solution of the original equations,

namely

5
1

dt = t°02

6 fbr the linear case Ox and wo axe independent Of xi and x2).

The form of the solutions x
1
(t) and x

2
(t) of these equations is not

evident. However) it is a legitimate procedure to solve equations by a

trial method) checking the trial, solutions to see if they are satiesctory.

The trial solutions will te)

xl = Ale
st

(6-14)
st

where s is an undetermined constant introduced to provide generality to the
40r

exponential function. (That is) e
st

is much like the exponentials e

encountered in R-C and R-L networks) s teing similar to-0.)': These are



,
readily differentiated-and substituted into-the original-equations, with the

st st st:
sA

1
e =.- a.Aie

0 4.:

-sA2e
st

e
st

The common factors e
st

can be cancelled, giving

(s-4-14A -
1 0 2

(6-15)

We'now ,think of s as any consteint, and attempt to..solve these equations for

Ai and A2. .The.second equation giveS A2 = (wois.).Al which, when substituted in

the first yields 2
Wn

(s+M)A1 = A
1

or (s+a* = 0
s s 1

A
1

0 is a solution, but this is trivial,and of no interest. If A
1
is not

zero, we see that s mutt have a value which is. a solution of the quadratic

2
s2 4 ms + w = 0 (6-16)*

This is called the characteristic 2911E.tpn of the network, and it has the two

roots

In more advanced treatmints, where more than two equations is a possibility, Eqs.

(6-25) are written

(s+m)A1 w0A2

.-430A1 sA2 °

Am attempt to save these for Al and A2 by using Cramer's rule, gives

A
1

?

0

0

W
0

s
0

0

.
Since the numerator is zero, Al can have a non-zero value only if

fa,

0

Expansion of this determinant yields Eq. (6-16).

lc 0
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( 6 -17 )

which are different,- unless m = 200. We shall exclude this exceptional case,

for the present. Roots sa and sb are called the eigenvalues of the original
4P,

equations. (The prefix eigen comes from:6 German word meaning characteristic.)

The two quantities sa and sb were obtained through our attempts to solve

3 for Al.and A2 from Eqs. (6-15). From the second of these equations& we find

6

7

A2 =
a

or
2 s 1

b

depending on'.which eigenvalue is used. (The other equation also leads.to the

same results with a certain amount of mathematical maniiulation. (Can you do

it?) Let sa be chosen. Then, from Eqs. (6-14) we see that

st
a-

= Ale

(6,18)
/ 0 A

a-
s
a

) 1

age.

3

are Solutions of the original,equations. Constant A1 is arbitrary. (A

direct check is worthWhile. Since Al is arbitrary, and since ab might just

as well have been used in Eqs. (6-18), it follows that

st
b-

s
(_Qvick

'42 's
b
"j1

8
are also solutions, where B1 is another arbitrary canstant. When equations

are linear, as is the case here) the sum of two mlutions is also a solution.

(An easy way to see this is to try it.) Thus, we can now say that the complete

solutions are

s s
1
tt

x
1

= A1e + B
le

9'

(a)

(b)

(649)
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These are solutions in the sense that identities are obtained upon

substituting them into the original equations. However,

A
1

and B
1
must be evaluated in order for Eqs. (6-19) to

particular case. The fact that there are two constants

corresponds.to the fact, as explained in-the discussion

that there are two initial conditions, x1(0) and x2(0).

case, placing t = 0 in Eqs. (6-19) gives

. w wn

x2(0) = (i2).A1 + (--s=)B1

a

as two equations which can be solved for Al and Bl.

This cor.pletes the formal steps in arri4-ing at the solution, with the

exception that the special case s s has not been treated. _We can see that
a b St

Eqs.-.(6-19) do not then provide a complete solution, because e becomes a

factor of eadh term and, in effect, there is then only one arbitrary constant,

which is not sufficient to accommodateftwo initial conditions. Treatment.of

:that special case will be.deferred until we deyelop some interpretive ideas

about Eqs. (6-19). Referring to Eqs. (6-17) we see-that if 2w0 the eigen-

values are real, and that they are complex if m Discussion of the

implications of these two conditions will be an important part of our results.

Another useful interpretation involves the relationship of the analytic

solution to the phase plane solution presented earlier0

the arbitrary constants

be solutions for e

in Eqs. (6-19)

of phase plane solutions,

Thus, for .a specific

(6-2o)

cOncernirg the phase plane, Fig. 6-13 shows the initial state.point of

a typical problem, and the obvious graphical interpretation of Eqs. (6-20).

Although sa
'and s

b
can be complex, and they appear in Eq, (6-00), it

is necessary that x:2(0) must be real. This is possible if_Al and. B1 are

0 also complex. In fact) since sb is the conjugate of sa, it can be shown0

that B. must be the conjugate of Al. This includes the possibility of A1 _

.L.

and B
1
being equal and real, as a special case of the conjugate relationship,
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-A.

when the imaginary'part is zero.+ Thus, iri general, A
1

and B
1

can be complex

and they are related by-

Bars are uged over the symbols to indicate the possibility of their being complex;

A
1
+ B

1

Figure 6-13

+
To prove that 1 - * is necessary and sufficient for

1 1

-notation-A, = al+ja2 and hl = bl+jb2. Also let MeJa_=

(wcisb) = Mfe-Ja. The equaticn for x
1
(0) is then

x0) = 4cos a, + j sin a,)(a1+ja2) + (cos ae-j sin

x2(0) to

NO/sa))

be real, adopt the

whichimplies_that

and its imaginary part is

m[a
1
sin a + a

2
cos a

Setting this equal to zero gives

b
1

sin a + b
2
-.cos

(a2+b2)cos 6 = (al-blin a

This equation must be true for any value of a.
4

parentheses trust be_zerol,,,,tand'so

b
2
=-a

2

Thus, hi = bi jb2 = aL- ja2, which is A*.

Therefore, the quantities in
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6- InterpietatiOn of-the-Solutions

With the exception of the case sa
. s

b/
Eqs. (6-20) can be solved in

any numerical case. Thus, no additional analysis is needed to obtain numerical

results for a specific problem. However, some general properties of the response

curves can be determined. Also, the solution for the special case sa = sb is

yet to be determined. These are the topics to be considered in this section.

Weshantreatthreecases:Msaandsbarereal4W'sa= sb/
*(3) sa and

s
b

are complex. Equations (6-19) and (6-20) serve as the starting point, the

former providing the ,general form of the solution, and the latter containing

the-relationships from which Ai and B1 are determined.

Case (1): s
a
and s

b
are real.

Referring to Eqs. (6-17), it is seen that we.can write

where

5

s
a

= G +

a = -
2

2
j_2 2

7 4 w0

By straightforward algebraic manipulation, it is found that

7

and

8

Al = Dcr+7)xlko) w0x2(o)]

w0x2(0

con

a+71 1 [w0x1( )

(0).] (a)

wn
B2 = (-c-14)B1 =IdEAvi(0) + (a4.7)x2(0d (b)

(6-21)

(6-22)

(6-23)

(6-24)
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_1 It is rather easy to check that these are solutions by dbserving that the sum

of the first pair is x1(0), as required by Eq. (6-20), and the sum Dfl the

second pair is x2(0), in agreement with Eq. (6-20).

Uthfig Eqs. (6-23) and (6-24), we are now interested in interpretations

2 of

3

7

=
(a+y)t

+ B e(a-y)t*
1

x
2

= A
2
e(a+7)t + B

2
e(a-7)t

First consider the exponentials

e 0+ y) t and e Yh

(6-25)

observing that a is negative, but greater in absolute value than y. Thus,

for all 'positive t;

and also

(a-y)t < a 7) < 0

e(a+y)t

For a typical case, these functions are related as in Fig. 6-1.41 illustrating

that e
(a-y)t

decays faster than e
(a+y)t

. All solutions consist of suitable

combinations of these, according to tqs. (6-23), (6-24), .(.6=;.2).$:J5)-

8

Figure 6-3A.

t
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trt would be tbnvenint to-have-some-general-principles-from-which-it--

would be possible to estimate response curve shapes from the initial conditions.

It will be recalled that this was done in the case of R-C and R-L circuits,

where the response consists of a single exponential. Those cases are handled

by fitting a suitable exponential curve between initial and final values/ where

the parameters of the circuit determine the time constant of the exponential.

We would like to do the same thing in this case/ but now there are two

exponential functions, with time constants-lisa and-l/sb. This makes the

3 prdblem more difficult, as illustrated by the three examples of Fig. 6-15.

Depending on relative signs and sizes of Al and B1, there are three possible

curves. Thus/ it is apparent that consideration of Eqs. (6-25) does not 'ykeld

all the information we need. The reason is that both initial conditions

4 affect the curve shape, whereas in looking at Fig. 6-15 only x1(0) is in

evidence. The need to incorporate both initial conditions naturally suggests

looking at the phase plane for the possible answer. .t

7

t

A
1
e la+7)t

Figure

There is an initial state point having coordinates x1(0) and x2(0), and

a final state point at the origin. First, let us consider the'behavior of the

trajectory as t approaches infinit. Tb do this, consider the ratio x2/xl as

+
The remaining discussion of case (1) can be omitted without loss of continuity.
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1 (Ix.-7)tt approaches infinity. It is recalled that e approaches zero faster

than e . Therefore, for very large t we have (approximately)

2

3

1.

;.

6

8

.x A e(cr+y)t
2 . 2 2

x
A1e

(a+7)t Al

This ratio is negative, and given-by

A
2

A
1 0

(6 -26)+,

In other words, the trajectory must approach the origin in such a way that L-

the ratio x
2
/x

1
will be nearly constant, which means the state point approaches

the-origin so as to be tangent to a radial line of slope
0

This result is portrayed in Fig. :6-16a. Same ambiguity' emains, however.

Equation (6-26) gives no information for making a choice among the four cases

shown in Fig. 6-16a, all of which are tangent to the diagonal line at the origin.

Further information depends upon investigating properties of the trajectory
.

at finite Values of t. Help is obtained by returning to the original differential

equations, to determine those points in the phase plane at which the velocity

Of the state point is toward the origin.

r- Referring to Fig. 6-17, it' is seen that this will occur when

+From
Eqs. 6-23) and (6-214.)

A w
0
x
1
(0)-(a-7)x

2
(0) ()x (0)-x2(0)

ton

(2.2)
--

1
(a+y)x1(0)-we2(0) coo L.(212)x,(0)-x2(0)

/

0

The quantity in brackets is unity, as maylpe seen by referring to E. (6-17)

which shows that wo2 a2 y2) or wo/(a-Y) =
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dn.*

x
2+ xax1

w0 2

Thus, for the condition specified

Or

which has the two solutions

x
20

X2 X1

W
0 X1

x2

x2 2
2= _

x
1

2w
0

w
0

and
0

These are constant values of the ratio x2/x1, which correspond.to values on

the radial straight lines shown in Fig. 6-l6b One of these is the line

previously shown in Fig. 6-16a0

A trajectory cannot cross either of these lines. To do so would imply a

contradiction, since it would require a velocity component normal to the line.

This observation leads to the further conclusion that for any initial state

öint lying within the shaded sectors, the entire trajectory must lie within

the sector, and have a form of the general nature illustrated by the two

examples in Fig. 6-16b:f

If the initial state point is in one of the regions shown shakled in

Fig. 6-16c, it is clear from observation of the figure that the trajectories

must 'be as indicated. .All other possibilities would either cross one.of the

diagonal lines, or would not approach the origin tangentially to the heavy

line.

+
It can be shown that dx2

/dx
1
> x

2
/x

1
at any point within the shaded sectors of

Fig. 6-16b.
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Of course, this information does-not determine the trajectory-with

precision. However, one further clue is obtained by observing that the

trajectory must be normal to the x2
axis as it crosses that axis. This

is because dx2
/dt = w

0
x
1
= 0 at points on this axis.

These various trajectories can be used, in the customary manner of

projecting onto the axes, to estimate shapes of the x
1

and x
2

curves.

The existence of two sets of "forbidden" lines, which cannot be crossed

by the trajectory gives a vivid confirmation that the responses obtained

in the case of real eigenvalues cannot change sign more than once.

Case (2): sa = sb

The solution for this case is obtained from the previous one, by

investigating

4 solutions are

and B
1
and B

2

and (6-24).

the limit as y approaches zero. To begin, the case (1)

written explicitly, by multirlying Ai and A2 by e
(a+y)t

by e (a-Y)t , where the A's and B's are given by Eqs. (6-23)

In the interest of brevity, let.the factor e
at

be extracted

while the remaining terms are combined with x1(0) and x2(0) as factors.

5 The results are

,ct

xl = x1(0)[(a+y)e7t (a-y)e

8

or

eat
x =
2 2y

yt -yt

xl e
at

ax,(0)(2.-----27

I- x2(0) [w0e7t-w0e-71

?c2(0)[(a-y)ert a+y

yt,e-yt yt_e-yt

+ xl(0)(e '2 ) - wox2(0)(e ) (a)
ey

(6-27)

yt -yt yt
+e

-yt

x2 = eat [W0x1(0)(e
yt-e-yt

) ax2(0)(2÷---e ) + x2(0)(e )11 (b)
2y cy

:Nbw let y approach zero. The quantity (e7t+e
-7t

)/2 approaches unity.

Bbwever, (e7t-e-7t)/27 becomes indeterminate. One way to obtain the limit is

to use L'Hospital's rule, differentiating numerator,and denominator with

::'espect to y. The result is

tert+te-Yt
t

2



2

3

1.

in the limit as y goes to zero. Thus, when y = 0, Eqs. (6-27) become

"at r
xl = e Lot x1(0) + x1(0) - wot x2(0)]

x
at

2
= e w,t x1(0) otx2(0) + x2(0)]

This can be further simplified,,since in this case

Thus,

2
2

°

-2 a

6-29

(rejecting - a/2 because w .= 1/07 must be positive). The final sdiutionS
0

*are

xl =[ x1(0) + x2(0)] (ot)eat + x1(0)eat (a)

(6-28)

x2 4- x1(0) + x2(C)] (ot)eat + x2(0)eat (b)

Although the equations are different from those for case (1), the curves

of x
1
and x

2
are similar. (The yhaselplane Interpretation of Fig. 6-16 applies)

but lines T.-id and e-f now coincide, abolishing one .of the regions.)+

Case (3): sa and ab are complex.

For this case, y is imaginary. Therefore, it is convenient to change

notationyto

where

(6-29)
sb

2
2

(4) =-i7 1410
(6-30

+This stateftent refers to material which yau may have omttt4 ed, in. accordance

with a previous footnote.
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Me algebra leading-up-to Eqs. (6-27) remains_valid if 7 isAmaginary.

Therefore, the required solutions are obtained immediately by replating

y by jw, giving

ejwt -jwt jwt+e-jwt ejwt.e.-jwt

x,. = eat
[ ox1

(0)( -e ) ( )(e )-w0x2(0)( )

2jw

Jwt -jwt ejwt -jwt jut -jwt

x = e
at

w x (0)(e -e ) -ox (0)( -e ---) -sx2(0)(e 42-e )

0 1 2jw . 2 2jw

However, the exponential combinations represent trigonometric functions, as

follows:

Thus, the solutions become

e
jcit

-e
-jwt

2j
sin wt

e
jut+e

2
cos iot

x
1

(
cx

1(0:-(4
C
lx2(7

}sin wt + x
1
(0) cos wt e

at
(a)

,

0
x (0)-ax (0
1 u2

sin wt + x
2
(0) cos wt1 (b)

(6-31)

The two trigonometric functions within the brackets combine to.yield.

sinusoidal wames of angular frequency w. It is recalled from Eq. (6-31) that

w
=:v/i 2 a
w0

but,since a = - a/2, this is also

2
w = = w /1-(2-)2

0 0 w
0

(6-32)

This is an interesting result, giving an analytic proof of the fact:mentioned.

in connectian with Fig. 6-7, that c the natural p.ngular frequency of the

wave, is less than w
O.
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5

6

8

6-31

For interpretation of these equations, it is convenient to combine

the-trigonom-ettit functions. The quantities in brackets are steady state

sinusoids, to which phasor ideas apply, with the results+

where

x - x cos [w t- ect
1 0 0 wo 1

(7\2 egt
W
0

/W iDc (0512 + rx (0).1 e -2(k) mx1(0)x2(0),

r
,-,-

X
I- 2 0

w,
2

- a
2

u-- x2(0)
a -coo

x (0)
1e = arctan ----- (a1

v4w - a
2 2

0 --

w
0 37-77 cr

2
e
2
= arctan 1477

,a00 .1

(b)

(6-33)

(6-34)

(6-35)

+Using x
1
as an example, since sin wt = cos(wt -11), the phasors for the sin Wt

and cos wt terms are, respectively,

.;171(o)-(40x2(ol- and x
1(0)

Lr

Acordingly, the phasor for the sum is

a2D (01[2 - 2aw x
1
(0)2x (0) + wo

2
x2k0)1

2
1 0

w2 arctan

/ 0

Wi&C (CI 2(421-2aPle'0 1 :4 i 2(Q)
a

arctan.
(40 x

2 2

-
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Both waves-are of the g:Dneral form shown in Fig. (6-18). Their amplitudes

are the same, but their initial angles are different. The effect of the

exponential in reducing the magnitudes of successive peaks is evident in the

figure.

xl
or

x
2

5

x(0)

or

x2(0)

4-

5

ta.

*-

Figure 6-18.

By differentiabing the equations it can be shown that points where the

undamped sinusoid is maximum correspond to points (like B in Fig, 6-18) where

the damped wave is tangent to the exponential envelope. The actual peak values

7 (like A) occur slightly earlier. The sepa'ration between these two points becomes

larger as the rate of decay increases. The first tangent point (B) occurs when

the argument.of the .cosine is zero; that is when t t1 is a solution of

8 72)2

4)c)

respectively, for the xl and x
2

curves. Also, the first zero occurs at t
2

,

where

w 11.-.(2)2 t = 9 + or
0 w 2 1 2

0

1- 2
0

t
2

+
2

2



With the aid of the envelope curves, and the reference points indicated

in Fig. 6-18, it is relatively easy to sketch the response cuvves obtained

for given initial conditions. However, it is w11 to recall the simplicity

of viewipoint provided by the phase plane. Sketches like those in Fig. 6-19
r

quickly prOvide:Anfornation about the xi and x2 curves for various positions

2 of the initial state point.

S.
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Fig. 6.49
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Chapter 8

ELECTRIC MOTORS

1 Introduction:

It is generally true that any electrical machine that can operate as a

generator can also operate as a motorf When such a maChine is connected in a

circuit and mechanically connected to a mechanical load, or possible source of

2 driving torque, whether the machine operates as-a motor or generator depends on

conditions external to it. For example, the electric machine (motor or generator)

attached to the axle of an electric locomotive is acting as a motor when it is

f*"

receiving electric power from overhead lines and delivering mechanical power to

3 drive the locomotive up a hill. Conversely, if the locomotive is going down

hill, the direction of pywer flow through the machine can be reversed. It can

be driven mechanically, and deliver electrical power to the overhead line. No

electrical Connections are cha;.ged in the process. Whether gravity is pulling,

4 back or forward determines the direction of the mechanicai tuique at tile

shaft, and hence the direction of power flow.

These principles are most easily seen in the case of a d-c machine. In Fig.

8-1a, a d-c machine with separately exCited field (to make the flux independent

5 of speed)is connected to a driving engine of some sort, which can drive the

machine at various speeds, or be driven by it.

6

Engine

7

Shaft

Motor
or .;

Genera

(a)

Battery

Figure 8-1.

The equivalent circuit of the electric machine is shown in Fig. 8-1b.

Resistor R includes the resistance in the equivalent circuits of both the generator

and the battery, and also the connecting wires. The potential source Vs is equal

8 the induced emf of the machine, and is proportional to its notational speed wmil

thus:

Vs = k wm

where k is a constant of pnoportionality.

(8.1)

*
An exception to this statement is discussed in Sec. 8-6.



Solution of Fig. 8-lb readily yeilds

k wm VB
(8.=2)

If I is positive, electrical power leaves the machine and enters the

battery. That is to say, the machine acts as a generator. If I is

negative, electrical power leaves the battery end eaters the-machine,

and sd it is then acting as a motor.

If we use the example of the locomotive, suppose it is going up a

3 hill at'a speed tomi. The electric machine must be acting as a motor, and

so in order to have a negative II we must have .

V >
ml

This coaditIcri 2:2n be acceypAished by adlmsting the supply voltage VB, or

4 by adjusting the field strength (which affects k) to make litomOtifficilleritly

small. Now, after passing the top of a hill, in beginning to coast down,

w
m2

will increase. At any speed wm2
where

< k,wm2

5 the machine will act as a generator, because the current will have reversed.

8-1. Electromotive Force of a d-c Machine

As indicated in the introducticm, the conditJonsrelevant to indu4ed( Ild

emf depend only on the motion of armature conductors in a magnetic field.

6 Such motion is present in either a motor or generator, and so the principles

which govern induced emf are the same for both.

As you have seen in the consideration of induced emf (see programmed

text) the emf depends on the rotational speed, the dlstribution of flux

7 around the airgap, and the number of turns of wire on the armature, and

the number of commutator segments. For a given machine, the armature

e".

winding is constant, and the flux distr/bytion can-be-ass-timed-to-be-reasonably,

constant, although the total flux dastributioniMal-yahy:slightly

8 i .0 I V



1 If E is the emf of a giveninachine, it is therefore true that it is

.,proport i ona 1 to speed and to the a i rgap f 1 ux. 0; 40W ihusYcori) be!virltteri

V . E = kE0 tolm

2 where kE is a proportionality constant which will vary from machine to machine.

(What does kEdepend upon?)

Aeferring to Fig. 8-2, the flux 0 in this expression is the total flux :
,

through a plane P-1" located as indicated in the figure. For the flux and

rotational directions shown in Fig. 8-20 the emf will be into the paper (Indicated

P c<-11rn

f's

Figure 8_2.

by the X symbol) for all conductors to the right of P-Ps, and will be out of

6 the paper (indicated by the s symbol) for all conductors to the left of pps.

The armature connections are such that half of these conductors are in series

between the brushes, to produce emf E. Note that no reference direction is shown

on the diagram for E, because the end connections of the armature conductors

7 and commutator are not shown, making it impossible to define a reference dIrection

for E for this particular diagram.

8-2 Torque of a d-c Machine

When the machine portrayed symbol ical ly in Fig. 8-2 acts as a generator,

the currents in the armature conductors are in the same directions as the emfs,

as intricated tn that f tgure . If the machine is acting as a motor, the currents

.

, are reversed, as discussed in the introduction. Thus, Fig. 8-3a would represent
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1 relative directions of rotation, flux, and current, for a motor. lhe:atiri-ent
referince-Airectionsrshown,:iitt)::beJ for armature current which is

also shown on the equivalent circuit in Fig. 8-3h. Thus, motor action will
be associated with positive values of Ia. (This is opposite to the reference

2 direction in Fig. 8-1, the change having been made because we want to

concentrate on operation of a motor., By making this change we will avoid

3

(a) Reference directions
for I

a Figure 8-3.

Vs

(b)

5 having always to consider Ia as negative. However, this change was quite

arbitrary, and was unnecessary.)
The current in each armature conductor will lie la/2 (Why?). Thus,

considering a pair of diametrically opposite conductors, as in Fig. 8-4,
.6 each will exlierience a force as indicated. Speci fical ly, i f Bna is the

8r13niar.

7

(
4

LtrIxar.

8
Figure 8-4.

grri-tude of flu,c densitr -at-each -poi-tit-T-1;1has the values indicated in

the figure. Let In be a unit vector out of the paper. The force on
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condudtor .(1) c:be ;

B 12
F rn" ticX r
1 2 n rf

and the force on conductor (1') will be
2

3

(-B
ml)(-Ia).8

F -
2

(u
n
x ur)

Bi12a, (1-;

2 n r'

The directions of the unit vector products are indicated in the figure.

It is evident that these forces are additive in producing torque about the

axis of motation, giving a torque

T
11' '

= B I Ar
m a

(8-4)

Each pair of conductors will produce a similar effect,and to the-total

torque will be a sum
5 T =T +Ti+ . . . etc..

11' 12

= I
a
ri (Bm

1
+ Bm2 + . . .)

The sum in parentheses is proportional to-the total.flux 0 passing through

6 the rotor. (Why is it proportional rather than equal to the flux?) Thus,

we can absorb r and A in proportionality constant which depends on the machine!s

dimensions, to yield

7

T = kTIa0 (8-5)

as a relation that shows how torque varies with the essential variables Ia

and

T is a scalar quantity in this expression, having the reference directioa

shown. That is, when T is positive it will be in the direction of rotation,

confirming the earlier finding that positive values of 1a will correspond

to motor action.
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1 8-3 Speed-Torque Curves

Much information about the operation of motors is obtained bye consideration

of how speed varies with torque. This is because a vichantc017.10id:is 'characterized

by.e,driving'toreUe..: which also is a function of speed. Thus, if speed torque

2 curves of a motor and a load are plotted on the same set of axes, they will

intersect at the operating point.

The two equations

4

5

6

Vs = kE .w
m

T = k_.I
1 a

(a)
(8-6)

and the equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 8-5 provide the information needed

to predict how speed of:A motor:Willi:vary with torque',

V

(a) Shunt

7 84 Shunt Motor

Figure 8-5a illustrates a shunt motor, the word "shunt" referring to the

fact that the field coil is "shunted across".the armature. The field current

can be adjusted by means of a field rheostat Rf,(a means of speed control, as

8 we shall see) but in the absence of such an adjustment, remains constant.

From the equivalent circuit

R
a

Figure 8-5.

(b) Series

or

9

V = V - I R.
s B a a

k
E m

= VB - IRaa
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Also, from Eq. (8-6b), la T/kr. giving

or

k tko = V - (AO
E ,m B kr.

V
B

ft

= 177 (17147)11
E kiy

(8-7)

A. St of wm vs. T curves for several values of (or If) shown in Fig.

8-0 Curves of I
a
vs. T are also shown by the dashed lines. Labels 1, 2,

and 3 indicate progressively increasing values of 4or increasing If).

1
- _ - 4 - .7t - - / - _ _ _

M ecreasing / / /

I 1/ 4 3 /
, f /

n't------.21%.--- Current

w
m
,I

a /Speed

/ /
/ p

/
Acceleratin0-

7."Torque n----

/

Figure 8-6.

7
Much can be learned from these curves about the operation of a shunt

.

motor. Suppose it is required to start such a motor when its shaft is

conhected to a load for which the torque is independent of speed (say starting

a locomotive on a hill), and that the field strength corresponds to curve 3.

8 The constant torque is represented by the'dashed vertical line through T.

Since the initial speed is zero, the initial torque provided.,ty the motor

will be the intercept T_. The difference (r
s 1

) Is available for acceleration.

This would seem to be satisfactory. With increasing speed there would gradually

9 be less accelerating torque, as indicated In the figure, and steady speed wOuld

be reached at point Pi However, for any motor there is a value of Ia which

*The straight-line_curves assume 4 is independent oCIa, which is not exactly

true due to armature reaction (see programmed text).



should not be exceeded, to avoid damage due to overheating. Suppose Im

is such a value. From the dashed curve (3) it is evident that the current

limit would be exceeded at the start. Thus, although the motor would run

satisfactorfly at point P1 under this specified load, it would not start

properly.

Starting can be accomplished within the current limitation by temporarily

inserting additional resistance in the armature circuit. As an explanation,

from Eq. (7) it is seen that increasing Ra will increase the slope of the

curve, as shown by the curve labeled "increased Ra" in Fig. 8-7. With this
4

increased R
a

1 steady speed will be reached at P2. If the added resistance

is then removed, operation will shift to the original curve, and the motor

:,)rque will jump to To, and so the difference To-Tl is available for

acceleration. Acceleration will stop at point Pl.

This is a normal procedure for starting a. 'shunt motor. As shown in Fig.

EL% a high current-capacity resistor is provided with a series of taps which

are contacted sequentially by a sliding arm. The number of taps depends on

the characteristics of the load. For example, whereas one step was sufficient

for a load torque T1, for a greater torque, say T2, two steps would be required.

Wm) Ia

mop

Normal
R
a

7,14

1

I nc rea sed / a Curreni:
R
a

/

Speed
/4*.

it
Source V

B
Shunt

field

J

T

Figure 8-7.

Run

1,
Start
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1 A still larger number of steps would be required to start along curves (2)

or (:) of Fig. 8-6,!mbich correspond to a weaker field. (Do you see why?)

In reference to Fig. 6-8, it should be observed that the field coil is

directly across the source. That is, the starting resistor is not placed in

2 the line to the motor. (Why not?)

By using the example of a constant torque ($ndependent of speed) we have

seen how the operating point at constant speed is determined by the intersection

of the speed torque curves of the motor and the load. The constant torque curve

3 (vertical lino) typifies situations where the load torque is due to the pull of

gravity, as in the previously cited example of a locOmotive on a constant slope

incline, or a building elevator.

Of course, friction always provides some of the load torque, and.this is

not independent of speed. Dry friction is nearly constant, but decreases

somewhat after motion starts. A fan is a totally different type of load,

having a torque which is nearly proportional bp the square of speed. these

three examples are illustrated In Fig. 8-9.

Decreasing If

1p11)

Pa. 4
/1

I I 3

/ Fan Gravity load

/ load
1.4L- Dry friction load

Figure 8.9
T

8 The effect of .4ising a field current.adjustment to increase speed is

seen to be related to the characteristic of the load. For example, miwcitirve (3) the

faci fluivOrqvitOimid1vriA1 ebaN4nivanlat:4onstalitt.slme0s.:IcepteSentectirtippdV1vely

by'points Pa and Pb. If the field current is decreased, shifting the motor

characteristic to curve (1), operation will be respectively at points Pa! and Pbs.
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The spe.ecif.the fan will increase less than the speed of the gravity load,

because the torque requirement increases with speed.

The characteristic curves of shunt motors display the property of relatively

small variation of speed over the operating range, for fixed field current. They

are therefore useful in driving loads which should maintain nearly constant speed.

On the other hand, shunt motors have the disadvantage of not being efticient

for starting loads which have high torque demands at low speed, such as gravity

loads. As an explanation of this,refer to Fig. which includes the motor

and load speed-torque curves, the Ia vs. torque curve, with the indication of

the maximum safe starting current Im. Suppose this maximum starting current

is twice the rated current for operation at constant load, which we shall call

I
r

. Furthermore, suppose the load torque is such that at constant speed the motor.

will operate at rated power output, which means that Ir will be the value of

I
a

. This constant speed operating condition is indicated by point P in Fig.

8-10.

a

T1

Figure 8-10.

We are interested in the maximum starting torque.. This is Ts, which is

twice I
1,

as a result of torque being proportional to current. Thus, for

this particular case, the torque available for acceleration is T5-T1=Ti.

This amount of accelerating torque might be unduly small, resulting in an

undesirably slow start. Fr loads having small starting torques as, for
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1 example, a fan, the small accelerating torque would be less of a disadvantage.

In summary, we 113ve shown that' for a shunt motor starting up under a constant

torque load,near its maximum torque (as determined by Ir as the maximum

armature current), the torque available for acceleration will be equal to

2 this maximum torque.

84 Series Motor

if the field excitation is obtained by connecting a field coil in series

with the armature, as in Fig. 8-11, the resulting machine is called a series

3 motor. Comoared to the shunt case, the series field coil will have a relatively

small num. f turns, because the armature current can be large compared with

the Current in a shunt Coil.

5

7

Figure 8-11.

Series
Field

Coils

The general properties of the speed-torque curves can be obtained from the

two basic equations

k
E
Ow
m

= VB IaRa

T = kr OI
a

by:making 4) proportional to Ia. To do this is somewhat of an approximatiom,

because in reality 0 is related to 1a in accordance with a nonlinear magnetization

curve. However, in the interest of siMplicity, and since we are not interested

in quantitative 'letails, we shall use the linear approximation

(8-8):

9 where k is a constant which depends upon the number of turns on .the field
(t*

coil, and dimensions of the magnetic circuit.
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1 Substituting Eq. (8-8) for in the above equations yields

E
k )I

awm
= VB IaRa

(a)

T = (kT1(0)Ia2 (b)
44

(8-9)

For a given machine, the quantities in parentheses are constants. Equation

(8-9a) can be written

3

(kEk0)0. = Tx.. Ra

5

6

and from Eq.-(86.9b), Ia = VTAk1.1(0). Therefore,

or

krk.

1(1E1(01% 4%---r. Ra

Idri-177 VB
R
a

reZir ,'H k k
E v E

Of course, since the field coils are in series with the armature, in the above

equations Ra Is the sum of the armature resistance and the resistance of the

field coils. Now that we are ready to interpret the above formula, let us

simplify it by writing

so that

k1 k-k
and k =

E 0
2 k

E
k
0

VD

m 1\pr 2
(8-10)

expresses the desired-relationship between speed (wm) and torque (1).

This formula shows the inieresting feature of infinite speed when torque

8
is zero, and has ike general form shown in Fig. 8-12, for two values of V.

Regardless of the value of VB, current and torque are related by the same

curve, shown dashed in the figure. The zero torque condition is never

actually realized because there is always some friction in the machine,

9
which has been neglected.here.
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Series connected motors inherently have more widely varying speed, as a

function of torque, than shtintimotors%. Accordingly, they are useful in

applications where load torque yemains relatively constant over long periods

of time, and Miere the load can never be removed. The latter condition is

necessary to prevent "run away" at no load. Most small series motors will have

enough losses due to friction Wprevent damage if they are accidentally unloaded,

but a large motor (1 hp. or more) can be very dangerous if allowed to run away,

because centrifubal: force can cause it to "explode". Railway traction motors

are of the series type.
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Speed control, and starting conditions will be discussed in terms of Fig.

8-13. Let P represent a desired operating point for a load requiring a torque

p to be driven at a speed coml This will determine the particular value of

source voltage VB1, this being the voltage for the characteristic curve passing

through point P.

The condition portrayed is the most severe possible in regard to starting,

because the operating point is the full capacity ofthe machine, by which we

mean that the armature current (as obtained from the I
a
vs. T curve) is the

maximum allowable value (I
r
) for continuous running. As before, we shll

assume that during the temporary starting interval the armature current can

be allowed to reach-a value, Im = 2Ir.

If the motor were to be started "across the line" the starting torque would

be T
sl'

with a corresponding current I
al

, as indicated, which is in excess of

I
m

. The allowable starting torque T can be obtained by projecting down from
e

the current-torque curve at the point corresponding to Im. Two curves,

labeled (2) and (3) are shown which yield T52 at zero speed. Curve (2) is

5 obtained by shifting curve (1) downward a uniform amount throughout its

extent. Referring to Eq. (8-10) we see that this change is accomplished

by increasing k2,(or increasing Curve (3) is obtained by multiplying

+ k
2

by a constant factor. This explains why the reductil'A in going
m

6 from curve (I) to curve (3)as greater at high values of cam. iieferring

to Eq. (8-10) again, it is seen.that the3 change tO:cutve.:(3),*obtiliimed by

reducing the source voltage VB.

Thus, it is seen that there are two methods of holding the armature

7 current within tolerable limits when the speed is zero, on starting. One

method is to insert additional resistance 41 series with the motor, the

other is to reduce the supply voltage.* Although curves (2) and (3) are

slightly different, either one will provide adequate starting. The motor

8

You may wonder why reduction of supply voltage was not mentioned in
connection with starting'a shunt motor. This woirld be possible if
sources were available, a fixed voltage for the field and a variable one
to supply armature current. Reducing the voltage to both would result in
weakening the field and perhaps would reduce the torque to the point where
the machine would not start.
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1 will be allowed to come up to constant speed (at points P2 or P3), and then

the additional resistance will be taken out, or full voltage will be applied,

at which time progress to the final operating point would be as indicated by

the arrows.

2 We now make an important observation. Since torque is proportional to

the square of current, the starting torque is T52 = 4T1, and hence the torque

available for acceleration is 4T, - T1 :=3T1. This is the worst possible

.
condition, where Ti corresponds to rated current, and is the same case

3 considered for the shunt motor, where it was found that the torque available

for acceleration was T
1.

Thus, the series motor supplies three times as much

accelerating torque as the shunt mOtor, when started under conditions of constant

load torque of maximum allowable value. For lighter starting load torque, the

4 advantage of the series motor is slightly greater. The difference is, of course,

due to the difference between the linear (T proportional to I
a
) relation for the

shunt motor and square law (T proportional to Ia2) for the series motor.*

From the standpoint of getting the motor mtating, tt makes little

5 difference whether series resistance is inserted, on the supply voltage is

reduced. Conditions affecting the choice can be appreciated when we consider

speed control. It is evident ftom Fig. 8-13 that curves (2) and (3) both

provide reduced speed for a given load, and therefore that the two methods of

6 starting also comprise two.methods of speed control.

A choice depends on considerations of efficiency. 'A series resistance

absorbs power, and so variation of supply voltage is a more efficient Way to ,

control speed than by inserting a variable resistance. Thus, in aPplications

7 where speed control is needed continUously, the increased efficiency of the

variable voltage method may be definitive in indicating a choice of that method,

although it involves a more expensive installation in the form of a separate

motor 'generator set.**
8

*
It is to be observed that the numbers computed above depend upon the arbitrary
statement that starting current could be allowed to be twice the maximum aliow-

able running current. If this factor had been three, the accelerating torque
would be 3T1-T1=2T1, and 9T1-T1=8T1 respectively for the shunt and series cases.

9 *O r possibly a rectifier with controllable output voltage, if the d-c supply is

obtained by rectifying an a-c source.

v
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Shunt motor
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111.1

Separately excited
generator

(a)

Field
coil Series

motor

Series
motor

Shunt generator
(b)

Figure 8-14.

Two examples of variable voltage speed control are shown in Fig. 8-14.

The system a.t (a) is used where'd-c power is available from a constant

voltage source. The source is connected to a nearly oonstant-speed shunt

motor which drives a separately excited generator (meaning that the field

current is independent of its own armature voltage). The strength of the

field of this generator is controlled by a field rheostat R1 which, there-

fore, also controls the voltage at the terminals of the generator armature.

This is also the supply voltage for the series motor. A system like this

would be applicable, for example, to the drive for a building elevator.

The continuous use of such a system would warrant the initial expense

of the motor-generator set which would not be needed if resistance control'

were used.

The system shown in Fig. 8-14b embodies the rudiments of aldiesel-

electric )ocomotive. In this case the generator voltage is determined by

apprOpriate setting of the generator speed (as controlled by the engine

throttle) and the setting of a field rheostat R2.
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1 8.6 Commutator a-c Motors

In the shunt and.series d-c motori described in the previous sections it

can be seen that the direction of notation is jndeoendent of the polarity of

the source. A change in source polarity will change the field flux direction

2 and also the armature current direction. Reference to Fig. 8.4 will show that

when both of these are reversed, the torque will still be in the same direction.

One might therefore expect that such motors would also operate satisfactorily

on alternating current. This expectation is correct for a series motor, but

not for a shunt motor. Let us first briefly consider why the shunt connection

will not operate on a-c. The field coil and armature circuit, which are In

parallel across the supply voltage will each be inductive andcarry;turrenti. which

will not be in phase with the supply voltage, nor necessarily in phase with each

4 other. On the other hand, in order to produce torque, Lt is necessary that the

field current (and hence flux) and armature current shall be in phase (so that ,

the product Ia shall alwayi be positive). Although this might be arranged

in the shunt connecion for a certain operating condition, any circuit change

5 for the purpose of speed control or starting would involve changing armature

or field resistances, and would disturb the phase relatiLinship between flux

and current. Furthermore, since the field coil has a high inductance, both

armature and field currents would lag the voltage by nearly 904._ The result

6 would be operation at low power factor, which means an excessively large

-current for the amount of power delivered. Thus, for these practical eeasons,

a shunt connection is not satisfactory for a-c operation.

The series motor does not suffer from these difficulties for the reasons

7 that the series connection ensures that the field and armature current wilt be

in phase, and the relatively few, turns of a series field coil yields a low

enough inductance o': the power factor will notbe excessively low.

This discussion is not meant to imply that any d-c series motor can be

8 operated on a-c. The main difference is that for a-c operation the entire

magnetic circuit must be laminated to reduce eddy current losses associated

With the continual reversal of the magnetic field. In a d-c machine, the

flux reverses in the rotor only, and so it must.be laminated, but the stationary

9 part.of the magnetic circuit (yoke end pole-pieces) can be solid iron. Thus,

an a-c series motor can be operated on d-c, btit,not vice-versa.
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1 Commutator a-c motors are particularly ;wood-NT small.Sizesk belng

the typical motors for low power household applicances like vacuum cleaners,

mixers, sewine-machines, and the like.

It should be pointed out that a-c commutator motors are an exception to

2 the general statement made in the introduction that there is no difference

between a motor and a generator. If mechanical power is applied to drive an-

a-c commutator motor, it will produce d-c.

8-7 The Induction Motor

3 Applications mquiring neartyLcanstant speed a-t imottprs: (similar to

the d-c shunt motor) are served by a-c induction motors, which we shall now'

consider briefly. Unfortunately, an induction motor is much more difficult

to'analyze than its d-c counterpart, but at least enough theory can be

4 presented here to dliscUs Its Empoetantechacacteasticl«:i.

As a first step, consider Fig. 8-15a, which is a reproduction of Fig. 41

of the programmed text, with the slight modification of showing pairs of coil

sides placed in slots. Figure 156 shows the same arrangement, uncluttered

5 by the end connections. These figures represent the stator winding of an

induction motor. Again referring to Fig. 15a, assume an a-c source is

connected to terminals 1 and VI and let 11 have the reference direction

shown. An alternating current will flow in the individual coil sides shown

6 in Fig. 15b, with reference directionsnas indicated by the X and symbols.

7

8

9

(a)
J. .1..

.00

Figure 8-15.

It

(b)

Pt
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This figure serves to remind you that coil connections are such that at any

instant of tiire currents to the right and left of line P-P' always flow in

opposite directions, and that the whole winding acts like a coil having P-PI as

an axis and producing flux havUng a.reference'direction 'indicated by the arrow.

Twenty or more coils would be a more reasonable number for a practical

machine. Figure 8-16a shows the coil sides.for a ten coil winding. This figure

is introduced to develop the notion that in an actual machine coil sides are

separated by a small angle 8, and therefore that the actual condition is not

much different from the idealized continuous distribution of current shown in

Fig. 8-16b. This idealization is introduced because it makes the subsequent

analysis simpler than it would be-if we were to bother with the details of

individual coils. In other words, we are proceeding on the basis of the

hypothesis that this approximation will lead to an adequate theory, with

justification depending upon agreement with experimental observation.

Typical back
end connections

1\ "Axis

Figure 8-16.

4

fr

(b)

pa

)



The symbol shown for current in Fig. 8-16b is J. This is a surface

current *density, measured in amperes per meter of circumference. To explain

what we mean by this, suppose the winding of Fig. 8-16a has N coils and C

turns per coil. There will be NC conductors on one side of line P-P', and

each conductor carries a current i
1
/2 (why:?). Thus, the total current on

one side will be NCi1/2. For Fig. 8-16b to be equivalent, it must have the

same total current on each side of line P-P'. This is AO
51,

and hence we

see explicitly how to find J51; namely,

NCi
1 -
"s1 ar (8-n)

Having shown how machine parameters determine Js1, we shall use Jsi as

the prime quantity from which to start the analysis. Meanwhile, we must not

forget that is an alternating current, and therefore that Jsi is also a

sinusoidal quantity. It is also a function of Q, and cao be written

sl
cos w

e
Of(0)

m
(8-12)

where the J
in
cos (4 tfactor accounts for the time variation and f(e) describes

the variation with O. For Fig. 8-16b, f(0) is the square wave shown by the

solid line in Fig. 8-17.

Figure 8-17.

At this point we make a further approximation, by using the dotted cosine

function shown in the figure, to approximate the square wave.* Thus, we shall

*This approximation is not necessary, but permits a simplified treatment in this
text which does not presuppose a knowledge of Fourier Series. A more complete
analysis would retain the square wave which can be represented by the Fourier
series

4 1 1
--(cos 0 - cos 30 + cos 5e + . . .)

3 5

Thus it is seen that the subsequent treatment will use only the first term of
this series.
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e
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,843)

where I
m

is the maximum input current.

The next step is to use the identity cos x cos y = (1/24Cos (x-y) +

cos(x+y) l to write Eq. (843) as 9

2J

Js1
:1-cos(wet-0) + cos(w

e
t+e)1 (8.15)

This is an important step because the dependence of Jo. on t and 0 has been

converted from a product of a function of t by a function of e to a sum of

two functions in which t and e are combined in the arguments wt e and wt +'0.

We shall interpret the,term cos(wet-0) in terms of Fig. 86-180 which

portrays a fictitious cylindrical distribution of constant currents which

is rotating at angular velocity we. The position of this rotating system

of currents Es defined by.the position of its axis is of syMmetry 0-A. In

time t this axis has notated thnough an angle wet, as indicated. With

respect to angle 0' measured from an axis fixed.:iri the rotating cylinder,

J
sl

is a function of 0' only, namely
2J

.m
J cos e.a

This relationship is suggested by the varying sizes of the circles which

represent currents. At a fixed observation point, at angle 0 on the stator,

we see from the diagram that 0! = wet-00 and so the current density observed.

' will be 2J 2J
--11 cosset = cos(uKi-0)

g e

which the firtt term of Eq. (8-15). Accordingly, that part of the variation

of J
s
due to cos(w

e
t.-0) is accurately portrayed by the conceptual picture of a

rotating system of currents which are constant in time. The time variation Is

provided by the rotation. Similarly, the cos(wet+0) term can be viewed as due

to a similar set of currents notating in the opposite direction as suggested'

by Fig. 86.18b.
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Rotation
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4 Figure 8.18.

We,have now reached the important conclusion that a sinusoidally time

Varying current distribution in a fixed winding (as represented by Fig. 8-16b)

can be replaced conceptually by the superposition of two oppositely notating

5 constant distributions, as in Fig. 8.18.

6

7

8

9

This-analysis permits us to give:An intuitive description of how an

induction motor operates. A rotor carrying a winding short-circuited Upon

itself is placed inside the stator we have just described. The winding may

consist of coils placed in slots, like the stator Onding, or it may be a

"squirrel cage" winding as portrayed in perspective view in Fig. 8.19a, in

which a series of equally spaced bars are placed in rotor slots, and are

connected at the ends by a pair of conducting rings.

(a) Figure 8.19. (b)

Rotating
distributed

currents;
equivalent of
stator.

Figure 8.19b describes the state of affairs so far established. The

stator is equivalent to two oppositely rotating current distributions, as if

10
therelosre two oppositely notating systems of coils. In view of the opposing

directions, the rotorwill not be affected.whilvistatIoulatf,APet'll It Mt-started
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1 in either direction, rotouturrents,m111:be,fnduced.which:wCW'reait;stronglY

with the curr.ent distribution rotating in that direction,:in&weakiy vith:the

current I sti tbut ton =rotat I di in .the .eleposltb rectlom: ls will result in

a'netAorquejn the:dirédtion.of..rotatto4.whteKvill keepiit góirig.c .SUch a motor

2 will runiLmmhatever direction it is started, but will not be self starting.

The above facts are crucial, because they indicate What must be done

in order to make a1I induction motor that will be self starting and will run

in only one direction. It is necessary to eliminate one of the counter-

3 rotating current disteibutions. There is more than one way to do this,

one of them being illustrated by Fig. 6-20, which shows a reproduction of

Fig. 8-16a in sollA lines, and a second,equivalent set of coil sldts drawn

dotted. The second set of coils are shifted 90° in a counterclockwise

4 direotion in space, and carries a current which lags i by 900. That is,

12 = Im cos(ttit a)
e 2

5
distribution

This can be approximately described by a second'equivalent continuous current

7

4J
Js2 cos (cot - 4) cos(0 - 4)

e 2 2
("(848)

2Jm
= Ecos (wet - e) + cos (wit +

IC 1-

However, cos(wt + 0 - = cos(wt + 6), and so the above reduces to

2J
LcosV - 0) - cos(wa + 64.1j

s2
= m r ( (8-19)

4

If both windings are simultaneously energized, the total equivalent current

distribution is

8

9
(counter-clockwise).

4.1

= cos(wl - e)
(8-20)

which also represents a fixed distribution rotating in only one direction
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A similar analysis will show that if current 112were to lead 1.1 by 9001

nptation would be in the clockwise direction. This fact indicates how such

a motor can be reversed. A change from lead to Ips in winding (2), compared

6
to winding (1), can be accomplished merely by interchanging its two terminal

leads.

Such a thotor is called a two-phase motor, because it has two separate

windings supplied by two separate sources. In practice further modificiations

are made, as described below.

44 -Single-phase motors

In small and medium sizes (usually a fraction of a horsepower) it is

8
convenient to have motors that do not require the complexity cif two separate

power supplies. It will be recalled that a single winding motor (called a

sin le- hase motor) will run once it is started. Such a motor can be made

self starting by adding a second winding, whiCh is used only during the

9
starting period. This raises the question of how to arrange for the 900

phase difference in currents and i21 when supplying them from the same

10

10694
There are two practical solutions to this problem.

the second winding of high resistance, by constructing

and to connect the two windings in parallel across'the

as shown in Fig. 841a. Current 11 flows in a circuit

One is to make

it of smaller wire,

source terminals,

of high L and low
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1 R, and will lag the voltage by nearly 90 . On the other hand, winding (1)

is of high resistance and so its current will be nearly in phase with the

voltage. Thus, i2 will lead la by something less than 90° (perhaps 600),

as suggested by the phawr diagram in Fig. 8-21a, and so the condition

2 required by the theory will be approximated, to a sufficient degree that the

motor will start if the required starting torque is not too great.* After the

motor has started, a centrifugal switch opens the starting winding circuit.

Continuous operation with the two windings would not be efficient because

3 of the high resistance of the starting winding, and also because as the motor

spe'eds up winding (1) becomes less inductive and the phase difference would

become much less than 9013

1+ -4).

(a) (b) (c)

6 Figure 8-21.

The above describes the original design for single phase motors (1/8 to,

1/2 IT-) until the advent of electrolytic capacitors-WhiChwmeds!tt:positlite:u

7
use a capacitor in series with the second winding, as shown in Fig. 8-20b. By

suitable choice of the capacitor size, current 12 can be made to lead
1

by

exactly 900 at the start, since with a sufficiently large capacitor 12 can

actually lead the voltage as shown in the phasor diagram of Fig. 8-21b.

8

Observe that when we introduced the two-phase motor it was indicated that i
2

should lag
1

by 90°, whereas this description shows it leading by nearly 90°.

This is incidental, since it only affects the direction of rotation, and can
be compensated for by a simple interchange of connections to winding (2).
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1 Under running conditions0'the winding (2) circuit can be opened by a

centrifugal switch, as in the previous case. However, improved performance

can be obtained by retaining the secOnd winding under running conditions. In

that case, under running conditions, 1 will be more nearly in-phase with the -cP

2 voltage which means that 12 must lead the voltage by a larger angle on "run"

than on "start". This change can*be accomplished by having a smaller series

capacitor for the "run" condition. This.can be accomplished as shown at (c)

in Fig. 8-21. Two capacitors are in parallel on "start", and then as the motor :

comes up to speed a centrifugal switch opens, removing one of them from the. .

circuit. The capacitor-start capacitor-run mgtor Just described is a popular

type of_motor for applications such as domestic refrigeivtors. It has the

advantage of providing more barque for a given size, because the crossed

field arrangement of a two-phase motor is retained: It has the further

advantage of operating at nearly unity power factor, by virtue of the-fact

that the current in one winding leads 'the voltage and therefore can cancel

the lagging component of current in the other winding.

Both types are called split-phase motors: They operate from a single-

phase Source, but this source is "split" to yield effectivery two phases

within the motorg

A third type of single-phase induction motor is worth mentionjnO.:because

6 it is quite popular in small sizes (small fan motors, phonograph turntable

drives, etc.). Such a motor does-not have a iistributed winding, and has'

definite pole pieces, mucWas in the d-c case. However, as indicated in Fig.

8-22, part of each pole is encircled by a heavy copper band. This is called

7 a !Shading coil. As the-a-c flux changes in that part of the pole encircled by

Shading coil

Figure 822.
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1 the' shading coil, it induces a current in the shading coil Which, by virtue

of Lenz's law, tends to oppose this change. The result is that flux 0 will
2

lag flux 0a: It is also displaced in space, and hence the combination produces

an appnoximation of the condition of a set of notating windings. There are

2 high losses in the shading coils, which remain continuously operative. Thus,

such a motor is inefficient, but its great simplicity makes it attractive for

applications where the power requirement is low and where, therefore, a low

efficiency-is not serious.

3 84 Three ptiase motors

The spilt-phase and shaded-pole motors described above generally are

inefficient and are larger- in size, comparedmith motors supplied from a two-

phase source. Therefore, in sizes larger than about one horsepower, it is

4 necessary to have a method of supplying power directly to the second windkng.

We shall now discuss how this is done in practice. The two coil arrangement

of Fig. 8-20 is of tutorial valuelnas we have used it above, and also is of

historical interest, having been a practical solution in some early motors.

5 In practice, the second winding of Fig. 8-20 is replaced by two windings,

giving a total of three windings and creating what is called a. three-phase

machine.

Figure 8-23 symbolically represents the winding arrangement. There are

6 three separate windings, labeled (1), (2), ,and (3), which are insulated from

each other. Winding (1), for which circles are used to represent coil sides

in slots, is the same as in Fig. 8-16a. Winding (2), represented by squares,

has its aris displaced 120° from the axis of winding (1). As you study this

7 figure, ot...crve that every third position belongs to winding (1), and that

likewise the coil sides of winding (2) occupy every third position. Also,

observe the locations of the'X and dot symbols, in relation to the current

reference direction at the one terminal shown for each winding. The connections

8 to the second terminals are omitted, although parts of the end connections are

shown as dotted lines. (Refer to Fig. 8-16a to refresh your memory as to

where the secOnd terminal is connected.) Finally, winding (3) is similar, but

has ts:- axis shifted another 1200. The symbolism whereby circles, squares,

and triangles represent coil sides is indicated by the insert.
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To begin the analysis, you are reminded that winding (1) produces an

equivaient current distribution
2J

6
irm os (to t_e) cos(w et+e)J

7

and that winding (2) of Fig. 8-20 introduces a second distribution

2J

J - rcos(w
e
to) - ccs(to t+01

s2 e

such that the negative sign of the second term cancels the unwanted second

term of the expression for J51. We shall now show how Fig. 0-23 accomplishes

8 a similar cancellation, if the sources to the three windings are adjusted to have

equal amplitudes, and phase relations in accordance with the expressions

9

= I
m

cos wet

12 = I
m

cos(w t -
t 3

Im cos(w t + at)
e 3

(a)

(b) (8-21)

(c)
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1 Each of these will be represented by an approximately equivalent

distribution, to be represented by
j52 a7d j'53'

(Observe that the subscript

2 now refers to Fig. 8-23, rather than F'ig, 8-20.) _The equivalences are in

accordance with the treatment of Fig. 8-16, the only differences being in

2 angular orientations of the windings in space, and the phase positions of the

currents. For winding (2) the current distribution: is

4J

J --111 cos(w t - 221) cos(e - 222) (8-22)s2 A e 3 3

The reason for the (-2g/3) term in the time varying term is evidentlsince

it isthe phase angle established in Eq. (8-21b). in regard to cos(e-27t/3),

observe from the figure that winding 2 is oriented in such a way that its

4 distribution is cos(e'). However, it is evident from Fig. 8-23 that

0' = 0 - 1200, or e - 2A/3 in radian measure. The identity cos x cos y =

(1/2Y [Cos(x-y) + cos (x + y)] is used on Eq. (8-22) to give

2J
icos(w

e
t-e) + cos((» t+e - 421)1s2 A 3

2Jm
.1

= Ecos(wet-e) cos( we t+e) +I sin wet+691 (8-23)

6 where the factors (-1/2) and (-\572) are the cosine and sine of 4A/3,

respectively.

The third winding is treated in an exactly similar fashion, to yield

a diitribution
7 4.1

J = Ea cos(w t + 2.1) cos(0 + 21
s3 A e 3 3

8

2J
m 4AN

A
[Cos(w

e
t-e) + cbs(w

e
t + e +

3

2J
m 1

pos(w t-e) - cos(w
e
t+e) sin(w

e
t+e)] (8-24)

it e 2 2
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The sum of Eqs. (8-23) and (8-24) is

s2
+ J =

2Jm
[2cos(wet-e) cos(wet+e)]

s3

2
and when this is combined with J

1'
the cos(w

e
t+e) term cancels to give

6J

J =J
l s2

+J = --2 cos(w t-0)
s s s3 A P

. (8-25)

Thus it has been shown trigonometrically that when all three windings act

at once, the result is a counter-clockwise rotating equivalent current

distribution like Fig. 8-18a. The,direction of rotation resulted from our

choice of phase relationships for the currents. If we had used i2 =

I
m

cos(w
e
t+27t/3) and 13 = Im

cos(w
e
t-243), the cos(w

e
t-e) terms would have

-

cancelled, leaving cos(wet+e) in Eq. (8-24). This would represent a notation

in the clockwise direction.

Equation (8-25) for the three-phase machine, is to be compared with Eq.

(8-20) for the two-phase case. It is evident that the only change is that

thelactor 4 has been replaced by 6. The comparatively simple results

expressed by Eqs. (8-20) and (8-25) are important because they show that

either the two-phase or the three-phase windings, when properly exicted,

are equivalent to a current distribution notating in one direction only.

Thus, when a rotor is placed under the magnetic influence of 'such a set of

windings it will experience a starting torque, and will notate in only one

direction, this directiOn being determined by the phase relationships among

the stator currents.

A word is in order concerning how power is supplied to a three-phase

motor. In Fig. 8-24a the three motor windings, which are represented

syMbolically, ai.e connected by separate circuits to three generators

notating on the same shaft. The common generator shaft is necessary to

ensure the desired 1200 phase differences among the currentiltnithe three

circuits.,
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(a)

Figure 8-24:
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( b)

Zero current

All these wires are not necessary. To see why, observe that the bottom

wires of each pair can be combined into a §ingle wire, as in Fig. 8-241). Each

circuit can stilA operate independently, although the three circuits are now

electrically connected on one side.* Furthermore, from Eqs. (8-21) we can write

6

7

8

9

= I cos w t
1 m e

12 = I
m

cos
e
t cos wet + sin w

e

= I cos(w t + 21) I 1 cos w t lin w
3 m

-
e 3 m 2 e 2 e

and so it is seen that

1
+

2
+

3
= 0 (8726)

Thus, no current will flow in the common (dashed) wire, and so it .can be

omitted.

We have arrived at .the conclusion that power can be supplied to a three-

phase motor through three wires. To round out this brief discussion of three-

phase power transmission, it is to be mentioned that the three generators do

not need to be physically separate as in Fig.821. They can be incorporated

on a single stator, and always are. In fact, the three-phase system of windings

we have described for the induction motor will also serve ,as the set of three

windingsof a-three phase:.generator..
/VThe circuits are independent if the impedance of the.common wire is neglic,61-e.-
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The principles involved in the three-phase induction motor provide the

explanation why all commerical power systems are dhree-phase. This is why

-the transmission lines you see over the countryside always have three wires

(or multiples of three).

2 8-10 Induction Motor Speed-Torque Curves

It is beyond the scope of this treatment to derive the equation for the

speed-torque characteristic of an inductiom motor. We therefore give typical

exiimples.without derivation,in Fig. 8_25. Curve A is typical for a three-phase

3 mgor with squirrel cage rotor. In the running range, speed is relatively

constant. However, if the load torque is increased too far, the knee of the

curVe will be reached (this is called the pull-out torque) and the motor

will suddenly come to a stop. This phenomenon is due to changing phase

relationships in the rotor currents. Such a characteristic is not satisfactory

for starting against a large torque. A squirrel cage induction motor would

not be satisfactory in electric traction applications. Thqlare satisfactory,

however, in such an application as a lathe drive, where starting is only

6

8

against the friction of the lathe, the cutting load being applied later.

(dm
We

Speed

Torque

Figure 8-25.

The starting torque of an Induction motor can be improved by increasing

'Ahle electrical resistance of the rotor conductors. For this reason, some

nichors are made with a wound rotor (with a winding essentially like the stator)

with connecti6ns bp three external variable resistors through a set of slip

riiigs. By increasing this resistance, a characteristic like II can be obtained,
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giving maximum starting torque. After the motor is running, the external

resistance can be removed, causing the'characteristic to become like curve

A.

Concerning current and Power, it is recalled that a-c power is given

2 by VI cos 0, where 0 is the phase difference betwten voltage and current.

If V and I are for any one phase, the total power ii

3

P = 3VI cos

The ctirrent of an induction motor does not vary widely from no load to

full load, as in the case of d-c machines. The no:pload current is large,

of-the order of half ,the full-load current. Most of the change in power

comes about through change in phase angle. At no load (running but with

no load lorque) the current will lag the voltage by nearly 900, and at

full.load an angle of 200 is reasonable.

These relatively large phase angles are a disadvantage which cause

considerable difficulty to power companies. it may be neceisary to install

capacitors in the vicinity of large industrial loads, to compensate for the

low power factor caused by a large number of induction motors.

In regard to starting,-the use of rotor circuit resistance in a wound

rotor machine has been mentioned. Small squirrel cage motors (up to about

2 hp.) can be started at full line voltage. However, it maTbe necessary

to remove protective devices (fuses or circuit breakers) in order to prevent

therr operating on the heavy current that flows for a few cycles. Larger

squirrel cage motors are started,by applying reduced voltage, through a

bank-of transformers.

8-11. Motor Ratings

In the discussion of starting d-c motors it'was pointed out that starting

current can be pennitted to exceed rated current for operation at full load.

8 The name-plaze current rating of a machine is determined by the allowable

temperature rise which, in turn is primarily influenced by the insulation

used in the windings.

Rated current is based on continuous operation. Momentary loads can

9
cause the current to exceed rated value by considerable amounts, if they

endure only for a few seconds. In order to obtain good service from a motor,

it is necessary that it bpersted within its name-plate current ratings.
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Operation of a motor at otherthan its rated voltage is not generally

recommended, except in the case of d-c motors which can be operated at reduced

voltage. An induction motor should not be operated for long at reduced voltage.

This is because its speed is largely determined by the line frequency, and

therefore with a given load its power output is nearly independent of voltage.

If the voltage is reduced, the current must increase, to maintain the power,

and the maximum altowable current may be exceeded.

8.12. Number of Poles

All of the discussion in this text (and the programmed text) assumes

machines of Igg:poles. However, four, six, etc. pole machines are possible.

The characteristics of d-c Machines are independent of the number of poles.

The only things affected are the armature winding and voltage and current

.ratings.

Although poles are not physically present in an induction motor, the

equivalent of a pole is defined by the extent of the circumf,rence of thpol

itatoe:subtended.by:one:coll::.:In:cur,,Illustrations, this has been 1800,

5 which definei a two-pole motor. When 'there are four polesx_the angle

subtended is 900, etc. In our example, the equivalent current distribution

rotates at an angular speed we, and this is the maximum speed of the rotor.

With a four pole winding, the'rotating current disteibution will have two

6 cycles of current variation (variation with angle) instead of one cycle as

in the two pole case. Functions like

cos Wet 7 20

7 will appear: Such a wave moves With angular speed we/2 _ Likewise, with, six

poles the speed is we/30 and in general is weAnumber-of pole ,pairs).

The speeds discussed here are the maximum (or synchronous) speeds.

Actual speeds are usually higher than 95% of synchronous speed. At 60 cps.

8 w
e

377 radians per second or_3600 -RPM. This is approximately the speed

-of a two-pole machine. Four and six pole machines are very popular, and

have approximate operating speeds, respectively, of 1800 ani 1200 RPM.

Thus, 'if you'see a name-plate indicating a speed of 1740 RPM, this is a

9 four-pole motor.



BASIC SEMICONDUCTOR THEORY

7
Each of the following paragraphs presents a few ideas that are essential to

an Understanding of semiconductor theory. Be sure you know the material in each

paragraph before going on to the next.
-

1. Electric current occurs because of moving charges: %Current may flow in

a metal, a liquid, a gas, and a vacuum, but the charge carriers may vary

from one medium to another. Commonly, charges are carried as a result

of the movement of electrons or ions.

2. The structure cl,an atom can be represented as a positively charged

nucleus with electrons moving in various orbits around this nucleus. The

electrons in a particular orbit possess a certaia level of energy. The

smaller the orbit (closer to the nucleus), the lower the-energy level.

3. Electrons can jump (make "transi:Eions") fram one orbit to another, or

from one energy level to another. An electron may-acquire additional energy

from a 'Source outside the atam (fram light, heat, Collisions, etc.) and

jump to a higher energy orbit. On the other hand, an electron may lose

,energy (by radiation) and fall to a lower energy state -- make the transi-

tion to a smali-er orbit.

4. The closer the electrons are to the nucleus, tlie- more tightly they a2e

bound to it; the difference in energy levels between small orbits being .

greater than the-difference between larger orbits. - The outermost -electrons

(called the "valence" electrons) are loosely bound to the nucleus. It

would take only a relatively small amount of external energy to free them '

doMpletely from the nucleus. The energy required to free a valence electron

will be different for one type of atom than for another. For the metal

germanium, only 0.7ev (electron-volts) is required.

5. The ability of a solid material to conduct electricity depends upon the

availability of charge carriers. In some -materials, the valence electrons

are tightly bound to the nucleus and are not available as charge carriers.

.IThese materials oonduct electricity poorly and are therefore used as

insulators.

6. ,In other materials; like metgls the valence electrons are so 1,dose1y

bound that they are practically free of the nucleus. Even a small, applied

e:lectric field can get these electrons to move through the material. These ,

materials are,good conductors.
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Still other materials fall between these two extremes; they are neither

good insulators nor good conductors. Examples of such materials are

germanium and silicon. They are semiconductors.

The number of free electrons in conductors is enormously greater than in

semiconductors. At room temperatures:

For conductors, approximately 1 electron per atom.

For germanium, apTY- 1-Atelyi,atom in 10
10

is ionized.

For silicon, approx .ualy 1 atom in 10
3

is ionized.

Pure Ge (Germanium) or Si (Silicon) atoms are-arranged in a crystal lattice.

Both atoms have 4 valence electrons in the outermost shell. This largest

orbit would be complete if it Contained eight (8) electrons; there are,

therefore, 4 empty place in-this outer shell. In a regular (uniform)

crysta,. lattice, each atom "shai-es". an electron with each of its four

neighboring. atoms. The atoms that share each other's valence electrons

thus form "covalent bonds." In this way each at&M cOmes closer to having

its outer shell filled.

I --HI
A 2-Dimensional Model
of a Crystal Lattice

Figure 9.1 is a two-dimensional presen-

tation of a germanium lattice showing

covalent bonds between adjacent atoms.

These bonds hold the atoms fixed in

space relative to each other and thus

-the:c °Ile c tion- o f-atoms-forms-a-re gula-r

crystal: lattice.

10. The atoms in a lattice, although fixed in position relative.to each other,

vibrate around their equilibrium positions. The degree of agitatiOn Is a

function of tempenature. As temperature increases the thermal agitation may

be enough to break a covalent bond and an atom can become ionized by freeing

an electron. (It takes .7ev of energy to free a valence electron in Ge.)

Free electrons formed in this manner 1eaVe behind a hole, an empty p:sition

for another electron to fill. These holes effectively have a positive

charge.
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11._ As free electrons move about in the crystal, they may encounter a hole and

by "captured" by it. The electron then is recombined with an atom. These

two tendencies -- ionization and recombination -- are opposite in nature.

Under equilibrium conditions at a given temperature the rates of ionization

and recombination are the same. In the process of ionization and recombina-

tion,.as electrons move about, the holes appear to move as well.- For all

intents and purposes the holes can be considered as mobile charge carriers

like electrons except.that they have a positive sign.

12. In addition to pure crystals of a semiconductor, it is possible to have

semiconductor crystals .in which some foreign, impurity atamd'are introduced

deliberately. It is possible to increase the densitY of free electrons in

a crystal bPadding impurity atoms having a valence of +5 (five valence

electrons in the oute'r shell). When this +5 material is incorporated in

mammal,

n extra

valence
electron

K.

0

a germanium crystal, coValent bonds are

again formed by sharing electrons with

neighboring atoms, but now.the fifth

valence electron cannot be shared in any

covalent bond. Since the outer layers

of all atoms are effectively filled,

the extra electron t bound to any
-

nucleus and is thus tively free.

In-this way, there are 2ee electrons

_ without corresponding holes. The

valence-5 atom "donates" a free electronII [ and so is called a donor atom. (Actual15,
Fig: 12.1

it_r_equires_about ,Olev.af_energy toN-Type Material

free this electron compared with .(ev

for pure germanium.) Since' the charge carriers having a negative charge

(electrons) are in greater number than those carrying a positive charge

(holes), a semiconductor material'having these characteristics is called

N-type kNegative-type).. The material is electrically neutral, however;

there is no net charge. The process of adding the impurity atoms is called

doping. In typical doped semiconductors, the fraction of impurity atom is

of the order of one part in 106.



13. Another alternative is to include same impurity atoms with valence +3 (like

gallilI um or indyil). Each ruch atom again shares electrons with its neighbors

I to form covalent bonds. But now there

aren't enough electrons to go around,

so that a hole is formed. Any free

electrons moving by can "fall into" this

hole. Since the valence-3 atom

"accepts" such' electrons, it i8 called

an acceptor atom. Each such impurity

atom introduces an extra hole without a

4 -.corresponding electron. Since the

majority charge carriers in this type of

material carry a positive charge, the

material is called P-type.

\ hole
LI

Fig. 13.1
P=Type Mhterial

14. Charge carriers move through a semicoriductor by tWo mechanisms: by

.diffusion and by drift. (a) Diffusion,is the process connected with

random motion due to thermal agitation: (b) Dvift motion is due to an

externally aPplied elettric field and,is superimposed on top of the random

I

motion. At room temperature the diffusion Velocity in

order Of 105 meters/sec., whida is quite high. On ihe

-velocities are much smaller. For example, for N-type germanium the drift

velocity is of the order of 1 meter/sec.

crystals is of the

other hand, drift .

Summary. In' doped semiconductor cry8ta1S--, -there-are two sources of charge carriers:

those due to thermal ionization of any.atom in the crystal, and those resulting from

the impurity atoms. In typical semiconductor devices, the'density of impurity atoms

is_in the range 10
15.

to 10
17

per cm3 . The density of charge carriers due to thermal

ionlzation is only-about 10
13

per cm
3jor germanium and 10

10
per cm.5 for silicon.

.Since.each impurity atom leads to 1 charge carrier, it is seen that the number of

charge carriers due to impurity atoms greatly exceeds that due to thermal ionization.

Thus, for-P-t e matefial-the ma orit carriers are holes and for N-type materials

the majority carriers am. electrons..



The P-N junction Diode

15. A piece of P-type material in contact with a piece of N-type material forms

a P-N junction.

net
negative
charge

net .>

positive
charge

field

The charge carriers in ,each type diffuse into the

other matdtial. Thus, electrons (majority car-

riers in N type) diffuse to the left and holes

(majority carriers in P-type) diffuse to the

right'

Electrons leaving the N region leave it positively

charged and at the same time carry an excess

negative charge into the P region. Boles leaving

the P:region add to this effect by leaving the P

negatively charged and carrying a positive charge

to the'N region.

-,This separation of charges will produce an

electric field which tends tb inhibit further

diffusion of charges.

potential N

Be eause-of the eleetrIcf-i-el-d-atthe-junction,----

there will be; a difference of potential across

the junction between,the two regions, as illus-

trated. The potential does not change abruptly

whekgoing from one region to:the other, but

charges gradually throughout a transition region

i surrounding the junction. (The width of this

NI\ transition region is typically a micron . 10-6

tiansition region meter.) The potential "hill" constitutes abarrier

to the continuation of the diffusion process. The height of the "hill" is deter-

mined by'an equilibrium between thermal ionizatiOn on both sides of the juncticn

and diffusion-of carriers across the junction. In equilibrium, there is no.net

current flow across the'junction.
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The device formed inthis manner is a

junction diode. In order to connect the

diode in a circuit, metal leads are at-

tached to the two ends. Suppose the

ohmic voltages at the lead junctions are

negligible. Nbw let the two leads be

short circuIted-f-so-that-the:.potentials

of ihe two ends are the same-. The

diagram shows the resulting variati51i of`

potential throughout the device. The

values sholan are typical. There will

'2 be no current flowing in the short

circuit.
0

Now let a battery be connected across

the diode.with the positive terminal con-

nected to.the P-region. .Thepotential

of the P-rpgion is increased by the

battery voltage Vb while the potential

of the N-region remains the same. Thus,

the potential hill at the jUnction is

reduCed by the voltage Vb
I becoming

V. - V
b'

The equilibiium which kept the
j

net-current across the junction is thus

disturbed. Sinde the yotential barrier

has been1lowered, it is easier for the
,

majority carriers (eleictrons in the
wow, .11 omwww IN , lOOMMNI

region and holes in the P-region) to

I
,...,_

diffuse in their natural dire tion._ This flowwill not now cause an increase in the

junction potential since the charge carriers do not accumulate, they continue flow-
A'

ing around the closed circuit. The variation of potential now takes the form shown.

The diode is said to be forward-biased.
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If the polarity of the biasing voltage

is reversed, the diode is said to be

reverse-biased. Now the potential of

the P-region is reduced by Vb while that

of the N-reglon is unchanged. Hence,

the height of the potential hill-is in-

creased to V
'j

+ V
b.

The majority car-

- riers will now be hindered in moving in

their natural direction. However, there

is always some thermal-ionization leading

to minority carriers in each region

(electrons in P-region, holes in N-region

For these minority carriers, the-direc-

tion of the electric field is just

right for helping their diffusion. Thusl

there will be a certain amount of reverse current. The magnitude of the-reverse cur-

rent compared with that of the forward currendis approximately as the density of
-a -4

minority carriers to that of majority carriers. _This is of the order of 10 to 10

for germanium diodes ahd 10
-5 to 10-7 for silicon diodes. Since the brigin of

reverse current is thermal ionization, this current is sensitive to teMperature.

__Zener and Avalanche Effects-

16. If the reverse bias applied to a diode is increased (V
b

is made larger)

the potential barrier will increase in height and so will the magnitude of

the efearic field. As the field increases it will become so high that

electrons can be torn away from the covalent bonds, thus creating hole-

electron pairs in the transition regioh. Although,these pairs are not

created by thermal ionization, their presence will lead to an increase in

reverse current. In fact, thiS increase will be a large one. This effect
St

is called the Zener effect.

There is another possibility for increasing the reverse current without

the breaking of.covalent1ocinds by the Zener effect. The carriers cOn-

'stituting the small reverse current will hav.e collisions with atoms in the
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crystal lattice. If the electric field in the transition region becomes

high enough, these carriers may gain sufficient-tnergy between collisions

to knock electrons out of the covalent bond, again creating an electron-hole

pair which contributes to the reverse current. This effect is cumulative

since the carriers so created,can also lead to ionizing collisions. The

result is called the avalanche effect.

A

.5 amp.

.0

.1 .2 .3

I

Avalanche
Current

-r

0- amp.

Whichever mechanism is involved, the

result is a-great increase in reverse

'current which takes place without much

further increase in reverse'blas voltage.

(volts)A Sketch of typical dithie current against

bias voltage is shown. (Note that the

scales on the positive axes are dif-

ferent from those on the negative axis.)

to:



A REVIEW TEST

Test yourself on your retention of the material,you_have just read. If you

are unsure of-any answers, go back and re-read the related paragraphs.

1. In a P-type semiconductor material consisting of germanium doped with an

impurity material, the_valence of the impurity atoms is:

a) 4

b) 3

c) 5

d) either 3 or 5

2. In an N-type semiconductor material consisting of germanium doped with an

impurity material, the valence of the impurity atoms is:

a) 4

b) 3

c) 5

d) either 3- or 5

3. In a P-type semiconductor the majority-carriers are holes.

'a) True

b) False

In an N-type semiconductor the minority carriers-are holes'.

a) 'True

b) False

5, A Ptype semiconductor has an excess of holes over free electrons. The

material as a whole is:
4

a) negatively charged

b) neutral

c) positively charged

C.
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6. An N-type semiconductor has an excess of free electrons over holes. The

material as a whole is:

a) negatively charged.

b) neutral.

c) positively charged.

7. Charge carriers Move through smiconductors as a result of:.

a) drift due to electric fields.

b) diffusion _due to random processes.

c) both a) and b)

d) none of the above

8. Forward bias on a P-N diode:

a) imréases the potential hill at the junction.

b) decreases the potential hill at the junction.

9. Reverse bias on a P-N diode:

a) inCreases the potential hill.

b) decreases the potential hill.

10. A P-N diode will not break down, no matter'how high the relierse bias.

a) True

b) False

11. The avalanche effect is.the result of:

a)--operatingthe device-at improper temperatures.

b) Ikpplying excessive reverse bias.

c) Opping the germanium incorrectly.
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The Transistor

dhapter

TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

Atransi.,tor_is a semiconductor device in which two junction diodes

are effectively placed back to back, the net result consisting of three layers

_of material, as shown in Fig. 1(a).

The center of the "Sandwich" is P-type material

while the outer layers arell-type. -The re-

sulting device is called an 114-N junction

transistor. The center slice is called the

base; the lower N-region is called the

emitter ahd the upper N-region, the

collector. Fig. 9-1 11.-PrN Transistor

Rather than drawing the pictorial representation of a transistor shown

in Fig. 1(a), a-standard symbol is used as shown in Fig. 1(b)0 The emitter is

(a)

distinguished from the collector-by means Of the arrow. The direction of the.

arrow is the direction of forward current.

Rmember.from the discussion of P.11 junctions that the junction is

forward-biased when the potential of the P-region id made posittve relative

to that of the N-region; that is, from the base to the emitter. The arrow on

the transistor symbol will, thus, have the direction shown.

Forward current across a junctionLggnerally has contributions from two

sources: holes (which are the majority carriers in the P,.'region) moving fromL___

P to N and electrons (which are the majority carriers in the N-region) moving

a

from N to P. In the junction transistor the forward current actually consists

largely-of electrons injected fram the eMitter to the base. (Remember that

negative charge flow is opposite to the direction of the current.) This is

achieved by making the base region physically very small and also making the
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concentration of impurity atoms in the base small compared with that of the emitter.

The forward current flow is facilitated by biasing the base-emitter juhotiop

(Which will be more simply referred to as the emitter junction) in a forward

direction; that ix, making the base positive relative to the emitter

In the base region (p-type material), the electrons are minority Qriers;

as they diffuse through the base, some of them recombine with holes, which

abound. there-. If the base layer is thin enough most of the erectrons will reach

the base-collector junction without recombining. If we now arrange to create

a field drawing these electrons across the base-collector junction,kwe will) in

effect, cause an electron flow from emitter through.the base, to the collector

(that is, cause a current "to flow from collector to emitter). Such a field is

obtained by biasing the base-to-oollector junction in the reverse direction; that

is, making the base negative relative to the collector. The appropriate biases

are shown in Fig. 2

iB

se

ILI=11MIRMINIMI1

u

ollector

(c)
lreater
than

Emitter Vi
(e),

Fii. 9-2--

With such.an arrangement, the collector current lc is approximately oval

to the emitter current ie
. There is some base current whidh supplies the feT

holes that recombine with electrons in the base, and also supplies the boles which

diffuse across the emitter junction. By propec,44ice of the densities of im-

purities in the base and emitter regions, and by making the base very thin, the,

hole current across the emitter junction can be made much smaller than the
-
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electron curren acro's this junction. Henc$,, a small base current will control

a large'collector current, thus making possible current amplification.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9-3, P41-P Transistor

This is a basic purpose,of the transistor.

It is_also possible to mak4 a junction transistor of the P-N-P
1

variety by reversing the materials of the N-P41 transistor. A base of N-type

semiconductor is sandwiched bei'ween two pieces of -P-type material, as shli in

Fig. 3(a). Forward current now:consistS( of holes moving across the emitter

junction from emitter to base. Ste arrow on the emitter in the symbol for the

P-N-P transistor shown in Fig. 3(b) ihdicates this. Note that the arrow 'is always

directed from P to N, so the direction of the arrow alone is enough to diatinguish

'between 17.41-11 and P-N-P transistors.

In order to bias the emitter junction of a P-N-P transistor in thp

prward direction, it is necessary to make the base negative relative to the

emitter. Similarly, to give the oallector junction a reverse bias it is

necessary to make.the base positiie to the collector. These are just the opposite's

of what was needed in an N-P-N transistor. In a circuit) a P-N-P transistor can

replace a similar N-43-6 transistor provided the polarities of all biaOstteries

are reversed.
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The Transistor Amplifier

v
s

Figwe 4 is a-diagram pf a basic transistor amplifier. The arrow
c.

0
1.

_BE

IND

BB
C.

Fig. 9-4

on the emitter shows the transitor to.be'alT-P4 transistor.. The batteries Vcc

and. V
BB provides biasing-and the source v

s
provides the signal which is to be

amplified..

The behavior of the transistor can be described in terms of its terminal

vatages and currents. By KirchIoff's voltage law ZE-three possible voltages

across the transistor terminals are related by

v = ler - v
BC BE CE

Thus, giving*two of the voltages will determine the third; oray tio of them are in-

dependent. Similarly the three currents are reiated by

B+iC

and. again only two of the currents are independent.
a

Mu, in order to determine how the two voltages and the two currents

a.re related) we vary some of them and measure the variations in the others.
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t

(It is not important how they are varied; it can be done by changing Vcc or

V
BB'

) Typical curves obtained are shown in:Fig. 5. To get a complete

cription of the ,current-voltage relationdhips two families of-curves are.revired.. ,

(

0% J TYPICAL COLLECTOMOUTPUTL

1 " CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE 2N1272
rAp .600 GROUNDED

T s 25fC
EMITTER

2Plirilli
-.4111 . 3015

ril I:62"

.*11
.1 2 A A A .7 VIE 0 2D 4.0 G.0 SD AD 120 KA MA MD 1104

SASE (INPUT) CHARACTERISTICS MAMMA VOLDIGEOlc IN Mal
FIG. 5 TRANSIS1OR CHARACTERISTICS

In one family of curves the ouiput (collector to emitter),voltage is hcld

constant at some value and a plot of the viriation of base current with input

(base to emitter) voltage is mide. This is repeated with vcE held a:Cother

constant values. Figure 5(a) shows that there4sn't much variation ia this input

characteriptic as vcE varies from 1 to 15 volts.

The second family of curves is obtained by, holding the tese current

ponstant and plotting variations of output ( collector) current-with output

i;(collector to enitter) voll.tage. The result is shown in Fig. 50)). Nbte that

Oven with zero base current there is some output current which is approximately constfint

for all values of v Nbte the common features of this family of collectorCE.

_characteristic curves. Rxcept for low values of yaw the curves are almost

horizontal lines with small upward slopes. They are almost evenly spaced for

equal increments in base current.

a,
. In order to analyze.the operation of the amplifier shown in Fig. 4,

wewrite two loop equations around the tese-amitter loop and <the ,collector-
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-emitter loop.

Thus,

-

CC

Solving these for i and i leads to

vs iB
-+ R

1.

4WD

CE
RL

These are two equations in four unknowns. Two more relationships amons

the unknowns-are required for a solution. And we do have two such relationships

given by the transistor characteristics in Fig. 5. The input characteristic shows

that vm is small; it is normally sMall (one tenth or less) compared with Vbb.

Hencepto a first approximtian, it can be neglected in Eq.(9-5) and this equation

can 5, rewritten as

(9-7)

0

where is = v5/R1 is the signal current and, it is assumed that v is a time-
6

varying voltage whose average,value is zero; 153 m Vitihi is, hence, the average

value of-the base current.

Equation (9-6) is the equation of a straig4t line whose variables are



the coordinates of the collector characteristic shown in Fig. 5(b). Thii

-, straight line can be superiMposed on the c011ectOr curvesx as shown 'in

u A c,

CC i

R
L

CC

vCE,

Fig. 9-6

This line is called the load line. (You will recall a similar

graphical analysis of a diode circuit.) The signal voltage vs is time varying
s,

and wilL cause the base current-i
B

to vary. FOr any inAantaneoUs value of-i
B1

;the corresponding value of ic and. Vcc aan be determined by noting the coordinates

of thp,intersection of the load line and the aPpropriate iB curve. Thus, as the

signal voltage'varies, the collector current and v will both change, but inCE

such a way that their values will always lie on the load, line.

When the signal current (is y5/R1) is zero, the.base current iB will, .

have1ts average value I
B

(Eq. 9-7). The intersection of the ,load line with the_

i
B-curve corresponding to this average value of base current I

B
is called the4,,r-.

- operating pointandis labeled Q.in Pig..6.

It is of interest to determine the variations in collector (output)

currentas 4 function of the signal current id. This can be done by assuming

positive and negative values of i
s
, adding I

B
(the average base current) to ept

B then reading tkie corresponding value of i from the intersection ofthe load

line with the'-corresponding turve. The result is graph shown in Fig.:T.
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(a). -I
B=

, BB
(b)

Fig. 9-7
Over a substantial part of the range'this curve is approximately linear indicating

e

cut
off

that the output .(collecto0 ;current is approximately proportional to the input

(signal) currentpthe proportionality constant being.the slope of the curve.

When the signal currant becomes sufficiently negative, the collector-

is cut off and nd collector current flows. At the other end, for large positive

values Of signal current, the collector current reaches a maximum and from thenl
0

on it is saturated. If an input signal is to be reproduced faithfullY, its

amplitude is limited. by these considerations. In the design of the amplifier

the operating point mustbe so chosen that the point is = 0.falls near the center

of the linear portion of the curve of Fig. 7, assuming that the signal current

haS equal positive and negative peaks, like a sinusoid.

Example: Let the curves in Fig. 8 be the approximate collector

characteristics of an N-P-N junction transistor to be used in the amplifier cir-

cuit of Fig. 9. The bias battery voltages arelcc
= VBB

= 15 volts and. R1 =

K ohms.
75 It.is required to find the value of R

L
which will cause v

CE
at the

operating point to be 10 volts. It is also required to determine the peak value

of signal voltage which can be amplified without distortion.

z
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Fig. 9-8
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9-9 .

1
C 4111=-

Fig. 9-9

. Making the approximation that vBE can be neglected relative to VBB. .

) .

(15 volts), the average 'value of base current will be 1B = 15/75000 = 0.2 ma.

The coordinated of the operating point will then be v
CE

= 10$ ic = 10 as shown-byN

the X in Fig. 8. Since another point On the load, line is VCE = 15, ic = 0, the

load line can now be drawn$ giving an intercept on the ic axis of 30 ma.. The

result is 'Shown, inm Fig. lb. The, slope of the load'line is found to be

500 ohms.

0-4---From Eq.. (2-6) -the-slop en el

Assume that the input signal.Vs has equal positive and. negative

peaks (for example, the output of a phonograph pickup would be such a spu-r "r

mitrl :al wave). This sigma woUld cause iB to ;erary along the load line, aro9d

the operating point Q. rf. the sigma1 were large enough, the base current equIcl.

go negative, driving 1.to cut-off ( Fig. :/b). Under this condition, the output
.`v

of the amplifier would be distorted; .a portion of the input .signal vs would. be

lost. Cima.

30

20

10

.4

3

V
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. Since from .Eq. .(9-7) the total-base current equals the'airerage yalue"pius the

signal current, the negative peak of the signal current 'should not exceed 0.2 map

since I
B

= 0.2. This means that-the largest base Current w111 be .4 ma.

The characteristics show that the output current is-linearly related to

the .base *current over a base current range from 0 to .6ma. If the operating point

aan be moved to the center of this range, then a signal having a larger peak.-to-

peak-value could be amplified without distortion.

f t

Find the value of R
1

and. R required to move the operating poiint to

.3ma, N
OE

= 7.5 volts

Zee

Ans: 11 = 501K
II 1

R
L

= 500 ohms



Symbols for Circuit Variables

The symbols we have been*using for the voltages and current's in.. a transistor
t

amplifier(such as in Fig. P.) below) have been lower case (small) v and i with

upper,case (capital) letter subscripts These capital.subScripts refer to the

total instantaneous values. In discussing the operation of amplifiers we will
,

have occasion to talk about both the average values of voltages and currents

as well as their instantaneous values.. Furthermore) these voltages and currents,

can be writtemas the-sum of their average value plus an alternating component

whose average value is zero. So there isl-need for other symbols to designate

these alternating components.

The following conventions will IP used.

1. Capital letters with repeated capital subscripts will represent supply or

bias-sources-.--Thus-)--V-ces-the-collector---suppl-y-voltage-and-VBB-is-the_base_bias

voltage. (Note the two subscripts are the same.)

2. CaDital letters with capital subscripts, either single or two different

'letters, will represent average, values. Thus, IB is the average base current

and V
VE

is the average collector to emitter voltage.

3. Lower case letters with capital subscripts, wither single or double, will

represent total instantaneous values. Thus, vim is the total base to emitter-

voltage; an average value plus an a-c component: (Note, in case of double

subscriPts, the two subscripts-are different.)

4. tower case letters with lower case subScripts will represent instantaneous

values...of-alternating components. Thus, ie ib the alternating component of

emitter current and v
be

is the alternating component of base:to-emitter voltage

(their average values will be ner0).
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f a

ce_si4a1 letters With lower case subscripts will refer to therms values

of alternating components. Thus) I will be the rms value of ie) and Site will be
_e

---thms value of v

Self-Test. CarCyau select the correct answers to the following questions?

a

There may be more than one correct answer. (Check your answers against those

given Di the footnote) below.)

1. The term "v
CE
" designates

A. The instantapeoui voltage from collertor to emitter.

B. The sum of V and. ieRLs

C. The sum of 1/4 + v .

CE ce

2. The term V
be

refers to

A, The average value of base-to-emitter voltage.

3.

B. The rms value of base-to-emitter voltage.

The average value of collector-to-emitter voltage is

Answers: 1. ApC; 2. B)C; 3. Api.

Fig. 9-11

.



Power in the Collector Circuit

Having established the convention for the notations to be used., let us

concentrate on the collector circuit of Fig. 11 the loop formed bY the

collector and emitter terminals of the transistor, the supply voltage Vcc and

the load resistance R
L

. Interest is to be focussed on three aspects of power,

(1) the power supplied by the source, (2) the power dissipated in the transistor,

and (3) the power dissipated in the load. We will more specifically, be -

interested in.the average ,power sUpplied by or dissipated in each component

in the collector circuit.

The first Step will be to write expressions for the pertinent voltages

and currenA in terms of average and alternating components. Thus

CTC+1c

vCE = VCE + vce

We assume that the alternating camponents.have zero-average values.

The instantaneous values of the power supplied by the source (pcc),the

power dissireted in. RII(pL), and the power dissipated in the collector (pc) are

p =V =V I +V
CC CC C CC C CC

i
c

.2
p = R 1 = R (I +i )2 =R I2+R i2+ 2R I i
L LC L C c LC Lc LCc

pc = v
C
Ei

C
= (V

VE
+ v

ce
) (I

C
+

c
)

= V
CE

IC+ vceic + VCEic + IC vce
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Let us represent the average powers by capital P's and note that the average

value of the alternating components are zero. We now take the average value of-

each.of the last three expressions. We find:

2

L L C.

2
+ average value of RLic

=
L

+ R
L
I
2

C c

P
C

= V
CE

I
C
+ average value of vce i

c

= V
CE

IC + V
ce

I
c

(9-13)

(9-14)

(9-15).

Thus, the average power delivered by the supply source is not influenced by the

presenre or absence of a signal. On the other hand, both the average load power

and the average power dissipated in the transistor are dependeattn the signal.

Note fromEq. (9-1)i) that the average load, power has contributions ;ram a dc corn..

2
ponent RLIc and from an ac component, R_I2. ( Remember that /

c
is the rms value

c

of the ac component of the collector current.) The same is true of the average

collector power (dissipated in the transistor).

The three average powers can be related by noting that

vCE liCe-
(9486)

When this is used in Eq. (9-12) instead'of the alternative expressic44 for vcE



0

given in Eq. (9-9), -the result for the instantaneous collector power _becomes

or

p =V i -RL i
C

2 =V
CC

(I
C
+ic )

C CC C .

Taking the average value leads to

P = V I
C . CC C

average power
supplied:by
source

c,

Under quiescent

2
- (RL

IC

de. component

of average
load Power

+ R 12)
L c

ac component
of average
load power

9-15

(9-17)

(9-18)

no-signal) operating conditions) the average load power

is just RLI
C

. With a signal) this average load power increases to R
L
kI
C

_ + I
c
).

Since the average power delivered by the source is constant) this means that)

the average, power dissipated in the transistor decreasedwith an incieasing siga9.1.

level. The maximum collector dissipation occurs with no signal. If we label

this collector dissipation with no signal as P ) the collector dissipation
0 OD

can be expressed in terms of:

'where

PC
= P -

CO c

PCO = Ic(vm -

(9-19)

EXamlle

Problem An 17.-P-N junction transistor is used in the amplifier circuit of

Fig. 11. The transistor has a maximum permissible power dissipation of 2.3 watts.
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The source voltages are Vcc = 10 and VBB = 14 volts and the resistors have the

values R
1
= 2000 and R

L
= 10 ohms. The collector characteristics are approxi-

mately horizontal lines with ic = 60iB. A sinusoidal voltage signal vs having an

amplitude. of 12.5 volts is applied. Find the average powers Pc, PL and Plbc both

under quiescent conditions and with the signal. Note whether or not the

peTmissible dissipation is exceeded in either case.

Solutiam.

We first find the average base current to be IB = 1412000 = 7ma, assuming

vBE to be small campared with 14. The average collector current is then

I
c

= 60 x 7 = 420ma.

The average power delivered by the source will be 10(.42) = 4.2 watts. Under

quiescent conditions the power dissipated in the load wIll be 10(.42)2 = 1.76 watts.

Hence, the collector dissipation will be 4.2 - 1.76 = 2.44 watts) which exceeds

the maximum permissible.

.12...t2 . 1
.

The rms value of the current ia the load resistor will be . 60 =
12F 2000

.265 ma. Hence, the additional average load power will be 10(.265)2 = .70 watt

giiIng a total average load power of 2.46. The collector dissipation is now re- ,

-duced to 4.20 - 2.46 = 1.74 watts, a safe value.

As the dynamic operating paint (tobe distinguished fram the quiescent

operating point, with no signal) moves up and down the load line) the

instantaneous power dissipated in the collector changes. It is useful fOr the

circuit designer to have a curve on which the collector dissipation is constant.

Such a curve is obtained by setting ib in Eq. (9-12) eval to.a constant. In

particular, if the constant is the maximum permissible dissipation, labeled

Pdm
'
we will get

( 9-20 )
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Since P Is a constant, this is the equation of a hyperb-ola. It is shown in
dm

Fig. 9-12 superimposed on a set of collector characteristics. Fbr a given

iC = P

vCE

Fig. 9-12

application, the amplifier should be so designed that the load ling is tangent

to.or falls below this maximum dissipation hyperbola.

_



Models Of a Transistor
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There are two ways in which one can proceed to obtain models, or equivalent

circuits, of a transistor to use in assessing its behavior when it is connected

in a network. One approach could be to study the transistor's physical principles

and to arrive at equations expressed in terms of its terminal voltages and currents;

these equations would contain expressions for such physical parameters as concen-

trations of holes and electrons in the P-region and N-region, diffusion lengths

for holes and electrons) the charge of an electron, etc. These.equations could

then be related to 'an equivalent circuit. In this text, we shall not study the

'pertinent physical principles in sUch detail as will permit us to carry out such

an analysis.

We have, however, discuSsed someof the elementary principles sufficiently

to have a qualitative appreciation of some properties of a transistor. Consider

again the diagrams of Fig. 9-1 and Fig. 9-2 and remember that a P-N junction is

forward-biased. when the P-region is made positive relative to N-region, and is

reverse-biased when the opposite is true. With the biases shown in Fig. 9.=2, the

emitter junction is forward-biased and the collector junction reverse-biased. The

electrons which are injected into the base from the emitter diffuse through the ba'Se

region without much recombination, as already discussed. Because of the reverse-

biased collector junction, there is a strong field pulling these electrons from

the base into the collector. Thus, the collector current is almost equal to the

emitter current.

Let us write

= cii
E

(9-21)

when a is an amplification factor whose value is less than 1) but very close

to 1. (A typical value is a .98). Actually, for the amplifier connection we
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have been discussing, we are more interested in the amplification relating i to i
B

.

Such a relationship can be obtained by'solving Eq. 9-21) for iE and substituting

into Eq. (9-2). The result will:be.

where

a .
=

C 1-a
1
B

a

(9-22)

(9-23)

is the base-to-collector amplification factor. The closer a is to unitSr, the greater

the valve of p. (For a = .98, p = 49).

Indeed) Eq. (9-22) is an analytical expression representing the family of col-

lector characteristic curves. It gives a family of horizontal lines) on the ic
-vCE

axes, which are equally spaced for equal changes in iE. It is thUs an idealized

characteristic. It is now possible to draw a model representing this behavior of a

transistor, as shown in Ftg. 9-13a.

(a) Fig. 9-13 (b)

The current source whose value is pi
B
is a dependent source (also called a

controlled source). Such a source is different from the kind of current source

we have considered up till now which, by contrast, can be called an independent

source. The value of the source current in Fig. 9-13a is dependent on the current

somewhere else. Such dependent sources are characteristic of.the models for the

transistor and other electronic devices.
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The circuit of Fig. 9-13a represents only the most important property of'the

transistor, its current amplification. It does not, however, account for some

other effects. Sometimes it is important to take such secondary effects into ac-

count. The model in Fig. 9-13b gives a better approximation to the behavior of

the transistor. The battery V0 accounts for the base-to-emitter voltage which is

typically less than one volt. (About .2 volt for germanium and .5 volt for silicon

transistors.) The resistor r', called the base spreading resistance, accounts for
r

the small voltage from the base terminal of the transistor to the interior of the

=base region. (A typical value of rii0 is 100 ohms.) And, finally, the current

source labeled I is the collector current when the base current is zero. FromCEO

Fig. 9-13b, the collector current has the value

i = pt
C B CEU (9-24)

The effect of Iu0 is to cause the family of collector characteristics to

start with a non-zero value of i when i
B

= O. I
CEO

is quite sensitive to variations

in temperature. It is typically zero at 25
o
C but becomes 10 Ira. at 17o 5 C (for a

transistor whose maximum collector current is 30 ma.).

Small-signal Models

UP to this point, the transistor currents and voltages that have been under

discussion have been the total instantaneous values. These tots.] values have con-

tributions from two sources, (1) from the bias sources, which serve to fix the

quiescent operating point, and (2) from signals applied at the input. Once tne

quiescent operating point of the device has been fixed, we are subsequently inter-

ested in the variations of output that take place as a consequence of the signal.

It would, therefore, be convenient to deal only with these incremental changes

from the average values; for example, with ice.and vce rather than i0E and. v0E.
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TIre model of a transiStor which we shall now develoP is obtained by an approach

based on. empirically obtained measurements of the terminal characteristics of a

trarisistor, rather than from a stldy of the physical principles of semiconductor

junctions.

To start the discussion, note that of the four terminal variables of the tran-

sistor
(vBE

iB, irdB, ic), two can be expressed as functions of the dther two. Look

at the base and collector characteristics in Fig. 9-5. If w.e take i
B
and v

CE
as

independent variables, then we can write

VBE = f (i
B'

v
C

)

= f (i v )
C 2' B' CE

(9-25)

(9-26)

where f
1
and f

2.
are two.functions of i

B
and v

CE
which are represented graphically

by the curves in Fig. 9-5. Now suppose that both i
B

and v
CE

take on increments

from their pperating values. Then both v and i wIll take on increments from

their respective operating values. To a first approximation, the increments in the

dependent variables will be linearly related to those of the independent variables.

Thus, we can write

buBE a l B a 2 61w CE

aOwn (b)
(9-27)*

*
These can be obtained more rigorously by expanding the functions in Eqs. (9-25) and
(9-26) in Taylor svies about the operating yoint. Thus

av 6v
BE terns containing

..-..., + 7;.1--- diB +e dvu +vBE vBE higher derivativesat operating B CE
point

The partial derivatives are to be evaluated at the operating point. If higher order
terns are neglected, and. we note that v

BE
-v is simply the incre-
BEment in vBE

'
the result fdllows. at operating point
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The coefficients a
1

to a4 are simply constants. Interpretations-for these constants

can be obtained by solving for them from the equations themselves. Thus,

Ay
BE

a
1 Lia.B

by
BE

CE

611C
a3

bd.

°4 6wCE

when Ay
CE

= 0

when Ai
B

= 0

when Air
CE

= 0

when
-B

(a)

(b )

(c)

(9-28)

FUrther interpretations are obtained graphically from the transistor characteristic

curves. Consider Eq. (9-28d) for a4; Holding the increment of iB at zero means

the value of i
B

stays constant. Thus, let Fig. 9-14a be a collector characteristic

curve for a fixed value of 1.13. and let the coordinates of Q be the operating values

of i and v
CE.

We are to hold i
B
eonstant at this value while i and v

CE
change.

The ratio of bd. to tior
CE

is simply the slope,of the curve, provided the curve is

approximtely linear.

(a)

v
CE

Fig.-9-14

30. VCE
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But even if there is some curvature in the curve, this ratio will approximately equal
_

the tangent to the curve at the point Q, provided, the increments Ai and. AvCE are

"small".

Now look at the interpretation of a
3

in Eq. (9-28c). Let Q in Fig. 9-1.4b be

the operating point. 4104vu = 0 means we are to hold the value of vu constant. Thus,

however i
B

and i change, the new operating point must lie on the vertical line passing

throutgh Q. Thus, if iB changes fram
1B3

to iB4, then ic wlll change from ic3 to ic4;

so, a3 will be the ratio of ic4 - ic3 to iB4 - iB3. Similar interpretations can be

given forte., and a2.

Glance back at Eqs. (9-27 or (9-28). The a's do not all have the same dimensions.

Thus, a3 is dimensionless and a4 is a conductance. It is therefore more appropriate

to give them more suggestive symbols. Earlier, we had introduced a notational scheme

for expression varying components of the transistor currents and voltage. We will

use this scheme and rewrite Eqs. (9-27) as follows.

v = r i + pv
be 11 b ce

ic Pib g22vce

(a)

(9-29)

4

Remember that the voltage and current symbols here stand for changes) variations or

increments in the instantaneous values. Thus, ib is not the base current but the

incremental base current.

We now have a set of equations; the next task is to draw`a model which these

equations imply. The first equation is suggestive of Kirchhoff's voltage law; the

voltage vbe equals the sum of two voltages. One of these two is the drop across a

resistor r
11'

the other appears to be a dependent source. A similar analysis can

be made of the second equation. Remembering that ie = ic+ib, the result is the net-

work shown in Fig. 5-15.
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This network is a model of a transistor. Remember the conditions under which

it was derived. It does not give relationships among the total currrnts and voltages

but only among changes in these currents and voltages around their operating values.

The model includes two dependent sources; one a current source, the other a voltage

source. Note that if the collector terminal is Shorted to the emitter, then lc

equals pib and so p is the short circuit incremental current gain. It has the same

value as the previously introduced p. Note also that no bias batteries appear in

this incremental model.

On comparing this small-signal model with the model shown in Fig. 9-13, one can

note that if r
11,

).1 and g
22

are all zero, the small-signal model teduces to the

model in Fig. 9-13a. Thus, the basic nature of a transistor is a current amplifier;

the other parameters simply measure the extent to which the transistor deviates from

this ideal behavior. Because the parameters of this Model are dimensionally so

heterogeneous, it is called the hybrid model and the four parameters are called the

hybrid parameters.

This model of a transistor can be used in the calculation of the gain of an

-amplifier. Figure 9-16 shows a typical transistor amplifier. It is desired to

determine the small-signal voltage gain vLs/v,p where v is the signal voltage and
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v
Ls

is the component of the

sired to estimate the error

parameters of the model are

mhos; also R
L

= 4 kilohms.

voltage across RL due to

in i
b
that would result

the signal. It is also de-

if g were neglected. The

r
11

= 1 kilohm, p = 60, p = 4 x 10-4, g
22

= 25 micro-

(a)

L._
y_

Fig. 9-16

The first step is to draw the small-signal equivalent circuit. This is done

by replacing the tranSistor with its small-signal model, removing all biasing sources

and leaving everything else as is. The result is the diagram of Fig. 9-16. Le't R

be the parallel combination of the two resistors RL and 1/g22. That is,

R
4000 4000 = 3.64 kilohms.

-6 1.1
4" g22RL 1 Woo x 25 x lo

The incremental load voltage is

vLs v-ce PibR
218 x 106 lb

Now this can be substituted for the dependent voltage source in the base circuit.

The voltage of this source becomes - ppRib... This is the same voltage that would

be obtained if a current i
b
were flowing through a negative resistance - WE. Thus,

the base circuit can be redrawl as shown in Fig. 9-17. The negative resistance - ttf3R

subtracts from Ri



r
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Fig. 9-17

The incremental base current can now be found to be

s
v
s 1

i -
b R

1
+ r

11
- ti.011 21000 - 87.2 21000

1 -
87.2
21000

v
,

v
s 1

- - 1.004 s
21000 1 - .00415 21000

amp .

Note that, if g were neglected and assumed to be zero, ib would be simply

v5/21000. Thus, the error in neglecting p would be only about .4 per cent,

which is certainly tolerable. (In fact, actual resistors used for R1 and

R would have'tolerances of 5 to 20 per cent, so that the additional

per cent error would be campletely negligible.)

To complete the problem, the value of ib just found is substituted

into the previously found expression for load iroltage to yield, f-)r the

voltage gain,

V_
-OR

'V
s

R
1

+ r
11

- ppR R1
+ rll

(9-30 )

Note that the gain is a negative number. Thus, if the signal is sinusoidal, the

output signal voltage will have a phase angle of 1800 relative to the input signal,

and its amplitude will be 10.4 times larger.

In this example, all the transistor and circuit parameter values were given

and the gain was calculated. However, the expression for the gain can be examined



to see what changes might be made to increase the gain. Of the four quantities

on the right side of Eq, (9-30), A and r11 are fixed by.the transistor. (Their

values also depend on the location of the quiescent operating point; thus depends

on the separation of the curves in the family of,collector characteristic curves

and a glance at Fig. 9-5 shows that this separation depends on where the quiescent

point is located. However) if we assume that the quiescent point remains somewhere

near the center of the quadrant, the variations of the transistor parameters due to,

changes in the operating point -- which are determined by the external circuit param-

eters will be secondary. to a first approximation we can claim that (3,and

depend only on the transistor.) Ri is an external resistor and R is a cambination

of an external resistor and the transistor parameter g22. However, for the values

in this example, the difference between R and RL is less than ten per cent. Thus,

R can be looked upon as an external parameter.

For a given transistor, then, in order to increase the amplifier gain we should

increase R (which means increase RL) or decrease 111, or both. But note that RL and

l
help to establish the load line and fix the quiescent point, so we are not at

liberty to change these values at will. A compromise must be reached between desir-

-able quiescent point and large gain.

One additional variable available for achieving desired. objectives is the tran-

sistor itself. It would be desirable to have transistors with large values of A and

small values of r11. The engineer wanting-to optimize a circuit must have knowledge

oi the characteristics of a wide range of transistors; this is a by-produce of ex-

perience. With the introduction provided here, you can now interpret many transistor

characteristic curves, you can design a variety of simple amplifiers, and.you can

begin to acquire this valuable engineering expeiience.
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Practical Considerations in Amplifier Operation

In the preceding work, consideration was given only to the most basic amplifier

configuration. This included two bias sources, one for the collector and one for

the base, and two resistors, R
L

in the collector circuit and R in the base circuit.
1

Collectively, these quantities served to establish the load line and fix the operat-

ing point on the load line.

One hallnark of an engineer is to see if he can accomplish a given task more

simply, with fewer components. One candidate for such simplification is the use of

two-batteries for biasing purposes; can only one battery do the job? The question

ia answered in Fig. 9-18.- The diagram in (a) shows an arrangement which uses only

(a)
Fig. 9-18

one battery but which is equivalent to the arrangement in (b). (If you don't see

this quickly, look back at the discussion of the shifting of sources in Sec. 2-6.)

The only difficulty here is that we are constrained to have the same value of biasing

source in both collector and base circuits. We need to have same way of adjusting

the value of the base biasing battery voltage independently from that of the col-

lector biasing battery.

This objective can be achieved by the arrangement shown in Fig. 9-19a. An

e-Xt-r--I.-reSiStor has bee-fi a---M-e-d. in thTh.se circuit fo- Vi-d.er arrange-

ment. If the structure to the left of 'the dashed. vertical line is replaced by a
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a.)

Theyenin equivalent the result is as shown in Fig. 9-19b, where

Fb
V - V
BB Ra + Rb

RaRb
R
1 Ra + Rb

(a

(c)

(b)

(9.:31)

The final amplifier diagram has the arraLgement shown in Fig. 9-19c. Note that the

original two batteries and two resistors have been replaced by one battery and three

resistors.

In a given problem if the component values are given and it is required to

determine the quiescent o'perating point and the load line, Eqs. (9-31) are used to

fix the values in the configuration of Fig. 9-19b. The rest of the procedure is

then the same as previously described. On the other hand, if the problem is one of
.4

design, and the desired operating characteristics are given -- such as largest signal

amplitude with least distortion, which approximately fixes the Q point and the load

line -- the problem being to determine appropriate component values, one has to work

backwa:rds. Thus, for Fig. 9-19b, the base current.can'be found, using Eqs. (9-31),

to be

V
BB V

iB R
1

R
a
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Thus, with 'V determined from the load line and iB fixed by the quiescent point,

R
a

becomes known. There still remains to determine R from Egs. (9-31). Since

neither VBB nor R1 in Fig. 9-19b, nor Rb in Fig. 9-19c, have been fixed by anything

specified to this point, only practical considerations and convenience will limit

you in selecting their values. For example, you would not want Rb to be either very

large (such as several million ohms) or very small (such as only a few ohms) as

resistors in these sizes are expensive and fragile. Thus, if you are designing d

circuit like Fig. 9-19c, you are free to choose any convenient value of R
b"

How-

ever, you should be forewarned that other modifications in the amplifier circuit will

be introduced, below. They will put further limits on you in selecting your circuit

parameters.

At this point, let us u-se the model of Fig. 9-13 in the amplifier circuit of

Fig. 9-19b to find an analytical expression for the dc collector current in order

to investigate the factors on which it depends. The resulting network, which applies

for the average values 1B and lc (remember the notation), is shown in Fig. 9-20.

By writing a voltage equation around the left-hand loop, IB can be found. Then,

vBB T-
41MIMM

/3kb

TVO v

Fig. 9-20

a node equation at the upper right node gi-Tes-an-expres:sion-for-l--Thus-y-

IB(R1
b

+rf)
Vbb VO

= g +
B CEO

gwo)
- +

c R1 + CEO

(9-32)
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In the last expression, the quantities that are transistor parameters are

pl Vo, Icao and 1'1'0. It has already been pointed out that IcE0 is temperature

dependent. The same is true of V
0.

Thus
'

I
C

and the operating point will change

with temperature. FUrthermore, the value of p for a given type of transistor

varies from one individual transistor to another, simply because of manufacturing

problems, and this variation can be by a factor of as much as 3 or 4. Since p
t_

is a multiplying factor in one term in Eq. (9-32), 1c will change radically with

such changes in p. A modification in the amplifier circuit is needed that will

tend to compensate for changes in transistor parameters such as p.

A review of the steps in arriving at Eq. (9-32) show's that, although there

are two loops in Fig. 9-20, the base current is found from the left-hand loop in-

dependently of the collector current. Thus, any changes in the collector current

due to changes in pl say, are noi reflected back to influence the base current --

we say there is no "coupling" between the two loops. This would not be the case

if there were a resistor in the branch between two loops; that is if a resistor

were connected to the emitter in Fig. 9-19. Such a resistor is added in the

amplifier circuit and its model shown in Fig. 9-21. This resistor tends to compensate

for changes in p.

(a)
Fig. 9-21

(b)
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With this change, the equations written earlier now become

(r1; + R1 + +RI=V - VeB e C BB 0

IC = PIB

When these are solved for I
B
and I

c'
the result will-be

V
BB

- VO - ReI
CE0

I -
B r + R

1
+ (13+1)Re

b

(4)

(b

. (9-33)

(9-34)

p(v
BB

- v0) r + R + R-

+
r + R

1
+ 43+1 r

b
+ R1 + (f3+1),Re

c
3E0

(9-35)
b

(Verify that these reduce to the previous expressions when Re = 0.) Consider the

first of these for IB. Suppose there is a positive increment in either I or p.
CEO

Ari increase in p increases the denominator and thus causes a decrease of IB.

Similarly, an increase in ICE° causes a decrease of the numerator and again a de-

crease of I
B

. Thus, an increase in either p or I
CEO

1 or both, tends to reduce I
B

Considering Eq. (9-33b), this decrease in IB tends to compensate for the increase

in p or 'op, thus tending to keep IC constant. The operation of the_ amplifier will

thus be greatly improved by the addition of R.

Now concentrate on the last equation for Ic (Eq. 9-35). This appears to be

a complicated expression, although it is merely the sum of two terms, It is to

be campared with Eq. (9-32) for the case of no Re. In that expression the ooeffi-

cient of I is 1. Let us examine what value of R
e
would be required to make this

CEO

coefficient in Eq. (9-35) considerably less than,l, for typical values of the other

quantities.

Let us call the coefficient of I
c '

A and solve for R
e

. The result will be
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or

r' + Rb 1 e

r' + R
1
+ (p+l)R

eb
A

(140(q+Ri)
A (13+1 ) 1

Typical values of p, r and. R
1
are 50, 100 ohms, and 5-10 kilohms, respectively.

Thus, r.I'D is quite negligible compared to R1. If we wish the coefficient A to be

.0.1, then

R
e
= 1.1 to 2.2 kilohms for R

1
= 5 to 10 kilohms.

These are quite reasonable value's of Re. Thus, the coefficient of_IcE0 in Eq. (9-35)

-Jan be easily made of the order of .1. This means, the contribution of I= to I

can be made small enough to neglect. -Thus, Eq. (9-35) reduces to

P(//BB4/0)

.10
+ R

1
+ (p1)R

e

This equation is quite usefUl in determining the collector current at the quiescent

point. Of course, this point must also fall on the load line. The equation for

the load line, however, will now be somewhat more complicated due to the appearance

of the emitter resistor R. Thus, from the collector circuit in Fig. 9-21a, the

following equation results.

v
CE

= V - (R
L
+R

e e
)i
C
- RiB

Not only does Re contribute to the coefficient af iv it introduces iB into this

equation.

_ Of_courselAB could_be_eliminated_by_.writing-another-equation-for-the-base-cir

cuit. However, it would not cause a great error if iB is neglected completely, since

it is quite small compared with i , assuming a largeenough p. If i
B

is neglected,

Eq. (9-38) can be solved for ic to yield
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V 1
- v

CE
- v -

C RL + Re EL + Re CE RL + Re
9-39)

Thus, the slope of the load line is determined by the sum of RL and. Re, rather than

just-R
L
as in,the simpler circuit.

The Dynamic Load Line

The introduction of an emitter resistance has been shown to stabilize the

value'of collector current against changes in the transistor parameters, p and Icao.,

The same mechanism that brings about this improvement also brings about a reduction

.in the amplification of signals. But, we can modify the circuit further, to prevent

this reduction. As far as the signal components of collector current are concerned,

we would like to remove R
e

yet we would like to keep it-there as far as the dc

conponent is concerned. This objective can be achieved by placing a capacitor in

parallerwith R
e

. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 9-22. R
e
is said to he

by-passed and Ce is a by-pass capacitor.

INPUT

IMM
116

Fig. 9-22

(The purpose of C1 and

C
2

will be discussed in

the next .feirr paragraphs)

Before considering the influence of the capacit, s,note that the battery does

_no.t_appear_explLcitly._Instead, the_terminal_to_whih-the_positive-terminal-of-the

ON
battery L:hou ld. be connected is labeled + V, it is understood that the other terminal

of,the battery is connected to ground, which is designated by the symbol I at

the bottom of the diagram.
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Now the average value of the current in a capacitor must be zero. Another way

of saying this is that a capacitor cannot carry direct durrent. Hence, for calcula-

tion of quiescent values, capacitors behave like open circuits and can simply be

removed from the circuit and omitted from any calculations. This means, the presence

of C
e
in parallel with R

e
will not influence the value of I 1 the average collector

current, obtained in the last section.

Now let us consider the effect of the parallel cambination of Re and Ce on the

signal components of current. Let the impedance of this combination be Ee and assume

the signal to be sinusoidal of angular frequency w. Then
1

R
e j

Z
e

-
R +

1 , 1 + jwC R
e

e jwC
e

(9-4o)

If 4)0
e
R
e
is much greater than 1, this expression becomes approximately 1/jue

e
and

the effect of R
e

has been eliminated. For example, let R
e
= 500 ohms and let the

lowest frequency signal to be amplified have u = 5000 rad/sec. What value of Ce

OIMM

will cause wO
e
R
e
to equal, say. 25 and what will be the value of Z

e
fol.- this value

of C
e
? The answer will be

C
e

= 25/WR
e

= 10 mfd; and 2 = - j20

Now, 20 ohms is practically a short circuit when compared with the value of

R
e

= 500 ohms. At higher frequencies this.same value of capacitance will make

the value of 2 :e even smaller and more like a short circuit. For the signal com-

ponents, then, the capacitor can be taken as a short circuit, thus eliminating

R
e
and restoring the signal amplification that we had before adding R Nbte that

a tr=pass capacitor-must thave-a-large-capacitance-i-such-as 10 mfd.

As for the capacitors labeled C1 and C2 at the input and output of the
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amplifier in Fig. 9-22, they also are effectively an open circuit for dc calcula-

tions. At the same time, if their values are,made large enough, each will be ef-

fectively a short circuit at the signal frequencies. Thus, they-have two functions:

(1) to couple the-time-varying part of the signal into the amplifier and out of it,

and (2) to block out any average component it might have. (Why would it be un-

desirable for a signal with a nonzero average value to be applied to the amplifier?)

Thus) these capacitors are called either of two descriptive names, coupling capacitors

and also blocking capacitors.

The discussion concerning the effect of the by-pass capacitor has shown that

C
e
acts as a short circuit to the signal component of emitter current. Thus) the

voltage across Re is caused only by the average value of the enitter current) and

therefore remains constant at the value R
e
I
C

Thus, writing a voltage equation

around the collector circuit in Fig. 9-22 and solving for ic leads to

iCRL + v
CE

+ ICRe

V - R I
e C\

iC (
) CE

(9-41)

This is the equation of a straight line. it should be compared with the equation

of the load line for the circuit without C
e

) given in Eq. (9-29). Its slope is dif-

ferent) as are its intercepts. However) it passes through the same quiescent operat-

ing point) as can be confirmed by setting ic in Eq. (9-41) equal to its quiescent

value I 1 and noting that the resulting values of v
CE

in the two equations are the

same. This new line is called the Aynamic load line in contrast wlth the previous

one which is the static load line. Figure 9-23 shows both lines on a set of col-

lector characteristic curves.
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dynamic load line
s3ope = - 1/R

L

static load line
----slope = - 1/(RL+Re)

Fig. 9-23

ExaMple

m-ReIc
vCE

or-

To illustrate the above discussion) consider the amplifier shown in Fig. 9-24.

6

Nplill
AM
IIIIIhle
51111111111k50gp

ha
.230ga

I

200p.a Ell

WOMB

100g
Q

-

0
1111 50ga kel

= 0

ILIMItil
10 1 9 Pn 29 7i) h.

Fig. 9-24 v
CE

The transistor has a V
0

= .2 volts. It is desired to have the quieS'cent operating

point fall at i = 2. ma..) v
CE

= 15 volts. Draw the static and dynamic load lines

and determine appropriate values for those parameters which are unspecified in the

diagam. Use the collector characteristics shown in the figure.
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The value of p in the vicinity of the Q point is found from the collector curves

to be p 4 20. The static load line is easily donstructedsince it mast pass through

the v
CE

axis at 30 volts and through the Q point. 'It intersects the i axis at 5 ma.

Hence, the slope will be

Hence,

ma 1
slope =

30 volt Re + RL

R + R = = 6 kilohms
e L 5

Since R
L
= 4K, then R = 2K.

The dynamic load line can now be drawn. Perhaps the simplest way is to note

that it must pass through the Q point and through the point V - ReIc = 30 - 2(2.5) =

= 25 volts on the vf
E

axis.
C

It remains to find R
a

and. R
b'

Since the quiescent collector current is known,

Eq. (9-37) gives a relationship between VBB and R1. Thus,

or

20
R + 42 (V

BB
-.2)

1 2.5

R
1
= 8v

BB
- 43.6 kilohms.

When Eqs.(9-31) are used for R1 and VB the result will become a relationship be-

tween R
a ID

and R. . Thus,

Rio ( 240 -R )

+
a 43.6

Ra Rb

From this expression it is clear that Ra must be less than 240K. There are no other

restrictionson R
a

and. R
b.

Hence, let us arbitrarily choose R
a

= 15o,K. Then, from

tht last expression we find Rb = 141K.
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Thus we have "designed" a transistor amplifier with predetermined characteristics.

It would still be necessary to build. this desigA and try it out in the laboratory.

Some of the values may need to be adjusted slightly in order to get just the desired

results, but your analysis has done two things: (1) you have saved a lot ofttLme and

money La getting a design that should work, and (2) you will understand the effect of

making snall adjustments La the values of the different components, to get just the

performance you wtnt.

Let us continue with this example and now concentrate on finding the small sig-

nal gain of the amplifier assuming a signal current i (milliamps) is applied. For

\,
this.purpose, remember that the capacitors Cl, C2 -and c3 are assumed to be short cir-

cuits and. biasing-batteries are removed (assumed shorted). Thus, the resulting

network is shown in Fig. 9-25a. Note that the 4K output resistor and.RII are now

Pib

R1

transistor

=4K 4K

(a)

r
11

Fig. 9-25

(b)

in parallel since c3 is a short circuit, and. Re has been shorted by C2. (Ra and Ria

are also in parallel to yield R1.) The transistor is now replaced by its small

signal model from Fig. 9-15 tosyield the result shown in Fig. 9-25b. It has here

been assumed that IL is small enough to neglect. 0 has already been found to be

0 A 20. From Fig. 9-24 p g22 is found to be g22 = .03-mmho. Although there is no

data from which rli oan be determined, it is clear that if it has a typical vtlue

in tht ntighborhood of 1K, it will be overshadowed by R1. Let'us assume r11

in the interest of conmenience and convert i in parallel with R to a voltagm
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source equivalent and stmilarly with pib in parallel with g22. (Caution:

g
22

is a conductance.) The result is the network shown in Fig. 9-26.

72.6ii

volts

This is relatively easy to solve because each of the two loops, considering

the two 4K resistors to be cambined, can be'handled separately.

72.6 . . .

73
3.

1
3.

1
ma.

-6671,

33 .1.1'2 = - 19i1

Finally, the output current i2 can be fbund from the current divider relationship

to be

4 .

i -
2 4 + 4 1

951i ma.

giving a current gain of

ii = 9.5

In addition to the gain, there .are other quantities of interest in the small-

signal operation of transl.stor ampiifiers. One of these is the imPedance at the

input terminals. You will recall that the impedance of a network at a pair of

terminals is the ratio of the phasor voltage at those terminals to the phasor cur-
_

rent. This assumes-that the signals applied to the amplifier are sinusoids. If the

network in question has no reactive elements (capacitors or inductors), the angle

of.all sinusoids (currents or voltaggs) will be the came; there will be no phase
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difference, only the amplitudes will be different for different variables. In such

a case, all phasors can be made real. Hence, it will be permissible to deal with the

sinusoids themselves instead of their phasors. The input impedance is purely real

and has no imaginary component..

Thus, for the amplifier network in Fig. 9-25b, the input impedance at the ter-

minals of the amplifier will be \Via. Ftom the figure it is seen that ril and Ri

are in parallel and their voltage and current are not influenced by the collector

circuit, because p was assumed negligible. Thus, the input impedance is the resist-

ance which is the equivalent of r
11

and. R
1

in parallel. This will be approximately

equal to r11 since Ri is so nmch larger than r11. But ril is quite snall (we took

it to be Iwo ohms). This is typical of transistor amplifiers_in this configuration.

Another quantity of interest is related to the Thevenin equivalent of the

amplifier at its output terminals. Consider forming the Thevenin equivalent looking

to the left from terminals a-b in either Fig. 9725b or Fig. 9-26. Interest will be

focussed on the Thevenin equivalent impedance. You will recall that this is the

impedance at the terminals when the sources in the network ire deactivated. Since we

now have a type of source -- a dependent source -- which was not introduced when the

Thevenin theorem was discussed, the question arises as to whether or not dependent

sources are also deactivated when the Thevenin impedance is calculated. Note that

in Fig. 9-25b the dependent source current is proportional to lb. If this source

is deactivated, NI and hence also ib, nmst be set equal to zero. But ib is the

current in,
rll'

y'it may or ma not be zero. If i should turn out to be zero, then

the dependent source current will be zero; otherwise not.

In the present case, let us deactivate the signal current i
1

(nake it zero)

since it is an independent source and then apply a aurrent source ia at the terminals

a-b, our objective being to find v
ab

so that the ratio v /i
a

can be calculated.
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The situation is illustrated in Fig. 9-27a, where the network has been redrawn in

r
11

r
11

(b )

order to show more clearly that there is no coupling back from the collector circuit

to the base circuit. Thus, even though a source ia is applied, there will be no base

current and hence (3110 will be zero. Bence, the Thevenin impedance Will be the paral-

lel combination of g22 and RL. It is common terminology to call this --Thevenin

equivalent impedance, the output impedance. In this case, the output impedance will

be RL/(1+g22RL) = 3.57K.

Suppose that the parameter p in the transistor model is not neglected. Then,

Fig. 9-27a becomes modified as in Fig. 9-27b. Now there is coupling from the col-

lector circuit to the base circuit. Bence, ib will not be zero; it will be

Pvab= -
R
1

+ r
11

From the collector circuit we find v
ab

to:be

RL
RL ppvab

vab l+g22RL (ia-Pib)
l+g22RL (ia+ R1+1.1.1

The last step is obtained by substituting ib from the preceding equation. Solving

for v
ab

leads to

v
ab

R
L

i
a

1 + (g
22

-11OR
L

(9-42)

which reduces to the preceding expressiOn for the output impedance when p = 0.

Although this example does not prove the general case, it is nevertheless a

general result that when finding the Thevenin impedance of a network containing
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dependent sources (as well as independent ones), only the independent sources are

deactivated -- not .alle dependent sources. We shall not prove this result here.

The Emitter Follower

The amplifier configuration we have been discussing is called a cammaa emdtter .

connection, because the emitter terminal is commaa between input and output. We have

seen that this amplifier has a relatively low input impedance (several hundred ohms)

and a relatively high output impedance (several.kilohnts). In many applications just

tht opposite is required: relatively high input impedance (several tens of thousands

of ohms) and a relatively low output impedance (in the hundreds or less). We see

fram Eq. (9-42) that the output impedance depends strongly on RI.; it will become zero

if RI = 0. But in this case there will be uo output voltage either, so nothing is

gained by setting RIA = 0.

As another point of departure, note from Fig. 9-2,10 that the input-impedance

1.011 increase if the resistance R
e

is not bypassed so that it soears in the small

signal model. These thoughts lead to consideration of the amplifier configuration

shown in Fig. 9-28a.

The two modifications hare are that R1 has been set equal to zero and Re is
1

not bypassed with a capacitor. Siace there is no load resistance, the output must

be taken somewhere else; it is taken across Re. The resulting small-signal equivalent

circuit is shown in Fig. 9-28b. This model is redrawn in a more convex:1mA form in

Fig. 9-28c, to bring out more clearly the oUtput terminald. Note that Re and g22

are in parallel; let us denote by R the parallel combination:

R
e

R =
g22Re

(9-10)
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There are three quantities of interest in the operation of the emitter-

follower: the current gain, the input impedance and the output impedance.

To find the gain and the input impedance, suppose a current source is is applied,

leading to Fig. 9-29. If v2 is found, then the current through Re will be simply

Fig. 9-29 Fig. 9-30

2'd
(Re. Similarly, if. vl is found, then the input impedance will be 1/1/1

s
. To

find both of these voltages, one procedure is to write node equations. If this

is done for the nodes labeled a and 'b in the diagram the result will be

,1 1 1
+

,` R1 ri r
11

2 s

1 . 1 1
- v + (- + -)v
r
11

1 r
11'

R 2 b

But i
b

can be found in terms of v
1

am., v
2

as

i

v
1

- v
2

b r
11

(9-45)
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This is now substituted in the previous equation and the node equations are solved

for vl and v2. The current gain and input impedance are found to be

current in R
e

(1 + p)R1

current gain = Gi
s r11)(1 g22Re) (1 P)Re

1
+ ( 1 + f3 e

R.1(ril(1 + g22Re) + (1,+ p) Re)
input impedance = Zi = _ fa.

kril + R1)(1 + g22Re) + (1_ +

( 1 + p )Re

R1+ (1 + f3 )Re

(9-46)

(9-47)

These expressions appear to be fairly complicated but they can be simplified as

shown if all the resistors are assumed to have typical. values. (ril 1 500 ohms,

g
22

1 10
-4

mhos, p = 50, R
1

in kilohms and R
e

1 K.) To get an impression of the

values and how they compare with the previously discussed common emitter amplifier,

let R
1

72.6K, R
e

= 2K and p = 50 as in the example of the last section. Then,

G. = 22.2

Z. = 42.5K

It is.noteworthy that the.gain is about a factor of 2 greater than in the common

emitter connection. Furthermore, it is positive, indicating that the input and

output signals will be in phase.
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As for the input impedance, the 42.5K is to be compared with the several

hundred ohms represented by r11.

The final quantity of interest is the output impedance. As discussed

in the last section, to find this impedance only independent sources are

deactinated. In Fig. 9-30, the signal source i
s
has been open circuited

and an external current source i2 applied. It is required to find v2.

Applying !Cal at the upper node leads to

FUrthermore,

v
2

v
2

i2 Pib R Ri + ril

i = -
b R

1
+ r

11

v
2

Substituting this,into- Eq (9-48) and rearranging leads to

v
2

R(111

output impedance Z2 = T; = hi r,11 (4:+ ,X)R

R
1
R
e

zl

R
1

+ (p + 1)R
e

1 +

Using the same numerical values as before, finally gives:

Z
2

= 830 ohms

(9-48)

(9-49)

(9-50)

Equation (9-50) shows that large Z, and smal)? Z2 are conflicting

requirements since Z2 is proportional to Z1. It is seen, however, that the

larger the value of p, the better for achieving both obje.ctives. Furthermore,

a larger p also means a larger gain. Thus, one of the goals of transistor

manufacturing is to make the p's as large as possible.
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Magnetic Coupling

Introduction

By virtue of the phenomena.of magnetic flux and Faraday's law it is

possible to transfer energy from one circuit to another, even though the

circuits are not connected by wires. The practical device based on this

fact is called a "transformers!. In some cases, as in communication circuits,

two coils are rocated near each other, in air, as in Fig. 10-1. In power

applications, the toils are wound on an iron.core, as in Fig. 10-2. The

,

] C
Figure 10..1. Figure 10-2.

principles of analysis are essentially the same in both cases, with the

exception that when there is an iron core it may be necessary to take non-

linear effects into consideration.

10-1. Flux Relationships

Consider the pair of coils in Fig. 10-3, which are drawn in a specific

way to facilitate the writing of equations. It is assumed that each coil is,

connected to a circuit which is not shown so that currents la and 12 cal

flow. In general, these currents are varying with time.

Fluxes 0
1

and 2 respectively link coils 1 and 2. For the moment, assume

there is no iron present,% and that the resistance of each coil is negligible.



2
4.

K4Z

Figero 10-3.

There will be an emf induced in each coil which makes voltages vl and v2 appear

at the terminals. These are relate-I to 0.1 and 02 by

00

N
1

turns

142 turns

d0
1

v1 = N1
dt

d00

v = N.
2 2 dt

(10-1)

Next we consider how 01 and 02 are related to la and.12. Without bothering

with a specific case, which could in fact be quite complicated, it is possible

to arrive at the required general relationship by the following arguments. If

12 were'zero, 01 would be proportional to 1, and we could use a symbol k11

as the proportionality constant, to write

01 = k
11 1

Furthermore, it would be possible that could e zero, and 12 not zero. Due

to proximity of the two coils, there could still be a flux 01, which would now

be proportional to 12 . If k12 is the proportionality constant, this would be

written

0
1

= k
12

i
2
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We have stipulated that no iron is present, so that linearity can be assUmed,

and therefore that superposition can be applied. Thus, with- and 12 each non-
,

zero, we wi 1 r have a general formula

0
1

= k
11
11 + k

12
12

A similar treatment can be applied to coil 2, giving

4) =lc +ki
2 21 1 22 2

(10-2)

(10-3)

In doing this., four unknown constants (k
11'

k
12'

k
21'

k
22

) have been introduced.

However, these will presently be eliminated, their purpose being merely to show

how 0
1

and 0
2

vary with the two currents.

Now we can use the above equations in Eqs. (10-1) to give

ddi
1

i

2v =k N +kN
1 11 1 dt 12 1 dt

di dio
N

1
+ k

2 2 dt
N
2 dt

Again temporarily consider t e special case where 12 is identically zero (or

constant) so that di
2
/dt = p. Then the first of the above equations becomes

However, we would also have

di
1

11
N1

dt

di
1

v = L
1 1 dt

f-

where L1 is the self indUctance of coil 1. Therefore, k11N1 = Ll. Likewise,

consideration of coil 2 gives k22N2 = L2. Therefore, the equations can be

written dil di2

v = L + k N
1 1 dt 12 1 dt

di, di
2v =k N + L

2 21 2 dt 2 dt

(10-5)



It can be .shown,that*

1
N
2

Let this common value be represented by the letter M. We then have

or

M k N
12 1 '1( a

11

kl2 k2= (k

11 22
k

VL
1
L2

It is customary to use the symbol k to represent the first radical, namely

/1( k21

k
11

k
22

It is called the.coefficient of coupling, and we finally have

M k Vt.
1 2

(10-6)

(10-7)

M is called the mutual inductance between the coils. k is always lesS than 1.

*Assume i
1

and i
2
are sinusoidal of frequency w (certainly an acceptable special

case). They will be represented by phasors fi and f . Recalling that differentiation
2

produces a multiplication by jw in phasor notation, we have

n jW(L111 k12N112)

V2 jW(k21N2I1 4. L212)
t-15

Recall that power in the sinusoidal case is Re(VI*),. -The powers into coils (1) and
(2) are respectively

Pr= Re(1/111*) = Repw(L1f1T1* + 1512N1T211*)]

P2 = Re(V212*) = ReDw(k21N2i112* + L'2121297)]

However, the product of a complex number by its conjugate is real. Hence jwylti*
_

and jw12I2I2* are each pure imaginaries and have zero real parts. Also, if A is

a complex number, Re(j;) = Im(A). Hence

P1 = Im("3.2"1I2I1*)
P2 lig Im(wk21N2i112*) se Im(wk21N2I2ii*)

(continued on pg. 5)



Thus, it is seen that the original set of four k's have disappeared, having

been replaced by three measurable parameters L
1'

L
2,

and k (or M). Note that four'

parameters reduced to three because ohe.Of the original four was not independent,

since k
12

N
1

= k
21

N
2'

10-2. The General Equations

Having developed the concepts of mutual inductance, Eqs. (10-5) can now be

written

1

di
1 m

di
2

dt

di
1

di
2

v2 = " dt -2 dt

(10-8)

A word about signs is in order. These equations were written for Fig. 101-3,

in which winding directions were explicitly shown and could be related to the

reference directions of current, voltage, and flux. Suppose one of the winding

directions (say on coil 2) had been reversed. A- little thought will show that-

this is equivalent to changing the reference directions of 4.2 and v2. The

above equations would become

di
1 2

v = L
1 1 dt dt

di di2
1

--v2 " dt '2 dt

* (contin0e4
where in the second equation we have used the fact that i

1
i
2
* = (1

2
I
1
*)*. From

physical considerations, since neither coil has resistance, the total power

(P1+P2
) must be zero, giving

and hence

+ k21N2)1-2111 = 0

kl2N1
= k

21
N
2



or
di

1
di

2
v = L - M
1 1 dt dt

di
1 .

di
2

v2 = -m + L
2 dt

(10-9)

Thus, the sign associated with M becomes negative in both equations. In

certain cases, where coils are changing relative position (say one is rotating)

it is sometimes convenient to take this effect into account by allowing M itself

to become negative, in which case Eqs. (10-8) are perfectly general. We shall

always regard M as positive in this text, however.

7he question arises as to how to know whether to use + or - signs, when

coils are merely shown on a circuit diagram in symbolic form. This is done by

the convention of using a pair of dots, as in Fig. 10-4). The tdo cases shown

at (a) will yield Eqs. (10-8), and Eqs. (10-9) apply to the cases shown at (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 10-4.

Finally, observe that'these equations and examples have all been given for

cases where voltage + refeTences appear at terminals where the current reference

arrvA.srv:ets..: A change in any one of these will result in corresponding sign

changes in the equations. For example, if the direction of i
2
were reversed in

Fig. 10-4a, the equations would be

m
'di

2
di

1

v1 '1 dt " dt

di di
m 1 2

v2 " dt '2 dt
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Observe that this is different than the effect of changing the winding

direction (because only one reference was changed).

With this information, you should be able to write the equations relating

voltages and currents for a pair of mutually coupled coils suitably specified

in the manner of Fig. 10-4. Admittedly, it is easy to get confused on signs,

especially when the reference directions are not like those in Fig. 10-4. Until

you acquire skill in this matter, it is not a bad idea to write the equations

first for these reference directions, and then change signs in terms containing

any variables which have different references.

10-3. Effect of Resistance

The voltages we haye been using are terminal voltages, in the absence of

resistance, and are really emf's. For the current reference directions we have

been using, the terminal voltage is the emf plus the Ri product. Thus, when coils

have respective resistances 111 and R2, the complete equations are

di
1

di
2

vl = R11.1 + L1

10-4. Measurement of M

10-5.

dt M dt

-
di
1

di
2

v = m +
2 dt dt

One way to determine M is to onnect the two coils in series, as in Fig.

7"--0

V

Figure 10-5'.



The currents are the same (i =
1

= i
2
) and-the voltage across the c6mbination

is v = vl + v2. Thus, Eqs. (10-10) become

and so

di
v
1

= R
1

+ (L
1
+M)--

dt

di
v = (L +M)-- + R
2 2 dt 2

v = (R1+R2)i + (L1+L2+2M)cidit

From this equation we reach the conclusion that the inductance of the combination

is

L
eq.

= L
1
+ L

2
+ 2M

Since L
1'

L
2!
-and L

eq.
can each be measured, M can be found. (What would the

last equation be if one of the dots in Fig. 10-5 had been on the other end?)

10-5. Sinusoidal Solutions

If all voltages and currents-are sinusoidal, namely

v
1

= Vig V
1
cos(wt + e

vl
)

\/2 I cos(wt +

v2 = V2 cos(wt + e2)

12 = VTg 12 cos(wt e12)

(10-12)

equations can be written in terms of the phasor defined from the above, which

are

V e
jevl jell

f
1 l

= Ile

je

2 2

v2 .1E9.12

i
2

= I e

(10-13)



Recalling the principles of sinusoidal circuit analysis, it is recalled

that if

then

ll
i
1

je
= Ile is the phasor for i = \15 I cos(wt + 0 )

1 1

di,

is the phasor for
dt

(Refer to the chapter on sinusoids for the derivation of this.) Thus, referring

to Eqs. (10-10),.in the sinusoidal case only,, these can be replaced by

(R + jwL )i jwMi1 1 1 1 2

V
2

211 + jwM7
1
+ (R

2
+ jwL2)12

These equations make it possible to draw an equivalent circuit diagram in

which the effect of-M is replaced by a pair of dependent-voltage sources, as

shown in Fig. 10-6b.

R2 L

(a)

Figure 10-6.
(b)

The original circuit is shown at (a)s. In Fig. 10-6b there is no mutual coupling;

the two parts are entirely separate. But it will be observed that the dependent

source in the number (1) circuit depends on 12 and vice-versa. If you will

write Kirchhoff's equations for Fig. 10-61), you will obtain the version of

Eqs. (10-14) having the + signs. (How Would Fig. 10-6b be changed if one of the

dots in the original circuit had been at the bottom? Does it make any difference

which one?)
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This equivalent circuit is not necessary, it provides no information not

given by Eqs. (10-14). However, it gives exactly the same information as the

equations, and may be easier to remember, Also, when the pair of coils is

connected to other circuits, the equivalent circuit can sometimes be a trifle

simpler to use. The example:given in the next section is a case in point.
_

(See if you can deli it without the equivalent circuit.)

10-6. Example of a SOution of a Circuit Problem

Referring to Fig. 10-7a, assume that we are to find the power delivered to

the resistor RL. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 10-7b. (Why is the

polarity on the dependent source reversed compared with Fig. 10-6b1)

(a)

ONO.

Figure 10-7.

Two equations are obtained from Fig. 10-7b, as follows:

The second of these gives

j(14412 = (R1 jwL1)11

(R + RL + 3w.L2)12 (10-15)

R + R
L

+ jwL
)12

L2 R2 + RL

a (IT wM )12

This can be substituted into theofirst of Eqs. (10-15), and after some

purely algebraic manipulation, the result is



1/. E(R
1
L
2
+(R

2
+R

L
)L
1

+ E2(L1L2-M
2
)-R1(R2+R

1 M w

-

This of course can be solved for
2'

giving

2-

To find the power, we want 1112, which is M21i111 _divided by the square of the

absolute value of the denominator: The latter is the sum of the squares of

the real and imaginary parts. Thus,

M
2
1V11

2

CR1
, LAc.\

Although this is a long formula, it is simple enough to calculate. Observe

that it shows that,no 0ower will be transmitted if M = 0, which is an expected

result since this is the condition of zero coupling.

10-7. The Iron Core Transformer

The equations we have derived apply to a transformer with an iron core,

provided it is valid to assume a linear magnetization curve. However, it is

worthwhile to give some special consideration to a simplified version which

gives good approximate answers when k is very small, as is usually the'case

for an iron core. This treatment brings the turns natio N1/N2 into evidence

as a fundamental trnsformer parameter.

Refer to Fig. 10-8, which may be considered the equivalent of Fig. 10-3,

except that an iron oore is shown explicitly. For simplicity, we shall assume

zero resistance in each winding. Dots are shown on the windings, even though

they are eedundant in view of the fact that winding directions are shown elf-licitly.
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Figure 10-8.

The reference direction of 1
2

is neversed compared with Fig. 10-3. This change

is not necessary, but is made because the direction in Fig. 10-8 is the one

customarily made in the analysis of iron core transformers.

In this case, Eqs.'(10-2) and (10-3) become

01 k
11

i
1

k 0
2

m k
21

i
1

k
22

1
2

We now make the crucial assumption that 01 and 02 differ by a negligible amount.

. That is, we assume flux is confined too the core. Then, by equating the above, we

get

k
11

i
1

k
12

i
2

us k
2 1

k
22

i
2

0: (10-11)

(k11-k21)11 = (1(12-k22)1.

This equation must be true for all values of and 12. For example, la ::0111d be

direct cu'rrent, and 12 could be zero; there is no physical reason why this could

not be true. Under what condition can the two sides of Eq. (10.47) be equal even

for all possible values of and i2? Only if each quantity in parentheses is

zero, giving

k
12

c
(a)

(b)

(10-18)
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Referring to Eq. (10.6) we see now that (for the assumption that 01 = 02)

k

and furthermore, from Eq. (10-7),

M VL1L2 (10-19)

Now, let us consider 0 again, which, in view of these results, becomes

k1212

NI 2

1 4
.4171.1.2

" ja 12

This gives a relationship between 12 and as follows:

However, Eq, (10-18b) gives

or

so that

L2 N

i1 elL= +
L
164 0

2
I1

,sic N2

L
1

N
1

N
2 0i +

1 N
1

2 k

The parameter ku is a function of properties of the magnetic circuit. Specific,Ally

if A is its length, A its cross sectional arel, and km the relative permeability,

solution of the magnetic circuit (considering coil 1 only) gives

km oAN1 I
0



and so

(10-22).

If k
11

is sufficiently large, or is sufficiently small, the k
11

term ii

Eq. (10-21) can be negligible. in that case, we get the approximate equation

N
2

.5. sit i
1 N

1
2

(10-23)

In other words, the current ratio ii/i2 is approximately the inverse of the

turns ratio.

-10-8. The Iron Core Transformer in the Sinusoidal Steady State

Me can get a more satisfying answer 4;'s to Whether 0/k is negligible in
11

Eq. (10-21) when all qu'entities vary sinusoldaily. Assume again that all voltages

and currents are sinusoidal. Flux will then also be sinusoidal and will be

represented by the phasor . In Eq. (10-21) we can replace.each instantaneous

quantity (flnusoidal case only) by the corresponding phesor. Also, we shall

use N1/L1 in place of 1/kill giving

i -a 'I 4.
1 N

1
2 L

1

However, we also have

-
V
1

= jwN
1
0

which combines with the-above to give

N2
1

1 N1 2 + .

jcoll

Thus, in this case we see that

i f

WI*

(10.25)

I
1

N
2

(10-26)

12
N
1



ark,

vi
jwL1

is small. This quantity, is called the magnetizing current. It is the currenC

in winding 1 when it is connected to a source of voltage Vi and when winding 2

iS -n open circuit.

torresponding to Eq. (10-24 we also have

C/2 jwN2.471

and so we. See that under the assumptions being made zero resistance and no leakage

flux)

(i0-27)

If winding resistance is introduced, Eq. (10-27) becomes an approxim&tion.

Equation (10-24) provides the point of departure for the laSt consideration.

Let us write it as an absolute value relation (using symbols without bars for absolute
-

values). Thus, we can write

(10:-2a)

This is crucial because there is a limit to the value that 0 can attain for approximat

linear operation in*a transformer with iron core.

Figure 10-9.
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I.

In Ftgr. 10-9 is shown a linearized approximation of the magnetization curve

of the magnetic circuit. It will not be permissible to exEeed-a certain value

of flux, say tt.)

m
This means that the 0 in Eq. (10.28) must be less than 0

m
bi2

(Why?). In terms of voltage, frequency, and number of turns, this-gives

V
m

This relationship has useful and important implications concerning the use of

a transformer on other than the voltage or frequency for which it was designed.-

Suppose it was designed so that at rated voltage and frequency, the above relation-

ship waspjust barely satisfied. If the voltage is raised, the limit will be exceeded.

It will cOso be exceeded if fhe frequency is decreased, while tha_voltage remiins

unchanged. The only way to operate a transformer at reduced frequency is to reduce

the voltage in proportion.

Equation (10.28) also shows why it is expensive to make "audio transformers"

that will operate well at low frequencies. They must be provided with massive

magnetic circuits that will permit the large 0 demanded by Eq. (10.28) when w is

small. Parenthetically, t might be suspected that good perfbrmance at low

frequencies would be provided by-making N
1

large. This would be true except that

such-transforffitrs must also ope-rate-at-htil;--frequencfes,

large.interwindim capacitance becomes detrimental at high frequencies. Design

of transformers that will operate over a wide range ,of frequencies is not a job

-for-the udinitiated.


